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The Fresno Council of Governments (Fresno COG) is a consensus builder, developing
acceptable programs and solutions to issues that do not respect political boundaries.
Fresno COG is a voluntary association of local governments, one of California’s 38
regional planning agencies, and one of 500+ nationwide. In 1967 elected officials of
Fresno County and its incorporated cities informally created the agency, formalizing
Fresno COG in 1969 through a Joint Powers Agreement. Fresno COG undertakes
comprehensive regional planning with an emphasis on transportation, provides
citizens an opportunity to be involved in the planning process, and supplies technical
services to its members.
Fresno COG’s Member Agencies:
City of Clovis

City of Mendota

City of Coalinga

City of Orange Cove

City of Firebaugh

City or Parlier

City of Fowler

City of Reedley

City of Fresno

City of San Joaquin

City of Huron
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City of Kingsburg

County of Fresno
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I.

Introduction to the RTP
Regional Transportation Plans (RTPs) are planning documents developed by Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs) and Regional Transportation Planning Agencies (RTPAs) in cooperation with
Caltrans and other stakeholders, as required per State legislation and Federal regulation.
The RTP establishes regional goals, identifies present and future needs, deficiencies, and constraints,
analyze potential solutions, estimates available funding and proposes investments.
A comprehensive public involvement process is key to developing long-term regional plans. Fresno
COG's 2022 RTP public outreach effort will communicate with nontraditional as well as traditional
audiences to include them in the transportation planning process. Fresno COG's Public Participation
Plan, the parent document to this public outreach strategy, spells out specific strategies to involve
low-income communities and communities of color as well as limited-English proficient populations.
These strategies will help ensure that environmental justice issues are addressed and that interested
members of the public have ample opportunity to understand and provide meaningful input while
the RTP is in its early stages and throughout the planning process.
The public participation process will require flexibility and is subject to change in response to input
received. To direct Fresno County residents and organizations interested in participating in key
actions and decisions, any changes, as well as additional detail, will be posted on fresnocog.org and
communicated via social media.

II. Summary of RTP Public Outreach Plan Requirements
A. RTP Public Participation Requirements:

The RTP Planning Process must foster involvement through a proactive public participation
process with the all interested parties. Title 23 CFR Part 450.316(a) states the following
concerning participation and consultation:
The MPO shall develop and use a documented participation plan that defines a process for providing
individuals, affected public agencies, representatives of public transportation employees, public
ports, freight shippers, providers of freight transportation services, private providers of
transportation (including intercity bus operators, employer-based commuting programs, such as
carpool program, vanpool program, transit benefit program, parking cash-out program, shuttle
program, or telework program), representatives of users of public transportation, representatives of
users of pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities, representatives of the disabled,
and other interested parties with reasonable opportunities to be involved in the metropolitan
transportation planning process.
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(1) The MPO shall develop the participation plan in consultation with all interested parties and
shall, at a minimum, describe explicit procedures, strategies, and desired outcomes for:
o

(i) Providing adequate public notice of public participation activities and time for public
review and comment at key decision points, including a reasonable opportunity to comment
on the proposed metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP;

o

(ii) Providing timely notice and reasonable access to information about transportation issues
and processes;

o

(iii) Employing visualization techniques to describe metropolitan transportation plans and
TIPs;

o

(iv) Making public information (technical information and meeting notices) available in
electronically accessible formats and means, such as the World Wide Web;

o

(v) Holding any public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times;

o

(vi) Demonstrating explicit consideration and response to public input received during the
development of the metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP;

o

(vii) Seeking out and considering the needs of those traditionally underserved by existing
transportation systems, such as low-income and minority households, who may face
challenges accessing employment and other services;

o

(viii) Providing an additional opportunity for public comment, if the final metropolitan
transportation plan or TIP differs significantly from the version that was made available for
public comment by the MPO and raises new material issues that interested parties could not
reasonably have foreseen from the public involvement efforts;

o

(ix) Coordinating with the statewide transportation planning public involvement
and consultation processes under subpart B of this part; and

o

(x) Periodically reviewing the effectiveness of the procedures and strategies contained in
the participation plan to ensure a full and open participation process.



When significant written and oral comments are received on the draft metropolitan
transportation plan as a result of the participation process or the interagency consultation
process required under the EPA transportation conformity regulations (40 CFR part 93, subpart
A), a summary, analysis, and report on the disposition of comments shall be made as part of the
final metropolitan transportation plan.



A minimum public comment period of 45 calendar days shall be provided before the initial or
revised participation plan is adopted by the MPO. Copies of the approved participation plan
shall be provided to the FHWA and the FTA for informational purposes and shall be posted
online, to the maximum extent practicable.



MPO’s and RTPA’s are also encouraged to involve the media, including ethnic media as
appropriate, as a tool to promote public participation in the RTP development, review and
commenting process.

B. The RTP’s Additional SCS Public Participation Requirements:

Public participation and consultation for RTP development remains an essential element of the
overall RTP process. Mapping and visualization tools should be used, to the extent practicable, to
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create visual representations of proposed scenarios, the SCS and the APS, if applicable. These tools
will help provide more effective and meaningful public involvement in development and refinement
of the SCS and APS, if applicable. A Public Participation Plan includes public outreach, public
awareness, and public input, beginning with the planning stage.
The MPO shall adopt a Public Participation Plan in advance of developing an SCS and/or APS to
include:
1) Outreach efforts encouraging the active participation of a broad range of stakeholders in the
planning process, consistent with the agency’s adopted Federal Public Participation Plan. This
includes, but is not limited to:
 affordable housing advocates
 transportation advocates
 neighborhood and community groups
 environmental advocates
 home builder representatives
 broad-based business organizations
 landowners
 commercial property interests
 homeowner associations
2) Consultation with congestion management agencies, transportation agencies, and
transportation commissions.
3) Regional public workshops with information and tools providing a clear understanding of policy
choices and issues. At least three workshops for counties with a population greater than
500,000. To the extent practicable, each workshop shall include urban simulation computer
modeling to create visual representations of the SCS and APS.
4) Preparation and circulation of a draft SCS (and APS, if one is prepared) not less than 55 days
before adoption of a final RTP.
For a single county MPO, at least two public hearings shall be held. To the maximum extent
feasible, the hearings shall be in different parts of the region to maximize the opportunity for
participation by members of the public throughout the region.
5) A process enabling the public to provide a single request to receive notices, information and
updates.
This (SCS) public participation plan is not required to be reviewed or approved by any state agency
to be included as part of the RTP. However, the MPO should maintain a record of its public
participation efforts relative to the SCS and APS if applicable, and therefore, it is recommended
these additional requirements should be included in the Federally required Public Participation Plan.
Input and Consultation with Local Elected Officials on SCS Development
During SCS development the MPO must conduct at least two informational meetings in each county
for members of the board of supervisors and city councils. Only one informational meeting is
needed in each county if it is attended by representatives of the county board of supervisors and
city councils that represent a majority of the cities representing a majority of the population in the
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incorporated areas of that county. The purpose of this meeting (or meetings) shall be to present a
draft of SCS (and APS if applicable), to the members of the board of supervisors and city council
members in that county and to solicit and consider their input and recommendations.
Continuing with a collaborative transportation planning process, MPOs work and consult with local
elected officials as key stakeholders in the regional transportation system. While local elected
officials serve on regional agency boards, expanded consultation is required pursuant to
Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(E) and (F) to provide outreach to all local elected officials and
their member jurisdictions affected by the SCS (and APS if applicable).
Pursuant to Government Code Section 65080(b)(2)(G), in preparing an SCS, the MPO shall consider
spheres of influence adopted by Local Agency Formation Commissions (LAFCOs). MPOs should also
consult with LAFCOs regarding special districts that provide property-related services such as water
or wastewater services, and should consult with these regional special districts, as appropriate,
during SCS development.
Additionally, MPOs should consider consultation with school districts within their region during
development of the RTP. School-related trips constitute a significant portion of all vehicle trips.
Interagency Coordination on SCS Development
As the MPO works on RTP development and approval, interagency coordination with both Federal
and State agencies provides necessary information for the RTP, and notification to all interested
parties. Advanced and continuous coordination with all appropriate agencies is highly
recommended. RTP development should include interagency coordination with, but not limited to,
the following entities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Federal agencies including: Federal Highways Administration (FHWA), Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), and Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
California Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD)
California Air Resources Board (ARB)
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
Appropriate Resources Agencies (see list in Section 4.9)
Adjacent MPOs and RTPAs with which the MPO shares a significant amount of interregional
travel.

MPOs are also encouraged to work with the Department of Housing and Community Development
to incorporate the appropriate Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA) within their RTPs.
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C. Other Consultation & Coordination Requirements:
Consultation with Interested Parties
Consulting with interested parties on plans, programs and projects shall include individuals or
organizations that are mentioned in Title 23 CFR Part 450.316(a) which requires Metropolitan
Planning Organizations, such as Fresno COG, to consult with federal land use management agencies
as appropriate during the development of RTP. Title 23 CFR part 450.322(g) states that MPOs shall
consult as appropriate with state and local agencies responsible for land use management, natural
resources, environmental protection, conservation and historic preservation during the
development of their RTP. MPO's should also consult with agencies and officials responsible for
other planning activities that are affected by transportation, including State and local planned
growth, economic development, tourism, natural disaster risk reduction, environmental protection,
airport operations, or freight movements, or coordinate its planning process (to the maximum
extent practicable) with such planning activities.

The U.S. DOT defines consultation as when: “one or more parties confer with other
identified parties in accordance with an established process and, prior to taking action(s),
considers the views of the other parties and periodically informs them about action(s)
taken.” Consultation shall involve, as appropriate: (1) Comparison of transportation plans
with State conservation plans or maps, if available; or (2) Comparison of transportation
plans to inventories of natural or historic resources, if available. In addition, the discussion
of mitigation activities shall be developed in consultation with Federal, State, and Tribal
land management, wildlife, and regulatory agencies.
MPO's shall also develop the metropolitan transportation plans with due consideration of other
related planning activities within the metropolitan area, and the process shall provide for the design
and delivery of transportation services within the area that are provided by:
o

(1) Recipients of assistance under title 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53;

o

(2) Governmental agencies and non-profit organizations (including representatives of the
agencies and organizations) that receive Federal assistance from a source other than the
U.S. Department of Transportation to provide non-emergency transportation services; and

o

(3) Recipients of assistance under 23 U.S.C. 201-204.


(c) When the MPA includes Indian Tribal lands, the MPO shall appropriately involve the
Indian Tribal government(s) in the development of the metropolitan transportation
plan and the TIP.



(d) When the MPA includes Federal public lands, the MPO shall appropriately involve
the Federal land management agencies in the development of the metropolitan
transportation plan and the TIP.

(e) MPOs shall, to the extent practicable, develop a documented process(es) that outlines roles,
responsibilities, and key decision points for consulting with other governments and agencies, as
defined in paragraphs (b), (c), and (d) of this section, which may be included in the agreement(s)
developed under § 450.314.
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The U.S. DOT definition of “interested parties” to be engaged in statewide and metropolitan
transportation planning has been expanded. The MPO/RTPA shall provide the following interested
parties with reasonable opportunity to comment on the proposed RTP:
1. Citizens
2. Affected public agencies
3. Representatives of public transportation employees
4. Freight shippers
5. Private providers of transportation
6. Representatives of users of public transportation
7. Representatives of users of pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities
8. Representatives of people with disabilities
9. Providers of freight transportation services
10. Other interested parties
Native American Tribal Government Consultation and Coordination
Title 23 CFR part 450.316(c) requires MPOs to involve the federally recognized Native American
Tribal Government in the development of the RTP and FTIP. RTPAs shall comply as well. Title 23 CFR
part 450.316 (a)(1), the participation plan shall be developed by the MPO in consultation with all
interested parties and shall, at a minimum, describe explicit procedures, strategies and desired
outcomes. The requirement of including interested parties in the development of the participation
plan and the RTP would include federally recognized or non-federally recognized tribes.
State of California
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), consultation with agencies, governments or individuals
that could potentially be impacted by transportation projects in the RTP. Government Code Section
65080(b)(2)(B)(v) requires that MPOs develop a sustainable communities strategy (which is part of
the RTP) that shall gather and consider the best practically available scientific information regarding
“resource areas” and “farmland” as defined in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Government Code Section
65080.01.
Coordinated Public Transit/Human Services Transportation Plans
Title 23 CFR Part 450.306(g) states the regional planning process should be
coordinated and consistent with the preparation of the coordinated public transit-human services
transportation plan as required by Title 49 U.S.C. Parts 5310, 5316 and 5317.
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III. RTP/SCS Public Outreach Strategy Objectives and Desire Outcomes

Fresno COG’s Public Participation Plan calls for setting and measuring progress on involving the
public in Fresno COG’s Regional Transportation Plan. This portion of the RTP/SCS outreach plans
denotes Fresno COG's commitments to meeting public participation requireements.

A. Objectives:


Solicit participation from a broad range of groups and individuals in the 2022 RTP decisionmaking process



Raise awareness and offer opportunities for public input about the 2022 RTP



Provide information Fresno County region residents and other stakeholders



Stimulate dialogue about the transportation challenges facing the Fresno County region



Develop and incorporate into the 2022 RTP update realistic solutions that address the diverse
mobility needs of the region’s residents, visitors and business people



Build public support for, and understanding of, the transportation improvements outlined in the
2022 RTP

B. Desired Outcomes:
Diversity: Participants must represent a range of socioeconomic, ethnic and cultural, geographic and
user (mode) groups. They must also include a range of people with varying interests: social service,
business, environment, social justice/equity, etc.


Targeted groups include all those listed under “Summary of Outreach Requirements” including
additional Fresno COG contacts



Participating citizens represent a cross-section of people of various interests, places of residence
and primary modes of travel, as reported on surveys and comments or other communications
received throughout the update process

Reach: Every effort will be made to include the greatest number of people possible. Different levels
of participation will make it more inviting for people with a range of involvement preferences to join
the discussion. The success of the program will be measure by the following:


Number of comments received



Number of individuals who actively participated in the Fresno COG RTP 2022 Public Outreach
Program, as measured by survey responses, focus group attendance, comments received and
community outreach involvement. (excluding repeat attendance)



Number visits or “views” to the Fresno COG RTP 2022 section website and/or requests for
information during active periods of the public outreach and involvement program



Assessing active participation from residents or their representatives from urban and rural
locations.

Accessibility: Anyone who wants to participate can do so. This goal can be met by taking
participation activities to where people already are located, whenever possible. It can also be met
by providing ways to participate, regardless of individuals’ language or ability to attend a meeting,
access to the Web, etc.


Meetings are held in communities and during existing meeting dates/times whenever possible
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One-hundred percent of meeting locations are accessible by transit, with the exception of rural,
unincorporated communities and other town pockets that lack the public transportation needed
to access all viable meeting locations.



Meetings are linguistically accessible to 100% of participants, with three working days’ advance
request for translation. Meeting announcements will offer translation services with advance
notice to participants speaking any language with available professional translation services. At
most public workshops Fresno COG will automatically provide translators and Spanish language
materials as need is anticipated.



All meetings are accessible under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

Impact: The feedback received through this Outreach and Involvement Program should be analyzed
and provided to the Fresno COG Policy Board wherever appropriate. Interested participants should
be informed of Board’s actions. Decisions to not incorporate recommendations should be noted,
with a rationale provided and ready to be discussed.


One-hundred percent of written comments received are logged, analyzed, summarized and
communicated in time for consideration by staff and the Fresno COG Policy Board



One-hundred percent of the written comments are acknowledged in the form received, so that
those making them knows whether their comment is reflected in the outcome of a Policy Board
action or, conversely, why the Policy Board acted differently.

Education: This outreach program is an opportunity for Fresno COG to inform a wide range of
people about transportation issues in the Fresno County region, as well as the link to climate change
and sustainable growth, among other issues. Each step of the process should include an educational
element, whether it is about Fresno County area transportation in general, specific projects being
considered for inclusion in the long-range plan or background on the outreach results to date.
Participant Satisfaction: People who take the time and energy to participate should believe it was
worth their while to join in the discussion and debate. The following targeted performance
measures are associated with each of the goal topics. Surveys will be available for participants to
complete throughout the RTP/SCS development process.
Majority of participants rate the Fresno COG RTP Outreach Program as Excellent or good on each of
the following performance dimensions (or other specific features to be determined):










Accessibility (meeting locations, materials, languages available)
Adequate notice
Sufficient opportunity to comment
Clear understanding of items that are established policy versus those that are open to public
influence
Clear information at an appropriate level of detail
Educational value of presentations and materials
Responsiveness to comments received
Understanding of other perspectives and differing priorities
Quality of the discussion
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IV.

RTP/SCS Public Outreach Strategies & SCS Participation Plan
How-To-Guide for getting involved in the planning process

Under state law (SB 375, Steinberg, Chapter 728, 2008 Statutes), Fresno COG must develop a
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) as part of its Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) to
integrate planning for growth and housing with long-range transportation investments,
including goals for reducing greenhouse gas emissions for cars and light trucks. The law also calls
for a Public Participation Plan that addresses outreach for an SCS and the Regional
Transportation Plan. Fresno COG intends to implement the following public outreach strategies
throughout the development of the 2022 RTP and SCS.
This section describes key engagement opportunities Fresno COG will employ during
development of Fresno COG's "Fresno Forward" 2022 RTP/SCS development. Using strategies
outlined in its 2020 Public Participation Plan (PPP), Fresno COG will provide the general public
with several avenues for ongoing participation. The following section explains those
engagement opportunities and highlights how to participate in blue below.
1. Regional Transportation Plan Roundtable
Fresno COG forms a RTP Roundtable “committee” whose purpose is to support
staff and COG standing committees in developing the Regional Transportation Plan and
Sustainable Communities Strategy. The Roundtable provides community-based consensus on
advisory recommendations to the Fresno COG Policy Board. The 39-member Roundtable
comprises of 16 representatives from each of Fresno COG's member agencies, 20 positions for
public agencies and stakeholder groups, and three positions for those who represent the publicat-large.
The RTP Roundtable meets monthly, at 2 pm on the fourth Wednesday. Meetings are held in
Fresno COG's Sequoia Conference Room, unless otherwise noted on Fresnocog.org. Meeting
agenda packets are made available on the website one week prior under Agendas. To be added
to Fresno COG's RTP Roundtable notification list, please email COG at comment@fresnocog.org
with a specific request or call Fresno COG at 559-233-4148.
2.
RTP Survey of the community
Fresno COG has contracted with a professional survey firm to conduct a statistically valid
community survey whose participants are reflective of the county’s demographics, including
limited English-speaking populations from the urban and rural areas. The consultant is
responsible for preparing a detailed list of findings with ranked values and transportation
funding priorities identified by the Fresno COG.
Voluntary participation in the actual survey is not possible. But results will be posted online at
the Fresno COG's website by June 2020 or as soon as possible thereafter. Survey findings will be
reported to the RTP Roundtable and Fresno COG Policy Board during regularly scheduled
meetings. For more information about the Community Survey contact Brenda Veenendaal at
comment@fresnocog.org or by calling 559-233-4148, ext. 219.
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3.
Community-Based Mini-Grant Outreach Program
To help ensure diverse and direct input from all populations, Fresno COG will award grant
funding to community-based organizations, schools, and groups to conduct outreach. The
selected organizations will conduct outreach activities to secure public involvement from
stakeholders in their communities, engaging them in the development of the Regional
Transportation Plan and generating feedback on the 2022 RTP and SCS. Specifically, mini grant
recipients will organize workshops to gather community transportation needs throughout the
month of September 2020.
An application packet was released to the public on February 24, 2020. Notice of the RFP
was emailed out to all of Fresno COG’s contact listings, included in the Coming Up At Fresno
COG e-newsletter in early March 2020, was posted on Fresno COG's social media sites and
website under the Doing Business with Fresno COG webpage. The RFP was included in
agenda packets of Fresno COG’s Transportation Technical Committee, Policy Advisory
Committee and the Fresno COG Policy Board as an information item. Information about
how to participate in the mini grant community workshops will be posted to the Fresno COG
website on the Get Involved page.
4.
Fresno COG Email Notifications
Regular updates regarding RTP development will be included in “Coming Up at Fresno COG” enewsletters. Additional email notifications will be sent to government and other stakeholder
agencies seeking their involvement and coordination as required.
If the public would like to submit a single request to receive all notices, information and updates
regarding the RTP and SCS development they may do so by contacting Fresno COG staff member
Brenda Veenendaal by phone at (559) 233-4148 ext. 219 or via email at brendav@fresnocog.org.
5.
Social Networks: Updates, workshops, meeting announcements and any other
opportunity to participate in RTP and SCS development will be posted to the Fresno COG social
media sites. Facebook events will be created for workshops and public meetings as appropriate.
Access Fresno COG's social media is provided on the bottom of Fresno COG's website homepage.
6.
Website: Fresno COG's website, www.fresnocog.org, contains updated content with
RTP meeting agenda packets and public comment/participation opportunities. Webpages
dedicated to RTP/SCS information will be built and kept up-to-date throughout the RTP planning
process. In addition, Fresno COG will develop videos explaining plans, programs or concepts and
post them to the website and to COG's social media pages.
Fresno COG is actively analyzing all fresnocog.org content for accessibility and has installed an
automated web accessibility technology that complies with the WCAG 2.1 with the goal of
having our website fully accessible at all times. Language translation is readily available.
7.
Regularly scheduled meetings: The following COG Boards and Committees will
consulted in the development of the RTP & SCS. All consultation with these and other
committees will be documented:
o

RTP Roundtable: Meets monthly during the development of the RTP and SCS (See page 13
for a full description of the Roundtable). Starting June 2020, The Roundtable will meet
monthly on the fourth Wednesday at 2:00 pm in the Fresno COG Sequoia Conference Room.
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o

Transportation Technical Committee (TTC): Standing RTP items included on TTC agendas
each month brief committee members on RTP and SCS development issues and public
outreach opportunities. Meets the second Friday of each month at 8:30 a.m. pm in the
Fresno COG Sequoia Conference Room.

o

Policy Advisory Committee (PAC: Standing RTP items included on PAC agendas each month
brief committee members on RTP and SCS development issues and public outreach
opportunities. Meets the second Friday of each month at 10:00 a.m. pm in the Fresno COG
Sequoia Conference Room.

o

Fresno COG Policy Board: Standing RTP items included on Policy Board agendas each
month brief committee members on RTP and SCS development issues and public outreach
opportunities. Meets the last Thursday of each month at 5:00 pm in the Fresno COG Sequoia
Conference Room.

Other Fresno COG committees or boards: Additional consultation and coordination will likely
occur with the following committees and commissions during RTP/SCS development.
Meeting agendas and packet materials are available online on the Fresno COG website at
www.fresnocog.org under Agendas:
o

Airport Land Use Commission (ALUC) of Fresno County: The ALUC will receive information
via agenda items informing them of RTP progress and airport related issues. Meets the first
Monday every other month at 2:00 pm in the Fresno COG Sequoia Room as content
dictates.

o

Association for the Beautification of 99: Committee members will be notified via email
regarding RTP progress and opportunities to coordinate or consult with Fresno COG. Meets
as needed on matters relating to the aesthetics of Highway 99.

o

Environmental Justice (EJ) Subcommittee: Meets to discuss the EJ Plan RTP chapter and
provide feedback on public outreach to EJ communities. Monthly meeting dates and times
are not yet established, but they will be published on Fresno COG's website.

o

Measure C Citizen Oversight Committee: Committee members will be notified via email
regarding RTP progress and opportunities to coordinate or consult with Fresno COG. RTP
issues related to Measure C will be agendized as requested by staff or committee
members. Meets the second Tuesday of each month at 5:00 p.m. in the Fresno COG Ash
Conference Room as content dictates.

o

Social Service Transportation Advisory Council (SSTAC): Meets to aid staff in its review of
transit issues with an emphasis on the annual identification of transit needs within Fresno
County. Transit needs include the needs of transit dependent and transit disadvantaged
persons, including the elderly, disabled and persons of limited means. SSTAC meets on the
third Tuesday of the month, January through June of each year, or as needed at 1:30 pm in
the Fresno COG Ash Conference Room.

Valleywide Committees and Boards that will be consulted or coordinated with during the
RTP/SCS development:
o

Model Coordinating Committee: The Model Coordinating Committee (MCC) has been
established to provide a coordinated approach to valley air quality, conformity and
transportation modeling issues.
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o

San Joaquin Valley Regional Planning Agencies – Regional Policy Council: The Policy
Council provides guidance on common interregional policy issues. This sixteen-member
Regional Policy Council was established to discuss and build regional consensus on issues of
Valley importance. Meeting agendas, minutes and information about the SJV Directors
meetings are available online at www.sjvcogs.org.

o

San Joaquin Valley Regional Planning Agencies – Executive Directors Committee: The
Valley Executive Directors meet regularly to discuss issues of mutual importance to all the
Valley Metropolitan Planning Organizations. Meeting agendas, minutes and information
about the SJV Directors meetings are available online at www.sjvcogs.org.

8.
Community Meetings—Fresno COG staff will make presentations to organizations and
community groups or associations as requested in partnership with the Valleywide SCS
Outreach, and as available through additional channels.
9.
Technical Working Groups—Fresno COG staff will be working with technical staff from
our member agencies to develop/draft technical portions of the plans that require specific
expertise or qualifications.
Members of the public are welcome to attend. Meeting notices will be posted to the COG
website calendar.
10.
RTP/SCS Community Workshops
Fresno COG staff, working with the RTP Mini-Grant recipient organizations, will host community
workshops throughout the Fresno County region during the month of September 2020. Each of
the workshops will include a meal, childcare and alternate language presentations and materials
when needed, and translation and interpretation services.
This September outreach effort will focus on introducing RTP/SCS policies and issues to the
public, while providing an opportunity for attendees to submit regional transportation project
suggestions that could be considered by local agencies in response to Fresno COG’s RTP call for
projects which will be issued November 1, 2020. Fresno COG will also develop an online survey
in English and Spanish to allow transportation project input for those who could not attend the
workshops. The survey will be available throughout the month of September 2020 as well.
Fresno COG will advertise the workshops and online survey through all means possible, including
but not limited to:
 Social Media and website posts and events
 Email notifications
 Radio, television, print and online media, including community and minority media
 Printed fliers
 Business and community agency eblasts
 Announcements and agenda items at Fresno COG's meetings
 Community organization and educational institution meetings
 TV/Radio talk shows
 Public Service Announcements
 Local agency resources used to reach constituencies
 Distributions through local school districts and churches
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All workshop and online survey data and regional transportation needs suggestions will be made
available on Fresnocog.org.
11.
Required workshops/meetings and hearings on the DRAFT SCS
Senate Bill 375 requires that at least three regional public workshops, with information and
tools providing a clear understanding of policy choices and issues, on the Draft SCS are held in
Fresno County during the SCS process.
Fresno COG will host at least three regional public workshops when the Draft SCS is released for
public review. The workshops will be advertised through the means mentioned in item 10 above.
All previous workshop attendees will also be notified of these workshops.
Informational meetings must also be held in each county for members of the board of
supervisors and city councils on the Draft SCS. Only one informational meeting is needed in each
county if it is attended by representatives of the county board of supervisors and city councils
that represent a majority of the cities representing a majority of the population in the
incorporated areas of that county. The purpose of this meeting (or meetings) shall be to present
a draft of the SCS to the members of the board of supervisors and the city council members to
solicit and consider their input and recommendations.
At least two public hearings shall be held on the Draft SCS in the RTP (and APS, if any). To the
maximum extent feasible, the hearings shall be in different parts of the region to maximize the
opportunity for participation by members of the public throughout the region.
Informational meeting(s) for elected officials and at least two public hearings shall be held in the
Fresno County region to present the Draft SCS and receive formal public input from the public.
Public hearings will be held in two locations on different dates, one in the urban area of the
county and one in the rural area. Dates and times of these participation opportunities will be
announced via public notice, on the Fresno COG website and social media pages and through
email notifications.
12.
Additional tasks as identified during the process
As appropriate and effective opportunities for outreach arise during the RTP and SCS
development process, they will be evaluated and discussed. If the opportunities are viable,
financially feasible approaches to providing public education or receiving public input, they will
strongly be considered for implementation.
To suggest an outreach approach or opportunity for Fresno COG's consideration, please contact
staff in one of the following ways:
Email:
comment@fresnocog.org
Phone:
559-233-4148
Mail:
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201, Fresno, CA 93722
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Fresno COG’s contact information:
Fresno Council of Governments (Fresno COG)
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201
Fresno, CA 93721
559.233.4148 Phone
559.233.9645 Fax
www.fresnocog.org
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Tribal Consultation Plan
Fresno Council of Governments
January 2019
Introduction
Fresno Council of Governments (Fresno COG) is the federally designated Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) and the state-designated Regional Transportation Planning Agency (RTPA) serving Fresno County. Fresno
COG is responsible for developing all state and federal transportation plans and programming documents that are
necessary to secure and program transportation funds within the region. Fresno COG routinely consults with
Native American tribal governments on activities that may impact their communities.
Policy for Consultation with Federally Recognized Indian Tribal Governments
The U.S. DOT defines consultation as “when one or more parties confer with other identified parties in accordance
with an established process and, prior to taking action(s), considers the views of the other parties and periodically
informs them about action(s) taken.” Some areas of consultation could include: transportation, land use,
employment, economic development, housing, community development and environmental issues.
For this document, consultation is the meaningful and timely process of seeking, discussing and considering
carefully the views of others, in a manner that is cognizant of all parties’ cultural values, and where feasible,
seeking agreement.
Requirement to Consult
Consultation with Resource Agencies
Title 23 CFR part 450 requires that MPOs shall consult, as appropriate, with state and local agencies responsible for
land use management, natural resources, environmental protection, conservation, and historic preservation.
Native American Tribal Government Consultation and Coordination
Executive Order 13175, Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal Governments (November 6, 2000),
establishes regular and meaningful consultation and collaboration with tribal officials in developing federal policies
with tribal implications to strengthen government-to-government relationships with Indian tribes and to reduce
unfunded mandates upon local tribes.
State and federal regulations require Fresno COG to conduct government-to-government consultation regarding
its planning and programming activities with tribal governments of federally-recognized Native American
tribes. Additionally, Assembly Bill 52 (Gatto, Statutes of 2014) requires that state and local agencies are to analyze
the impacts to Native American cultural resources under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). Lead
agencies under CEQA must work with tribal governments to avoid or mitigate the impacts to cultural resources.
Federally Recognized Tribes
Federal recognition is a legal distinction that applies to a tribe’s right to a government-to-government relationship
with the federal government and eligibility for federal programs. All California Native American tribes are distinct
and independent governmental entities with specific cultural beliefs and traditions and unique connections to
areas of California that are their ancestral homelands.
A contact list of both federally and non-federally recognized California Native American tribes is maintained by the
Native American Heritage Commission. The three federally recognized tribes in Fresno County are Big Sandy
Rancheria of California, Cold Springs Rancheria of Mono Indians of California, and Table Mountain Rancheria of
California. Although consultation is not mandated for non-federally recognized tribes, this does not preclude the
Fresno Council of Governments from consulting with local non-federally recognized tribes when plans or activities
might impact cultural values or the community.

Agency Organizational Structure
Fresno COG is a consensus builder, developing acceptable programs and solutions to issues that do not respect
political boundaries. In 1967, incorporated city and Fresno County elected officials established the agency,
formalizing Fresno COG through a joint powers agreement, Fresno COG is a voluntary association of local
governments. Fresno COG undertakes comprehensive regional planning with an emphasis on transportation,
provides citizens an opportunity to be involved in the planning process and supplies technical service to its
members.
Fresno COG’s member agencies are represented on its Policy Board by the mayor of each incorporated city, and
the chairman of the County Board of Supervisors, or designated representatives. The Policy Board is a governing
body that establishes policy and guides work activities. It is assisted in making decisions by the Policy Advisory
Committee (PAC), comprising the Chief Administrative Officer of each member agency, or their designated
representatives. Staff from member agencies, tribal governments, interest groups and industry stakeholders
comprises the Transportation Technical Committee (TTC) which also assists in the decision-making process.
Native American Indians of California and other tribal governments are also invited to participate in the monthly
Transportation Technical Committee (TTC) and the Environmental Justice Subcommittee meetings. The TTC
reviews staff work conducted pursuant to the Overall Work Program, advises the Policy Board and PAC on
transportation issues and makes recommendations to the Policy Board on planning and programming actions. The
TTC review is generally focused on the technical merits of various transportation issues coming before the Policy
Board. The Environmental Justice Subcommittee under the TTC meets when necessary to review items involving
Environmental Justice populations and provide recommendations to the TTC. Additionally, the subcommittee is
instrumental in assisting Fresno COG staff in setting definition and thresholds for Environmental Justice
Populations for the Environmental Justice Report within Regional Transportation Plan (RTP).
Consultation
Federal and state law require local agencies to consult with federally recognized tribal governments prior to
making transportation decisions, taking actions, or implementing programs that may impact their
communities. This activity is separate from and precedes the public participation process. Protocol should be
flexible and dynamic with respect to communication and discussion formats. More than one tribe may have an
affiliation with the area of consideration. Individual consultation may be necessary if a combined consultation
format is not preferred by the tribal government. Determining the degree and adequacy of consultation will vary
depending on a number of factors, including the scope of proposed activities, whether the activity is short-term or
long-term, the cultural or political sensitivity of the issue at hand, and the number of potential
stakeholders. Fresno COG intends to consult with Native American tribal governments on activities that may
impact their communities.
The Executive Director or his/her designee is the designated Fresno COG official with principal responsibility for
the agency’s implementation of consultation requirements. At the appropriate time in the planning phase, Fresno
COG shall contact the Federal Land Management Agencies and tribal chairs to inquire about established protocols,
such as cultural resource contacts, procedures, time limits and restrictions affecting communication. Mutually
agreed-upon protocols may result in more effective consultation efforts with federal land management agencies
and individual tribes.
Consultation is a process, not a single event, and communication should continue until the project or plan is
complete. Consultation requests should include a clear purpose, explaining the request and declaring the
importance of participation in the planning process. The request should specify the location of the area of
potential effect addressed in the proposal. All aspects of the consultation process should be documented,
including how the lead agency reaches a final decision.

Agency Activities
The agency consults with tribal governments on an ongoing basis, not only on individual projects. Fresno COG
strives to keep open communication with tribes to facilitate better relationships and better reflect tribes’
viewpoints and needs in regional planning documents and projects.
The Native American tribes in Fresno County receive the following information by telephone, mail, email, or inperson visits: the Fresno County Transportation Guide, the Regional Directory, newsletters, workshop invitations,
grant notices, requests to participate in program guidelines development, working groups and scoring
committees.
A memorandum of understanding between Fresno COG and the Big Sandy Rancheria that provides for a mutually
beneficial protocol for the tribe and Fresno COG to jointly identify, communicate, and coordinate actions of
common concern relating to transportation plans and programs serves as one particular success story.
Fresno COG will continue the outreach activities that have been established for the Native American tribes as well
as seek new ways to enhance the government-to-government relationship between Fresno COG and the Native
American tribal governments. In particular, Fresno COG will make every effort to consult and involve the Native
American tribes in developing future plans and programs, including, but not limited to the short and long-range
transit plans and the Federal Transportation Improvement Program.
Fresno COG will consult with federal land management agencies and federally recognized Native American tribal
governments when preparing planning studies and programs affecting the agency and tribe by:
• Initiating consultation from the Executive Director or his/her designee to the agency and tribal
chairperson.
• Offering to meet to discuss federal agency and tribal needs and concerns regarding impacts within their
jurisdictions prior to beginning the planning process. If the agency, tribal chairperson and/or their
representatives elect not to meet, Fresno COG will send a copy of the draft report for their review.
• Consulting with agency and tribal governments while developing the RTP, addressing agency and tribal
concerns regarding impacts within their jurisdiction and again prior to adoption of the RTP.
•

Inviting agency and tribal representatives to public meetings.

Planning Documents requiring consultation
• Federal Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP)
The FTIP is a financially constrained multimodal transportation planning program developed by the MPO
through its member agencies and in cooperation with state and federal agencies.
•

Federal Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (FSTIP)
The FSTIP is a statewide multimodal program of transportation projects proposed for federal
funding. This includes all projects that are deemed regionally significant and contains MPOs’ FTIP
documents and a list of rural non-MPO projects.

•

Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP)
The Regional Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) is a document that details the transportation
projects including highways, local roads, transit and active transportation that the region will fund with
state and federal revenues.

•

Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS)
The RTP is a long-range transportation plan that is developed and updated by Fresno COG every four
years. The RTP provides a vision for transportation investments throughout the region; the SCS is a

required element that integrates land use and transportation strategies to achieve emissions reduction
targets.
•

Overall Work Program (OWP)
The OWP identifies transportation-related planning projects and studies (called work elements)
undertaken by Fresno COG and describes programs, budgetary and staffing requirements for Fresno COG.
The OWP is a requirement for metropolitan transportation planning activities performed with federal
funds provided under 23 USC and 49 USC 53.

Unmet Transit Needs Assessment requiring consultation by Transit Operators
• Transit operators initiate consultation and invitation to the unmet transit needs hearing from the transit
operator or his/her designee to tribal chairperson with copies to the CEO, Administrator and cultural
department representatives.
•

Offer to meet to discuss the tribe’s transit needs and concerns.

Grant Programs and Funding
Coordinate with the tribal governments to provide information and technical assistance on grant programs
administered by the MPO, or other agencies.
• Initiate consultation from the Executive Director or his/her designee to the tribal chairperson with copies
to the Tribal Administrator, and Cultural Department representatives.
•

Provide notice of each grant and its application deadlines.

•

Invite representatives of the tribe to training or public meetings regarding the grants.

•

Coordinate between the tribe and Fresno COG member agencies.

•

Consult with and consider the interests of the tribal government.

Tribal Transportation Program (TTP) – Highway Trust Fund Planning and Programming
Coordinate among planners and engineers in local agencies and tribes.
•

Offer to meet to discuss the tribe’s needs and concerns when contacted by tribal representatives.

•

Provide assistance in TTP planning.

Coordinate with federal entities, as requested by the tribe.
Collaborate on funds awarded to the tribe through the Active Transportation Program.

Native American Tribal Contact Information
Federally Recognized Tribes
Big Sandy Rancheria Tribe
Tom Zizzo, Tribal Administrator
P.O. Box 337
37387 Auberry Mission Rd
Auberry, CA 93602
(559) 374-0066 ext. 237 (559) 855-4129
TZizzo@bsrnation.com
Cold Springs Rancheria
Carol Bill, Chairperson
P.O. Box 209
Tollhouse, CA 93667
(559) 855-5043
Table Mountain Rancheria
Samuel Elizondo, Tribal Administrator
P.O. Box 410
Friant, CA 93626
(559) 325-0384
selizondo@tmr.org
Non-Federally Recognized Tribes
There are several non-federally recognized tribes in California that are active in transportation issues. Federal law
does not require government-to-government consultation on projects with non-federally recognized tribes;
however, California law AB 52 requires consultation on tribal cultural resources under CEQA. In addition, nonfederally recognized tribes are generally considered a minority group, and federal executive orders require
consultation with minority or disadvantaged groups. In particular, Presidential Executive Order 12898 about
Environmental Justice places special emphasis on coordination with these groups.
The full list with contact information can be found at www.fresnocog.org.

Appendix D. Public Participation, Review,
and Adoption
Item 2. Mini Grant Applications and
Reports

Community-Based Outreach Mini-Grant Program
Application Form
Organization/Agency:

Central Valley Partnership

Address: 3484 W Shaw Ave suite 102, Fresno CA 93711

Primary Contact:

Phone:

Daniel O'Connell

559-967-1940

E-mail:

agrariandemocracy@gmail.com

Organization/Agency website and/or Facebook page (not required):

www.Centralvalleypartnership.org

Please make all responses as concise and complete as possible. Applications will not be judged upon length of
response. Attach a separate sheet with the following questions and responses. Microsoft Word versions of this
document are available upon request.

1. Outreach strategy and goals.

Please list and describe the outreach strategies that your organization proposes to carry out in order to
facilitate community-based outreach and enlist public involvement on the 2022 Regional Transportation
Plan (RTP) Sustainable Communities Strategy.

2. The specific demographics of the community proposed to reach.

Please describe the specific demographic and geographic area of your proposed outreach. Who are the
community members to whom you will outreach, and where do they live? (Please include ZIP codes).

3. The number of people proposed to attend meetings/workshops and submit feedback.

Provide a goal or estimate of the number of people you expect to reach, and the number of
responses you will obtain via meeting, online communications (made available through Fresno
COG) or one on one with your staff.

4. Previous experience.

Share any previous successes from similar types of outreach projects.
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5. Current contacts.

Clearly state how well established your outreach audience or contacts are currently.
Fresno COG want to know who you currently communicate with or have access to on a
regular basis.
6. Staffing and qualifications.

Provide a list of staff members, co-consultants or other individuals who will be implementing
your Mini-Grant RTP/SCS Outreach program, their proposed role, experience and qualifications.
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Fresno COG Mini Grant Outreach Program

Sample Proposed Project Budget Worksheet
Name of Agency/Organization/School: _____________________________________________________________________
Central Valley Partnership
A. Proposed Operational Expense Breakdown: Includes costs associated with telephone and postage expenses
directly related to the project, use of in-house copier and external printing and copying jobs, etc. Overhead can
be no more than 15 percent of contract total. Detailed itemization and receipts required.

$

Outreach Software

200

Student scholarship processing fees

100

Travel Reimbursment

200

TOTAL PART A. PROPOSED OPERATIONAL EXPENSES

$

500

B. Proposed Staff Costs: Includes staff who will work on the project, their costs with hourly rates required to
complete project and details about work performed.
Staff Member & Work Performed
Hourly Rate
Hours

Brenda Cabrera, Student Intern

15

16

250

Maria Contreras, Student Intern

15

16

250

Anahi Serrano, Student Intern

15

16

250

Lesly Duarte, Student Intern

15

16

250

Reyes Uviedo

20

25

500

TOTAL of PART B. PROPOSED STAFF COSTS

$

1500

C. Other Proposed Direct Cost Breakdown: May include refreshments, signage, and other appropriate
meeting and promotion expenses. Detailed itemization and receipts required.

Meeting food and beverage

500

TOTAL PART C. OTHER PROPOSED DIRECT COSTS

$

TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED

$

9

500
2500

Central Valley Partnership
Fresno Council of Governments RTP Outreach
November 30th, 2020

Outreach Narrative
The outreach efforts performed for the Council of Government for the Regional Transportation Plan was
carried out exclusively by means of Phone banking. We were tasked with performing a major project for
the 2020 Census but managed to recruit five of our best student interns to perform the phone banking
efforts. The students we chose had the most experience in reaching out to community members to get
their feedback about the RTP.
We began the outreach on October 2nd and concluded on October 22nd. We completed over 1,300
phone calls to Fresno Zip code 93704. In addition to Phone banking, we were able to provide the
platform for a 30-minute presentation on one of the monthly CVP meetings, which had one of our
record high attendance of over 140 participants via zoom. Our phone banking efforts were conducted
from our office headquarters. Each of the five outreach specialists conducted 16 hours in four separated
four-hour shifts. For each of those shifts, they were compensated with a $20 arco gas card. The original
plan was to carpool to the office for these phone banking shifts but due to Covid-19, carpooling was not
allowed, thus why we had to increase the spending from $200 to $400 on the transportation section of
the budget.
Our students team leads are on a $17.50 hourly rate plus an additional 10% processing fee for their
scholarship. However, due to covid-19, we decided to include a bit more for hazardous pay, so they
were at a $20 hourly rate, with the project manager being at a $28 hourly rate plus 10% scholarship
processing fee. So, students’ cost was $22 per hour and project manager at $30.80 hourly, each
conducting 16 hours for this project.
Although we faced much push back from people being upset from getting so many calls during election
and census time, we believe meaningful engagements were made, especially to familiarize people with
the Fresno County of governments through the Central Valley Partnership.

Itemized Expenses

A. Operational Expenses
PDI Software
Student Scholarship processing fee
Travel Reimbursement
Total Part A. Operational Expenses
B. Staff Cost
Hourly
Staff member
Rate
1- Brenda Cabrera
2- Betsy Avalos
3- Mariela Vasquez
4- Amanda Reyes
5- Reyes Uviedo
Total Part B. Staff Costs
C. Other Direct Costs
Meeting Food and Beverage
Total Part C. Other Direct
Costs
Total Amount

$200.00
$172.00
$400.00
$772.00

20
20
20
20
28

Hours
16
16
16
16
16

$320.00
$320.00
$320.00
$320.00
$448.00
$1,728.00

Canceled

$0.00

$0.00
$2,500.00

12 May 2020

Brenda Veenendaal
Fresno Council of Governments
Via email

Matthew
Gillian

Dear Ms. Veenendaal,

Founding Director &
Chairman of the board

ㅡ
7081 N. Marks, Ste 104 PMB 195
Fresno, CA 93711
559.360.1208
iTransportEV@gmail..com

Please see additional info and corrected budget below. Thank you in
advance for your time and consideration.

Board of Directors:
JePahl White - Vice President
Lauren Ruff - Treasurer, signator
Stacy Williams - Secretary, signator
Brandon Esrealian - Director
Courtney Carillo - Director
Hal Bolen - Director

Sincerely,

Matthew Gillian
Executive Director, Inspiration Transportation

Community-Based Outreach Mini-Grant Program
Application Form
Organization/Agency: Inspiration Transportation

Address: 7081 N. Marks, ste 104
PMB 195
Fresno, CA 93711

Primary Contact: Matthew Gillian (Founding Director)

Phone: (559) 578 - 3848

E-mail: iTransportEV@gmail.com

Organization/Agency website and/or Facebook page (not required): www.iTransportEV.com
Please make all responses as concise and complete as possible. Applications will not be judged
upon the length of response. Attach a separate sheet with the following questions and
responses. Microsoft Word versions of this document are available upon request.

1. Outreach strategy and goals.

Please list and describe the outreach strategies that your organization proposes to
carry out in order to facilitate community-based outreach and enlist public
involvement on the 2022 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Sustainable Communities
Strategy.
1.
2.
3.
4.

reach out to CBO partners with a survey for their communities
find the optimal time for online gathering
rebroadcast online gathering
send a second (shorter) survey to make sure community comments/needs were
appropriately received
Building on our prior work and relationships we will create integrated community engagement
and public outreach programs for community stakeholders and residents. The approach
includes outreach to and with elected officials, community leaders, government agencies, and
social service organizations through 2 stakeholder meetings, 3 workshops with small group
activities to ensure the community is engaged and informed. The outreach effort will provide
concrete and useful community resources presented in English and Spanish, as well as other
languages, and delivered in culturally appropriate ways.

Stakeholder meeting #1:
● Faith in the Valley
○ Clergy from different faiths around Fresno
● Fresno Clergy Caucus
○ Primarily pastors from southwest Fresno

●
●
●

Fresno Council President Miguel Arias (District 3)
Eric Payne (SCCCD Trustee Area 2)
Every Neighborhood Partnership

Stakeholder meeting #2:
● Every Neighborhood Partnership
● Assemblymember Dr. Joaquin Arambula
● Sandra Celedon (Building Healthy Communities)
● Patience Milrod (Central California Legal Services)
● Mariah Thompson (California Rural Legal Assistance)
Workshop #1: Fresno Chandler Executive Airport
Workshop #2: West Park, TBD
Workshop #3: Kerman, TBD

These workshops will be attended by constituents of the stakeholder entities. Current contacts
of each entity that are used to receiving information and invites from them.

2. The specific demographics of the community proposed to reach.

Please describe the specific demographic and geographic area of your proposed
outreach. Who are the community members to whom you will outreach, and where
do they live? (Please include ZIP codes).
A primary focus will be southwest Fresno into the West Park area and beyond (93706). We
will use the community colleges in Firebaugh (93622), Mendota (93640), and the SCCCD
offices/campuses (93721), as well as CBOs active in the area, to circulate survey questions.
The majority of the zip codes listed below are primarily Hispanic communities
93706 : $13474 per capita income; $30433 median household income; primarily Hispanic in
the more rural parts, large concentration of African American community in the
Fresno Metro Area
93630 : $19075 per capita income; $46311 median household income; primarily Hispanic
93640 : $9179 per capita income; $29962 median household income; primarily Hispanic
community
93622 : $15783 per capita income; $42399 median household income; primarily Hispanic
community

3. The number of people proposed to attend meetings/workshops and

submit feedback.
Provide a goal or estimate of the number of people you expect to reach,
and the number of responses you will obtain via meeting, online
communications (made available through Fresno COG) or one on one with
your staff.
For our 2 stakeholder meetings we will build on our prior work and relationships to
engage with elected officials, community leaders, government agencies, and social
service organizations through a series of meetings and small group activities to
ensure the community is engaged and informed; 5 entities per meeting. These
stakeholders, public and private entities who work in Fresno County’s low income
and disadvantaged census tracts, will help spread the message to their constituents
on the economic and environmental benefits of ZEVs. Stakeholders will also be
important to getting the word out to residents to ensure the success of the 3
workshops.

For the workshops, our baseline will be 50 people (in person if allowable) per
workshop. Seeing as we'll be working with the community colleges and school
districts in the area, we may be able to get closer to 100 people per workshop if
schools are back in session.

4. Previous experience.

Share any previous successes from similar types of outreach projects.
Inspiration Transportation has been a part of the Transformative Climate Community (Fresno)
project since 2017. Working within the project has allowed us to engage as community
members, as well as engage the community as a partner project. We also had the pleasure of
being a part of the Fresno DRIVE civic infrastructure workgroup where we helped to develop
the Fresno Community Hub Network; a pilot resident-driven community hubs in
under-resourced, high poverty to build strong and resilient civic infrastructure.

5. Current contacts.

Clearly state how well established your outreach audience or contacts
are currently. Fresno COG wants to know who you currently
communicate with or have access to on a regular basis.
Assemblyman Dr. Joaquin Arambula
- I have known Dr. Joaquin Arambula for the better part of
30 years. He has been a close contact in regards to
betterment of education for all, as well as access to
clean transportation for all.
Faith in the Valley
- Bryson White, Regional Faith Leadership Coordinator;
community organizer. Having known Bryson for the
better part of 30 years as well, I can attest to the fact
that organizing and engaging his community (wherever
they may be) has been instilled in him by his father, Paul
C. White, since a young age.
Every Neighborhood Partnership
- I have worked closely with Artie Padilla over the past 3
years in regards to TCC, Fresno DRIVE, and other local
initiatives
Fresno City Council President, Miguel Arias
- Over the past 3 years, Council President Arias and I have
had many conversations in regards to the impact
Inspiration Transportation wants to within his district
and beyond
Leadership Counsel
- Amanda Monaco, Grecia Elenes, Veronica Garibay;
Amanda and I met around the time Leadership Counsel
was launching their Cantua Creek transportation pilot,
as suggested by Assemblymember Arambula. Grecia,
Veronica, and I became acquainted through the many
community TCC meetings dating back to August of 2017.

SCCCD
-

Eric Payne (Trustee Area 2) and I met at the beginning of
the TCC process. We have found ourselves in many of the
same conversations over the past 3 years. When I spoke
with him about this process he shared with me some of
his insight having been a part of the process in the past.

Fresno County Superintendent of Schools
- Angie Barfield is my contact at the Fresno County
Superintendent of Schools. I have had initial
conversations in regards to transportation and our
county schools with Angie; this will be an opportunity to
tap their network (parents and employees) for more
insight into their specific needs
CRLA
-

Mariah Thompson and I were introduced by Moses Stites
at a working group meeting. In follow up meetings she
has expressed transportation needs for her clients in the
West Park area.

West Hills Community College District
- Dr. Bertha Felix-Mata, Associate Dean North District; Dr.
Felix-Mata invited me to speak at the West Hills North
District EOPS Orientation at the beginning of this year.
The plan being to continue to engage in order to
understand the transportation needs of the community
and the college.
Mendota City Council member, Victor Martinez
- This is still a preliminary conversation, started by Dr.
Felix-Mata. Part of this conversation plays into the
needs of some CRLA clients

6. Staffing and qualifications.

Provide a list of staff members, co-consultants or other individuals who will
be implementing your Mini-Grant RTP/SCS Outreach program, their
proposed role, experience, and qualifications.
Matthew Gillian
- Found director of Inspiration Transportation
- member of Social Services Transportation Advisory Council
Bryson White [co-consultant]
- Faith in the Valley, community outreach and engagement
- Research assistant, the Society for the Study of Black Religion
- PICO National Network, associate director
Germán Quiñonez [co-consultant]
- Every Neighborhood Partnership, neighborhood development
director

Fresno COG Mini-Grant Outreach Program

Proposed Project Budget
Name of Agency/Organization/School: Inspiration Transportation
A. Proposed Operational Expense Breakdown: Includes costs associated with telephone and postage
expenses directly related to the project, use of an in-house copier and external printing and copying jobs,
etc. Overhead can be no more than 15 percent of the contract total. Detailed itemization and receipts
required.
Phone, wifi
office

$275

B. Proposed Staff Costs: Includes staff who will work on the project, their costs with hourly rates
required to complete the project and details about work performed.
Staff Member & Work Performed
Hourly Rate

-

outreach & engagement
work with key stakeholders and community leaders to assemble
an email mailing list of interested parties. All meeting
notifications will be publicized to this email list

-

Using an online survey tool, we will capture people’s
impressions of electric vehicles and gain information on the
challenges to broadening the use of ZEVs in the County

co-consultant
-

-

60

1150

stipend

9

150

stipend

9

200

volunteer

5

volunteer

up to 9

multi-lingual messaging accessible via the Inspiration Transportation
website, digital mailers, traditional fliers
outreach

volunteer coordinator
-

20

co-facilitate 2 workshops
translation
outreach via email lists, social media, as many avenues as possible

publicist
-

Hours

co-facilitate 1 workshops
outreach via email lists, social media, as many avenues as possible

co-consultant
-

125
150

TOTAL PART A. PROPOSED OPERATIONAL EXPENSES

Matthew Gillian

$

assist with workshop coordination
childcare

volunteer coordinator
-

volunteer

up to 9

assist with workshop coordination
childcare

TOTAL of PART B. PROPOSED STAFF COSTS
C. Other Proposed Direct Cost Breakdown: May include refreshments, signage, and other
appropriate meeting and promotional expenses. Detailed itemization and receipts required.
workshop refreshments
signage and promotional material

TOTAL PART C. OTHER PROPOSED DIRECT COSTS
TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED

$1500

500
225

$725
$2500

Please make all responses as concise and complete as possible. Applications will not be judged upon
length of response. Attach a separate sheet with the following questions and responses. Microsoft Word
versions of this document are available upon request.
1. Outreach strategy and goals.
Please list and describe the outreach strategies that your organization proposes to carry out
in order to facilitate community-based outreach and enlist public involvement on the 2022
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Sustainable Communities Strategy.
The Jakara Movement is the largest community organization working with the Punjabi Sikh community
in California. Founded in Fresno, our largest outreach is in the County. We have chapters and outreach
with families throughout the region. Specific to facilitate the community-based outreach and enlist
involvement for the 2022 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Sustainable Communities Strategy, we seek
to host 3 workshops throughout the region - Selma, Kerman, and West Fresno. In addition, we have a
community contact list to supplement and target those Punjabi-speaking community members,
including the elderly, that most use transportation services.
2. The specific demographics of the community proposed to reach.
Please describe the specific demographic and geographic area of your proposed outreach.
Who are the community members to whom you will outreach, and where do they live?
(Please include ZIP codes).
We will be specifically targeting Punjabi-speaking communities with a micro-focus on those 65+ as they
tend to use public transportation with the highest level of frequency in the community. We have had
success in reaching out to these communities before. We will be expanding our efforts in West Fresno
(93722), Selma (93662), and Kerman (93630).
3. The number of people proposed to attend meetings/workshops and submit feedback. Provide
a goal or estimate of the number of people you expect to reach, and the number of responses
you will obtain via meeting, online communications (made available through Fresno COG) or
one on one with your staff.
We expect to have over 100+ people for the three workshops with over 100+ feedback submissions. We
will submit information from the meetings and utilize the online communication tool. We will
supplement with one on one information and meetings with our staff members as required to complete
the goal for the grant.
4. Previous experience.
Share any previous successes from similar types of outreach projects.
In 2018, we were subcontracted by Mobility Planners to host workshops and had over 500+ individuals
participate and complete FAX questionnaires. In addition, we have held workshops in 2018 and 2019 for
FAX riders working with FAX staff.

5. Current contacts.
Clearly state how well established your outreach audience or contacts are currently. Fresno
COG want to know who you currently communicate with or have access to on a regular basis.
We have been working in Fresno County for over 20 years. We know the Punjabi-speaking communities
extremely well, especially in Kerman, Selma, and West Fresno. We have a track-record specifically
around engaging community members around public transportation. We are certain we will be able to
reach 100+ individuals that utilize public transportation in these areas and can supplement our efforts
with our internal community member list based on those that are regular riders and use the services.
6. Staffing and qualifications.
Provide a list of staff members, co-consultants or other individuals who will be implementing
your Mini-Grant RTP/SCS Outreach program, their proposed role, experience and
qualifications.
●
●
●

Naindeep Singh, Executive Director - Naindeep has helped facilitate such workshops in the past.
Kamaljit Kaur, Fresno Community Organizer - Kamaljit has led public transportation-related
workshops in the past and can easily translate for community members.
Simranjit Singh, Fresno Center Director - Simranjit has led public transportation-related
workshops in the past and can easily translate for community members. He resides in Kerman
and has many contacts in the region.

COG Partnership Jakara Movement
Final Scope of Work
1. Outreach strategy and goals.
Please list and describe the outreach strategies that your organization proposes to carry out
in order to facilitate community-based outreach and enlist public involvement on the 2022
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Sustainable Communities Strategy.
The Jakara Movement is the largest community organization working with the Punjabi Sikh
community in California. Founded in Fresno, our largest outreach is in the County. We have chapters
and outreach with families throughout the region. Speci ic to facilitate the community-based
outreach and enlist involvement for the 2022 Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Sustainable
Communities Strategy, we seek to host 1 radio talk-show speci ic on relevant topics, 1 Zoom-based
virtual meeting, and phone-banking in order to have 60 people of all ages and complete the
necessary survey. To assist our outreach efforts, we will work with COG to have a properly
translated Punjabi language version of the survey. For the phone-banking strategy we will work to
elicit responses from Selma, Kerman, and West Fresno. In order to increase participation, we will be
running advertisements on AM 900, AM 1300, and AM 620.
2. The speci ic demographics of the community proposed to reach.
Please describe the speci ic demographic and geographic area of your proposed outreach.
Who are the community members to whom you will outreach, and where do they live?
(Please include ZIP codes).
We will be speci ically targeting Punjabi-speaking communities. We have had success in reaching
out to these communities before. We will be expanding our efforts in West Fresno (93722), Selma
(93662), and Kerman (93630), while making efforts open to all, including Caruthers, Southeast
Fresno, Kingsburg, Fowler, and Sanger.
3. The number of people proposed to attend meetings/workshops and submit feedback.
Provide a goal or estimate of the number of people you expect to reach, and the number of responses
you will obtain via meeting, online communications (made available through Fresno COG) or one on
one with your staff.
We expect 60+ people to complete the survey and participate in the radio and Zoom-based virtual
forum. We will submit information from the meetings and utilize the online communication tool. We
will supplement these forums with a phone-bank effort to increase the number of people
participating in the survey.
4. Previous experience.
Share any previous successes from similar types of outreach projects.

/

In 2018, we were subcontracted by Mobility Planners to host workshops and had over 500+
individuals participate and complete FAX questionnaires. In addition, we have held workshops in
2018 and 2019 for FAX riders working with FAX staff.
5. Current contacts.
Clearly state how well established your outreach audience or contacts are currently. Fresno COG want
to know who you currently communicate with or have access to on a regular basis.
We have been working in Fresno County for over 20 years. We know the Punjabi-speaking
communities extremely well, especially in Kerman, Selma, and West Fresno. We have a track-record
speci ically around engaging community members around public transportation. We are certain we
will be able to reach 60+ individuals.
6. Staf ing and quali ications.
Provide a list of staff members, co-consultants or other individuals who will be implementing
your Mini-Grant RTP/SCS Outreach program, their proposed role, experience and
quali ications.
●
●
●

Naindeep Singh, Executive Director - Naindeep has helped facilitate such workshops in the
past.
Kamaljit Kaur, Fresno Community Organizer - Kamaljit has led public transportation-related
workshops in the past and can easily translate for community members.
Simranjit Singh, Fresno Center Director - Simranjit has led public transportation-related
workshops in the past and can easily translate for community members. He resides in
Kerman and has many contacts in the region.

Budget
Operational Expenses
Translation of Survey - $500
Personnel Expenses
Kamaljit Kaur (managing phone banking team) - $20/hour x 10 hours = $200
Phone Banking Team $15/hour x 4 people x 10 hours = $600
Naindeep Singh (preparation radio show) - $50/hour x 2 hours = $100
Simranjit Singh (preparation for Zoom virtual forum) - $50/hour x 2 hours = $100
Other Costs:
Advertising Radio (AM 900, AM1300, and AM620) - $1000
Total Amount Requested - $2500

/

COG Report - Jakara Movement
In the months of September and October, the Jakara Movement partnered with the
COG to engage with the community by holding webinars, tabling at local Sikh Gurdwaras, doing
radio outreach, sending newsletters, doing social media blasts, and phone banking as well. Our
goal was to explain the necessity to the community at large for the transportation needs and
how the survey was planned out. In order to reach all members of the community we
translated the survey into Punjabi and edited the COG website to show the survey in unjabi as
well.
We held three webinars aimed at the community for explaining the survey. The
webinars consisted of a breakdown of the survey in a town hall style, after the walkthrough of
the survey we opened the floor to the participants to share their concerns about transportation
needs in Fresno. On 9/21/20, 9/27/20, and 10/3/20 we held three virtual town hall meetings
sharing with community members information and communicating the importance of
participating in the transportation survey. We had initially planned to do 2 town hall meetings,
however when we saw there was an increased interest and that in-person meetings were not
going to be feasible, we increased our virtual town hall loads. We had 52 people attend on
9/21, 49 on 9/27 and 23 on 10/3. We worked with community members to complete the forms
and followed up with a call bank based on those that had expressed initial interest but were
hesitant to complete the form due to language barriers. All three town halls were conducted inlanguage, largely Punjabi and English. Attached is a photo of the town hall from our zoom
accounts.
We also held two small tabling events at our local Sikh Gurdwara. Here we set up a table
with two laptops and asked members of the Gurdwara to sign up. We did not get much
engagement here due to a lack of attendance due to covid-19. We set up our tabling events on
10/11/20 &10/18/20.
We also did outreach with the community via newsletter blasts and social media posts
that were sent to and shared with over two thousand people in Fresno county. Attached are
the posts and newsletter blurbs.
Lastly, countless people were called and contacted through our contacts and were
personally asked to fill out the survey. In total we counted 73 contacts that completed the
survey.

Regarding billing, Simranjit Singh was our lead. The rates are provided in the inbox along with
the tasks completed, including translation of materials and website.

Appendix D. Public Participation, Review,
and Adoption
Item 3. Community Outreach Events and
Workshops

Fresno COG’s
RTP Public
Outreach
A presentation to the RTP Roundtable
June 24, 2020
Brenda Veenendaal

Fresno COG’s Commitment to
Public Participation
Fresno COG’s Public Participation Plan (PPP) Update was
released for public review on March 3, 2020 and is
scheduled for adoption on June 25, 2020 by the Fresno
COG Policy Board.
• Contains requirements, procedures, strategies and
techniques used by Fresno COG to communicate with
the public and appropriate, affected agencies
• Defines a process that outlines roles, responsibilities and
key decision points for consultation
• Defines a process for providing reasonable
opportunities to be involved in the metropolitan
transportation planning process.
• Includes a RTP Public Outreach Strategy as blueprint for
engaging the public during RTP planning and
development

RTP Outreach &
Consultation Requirements
• The RTP Planning Process must foster
involvement through a proactive
public participation process with the
all interested parties. Pages 7-8 define
“interested parties”
• Title 23 CFR Part 450.316(a) States the
requirements for development and
usage of a documented participation
plan (RTP POS pages 3-4)

SCS Outreach &
Consultation Requirements
(RTP POS pages 4-6)
• Mapping and visualization tools
• Active participation of a broad range
of stakeholders
• Consultation with various, defined
agencies including LAFCO, special
districts and school districts
• Public workshops at key points
during development
• Informational meetings for elected
officials

RTP/SCS Public Outreach Strategies
RTP Roundtable

website content at
fresnocog.org

RTP Community
Survey

community-based
mini-grant outreach
program

social networks and
email notifications

community meeting
and technical working
groups

RTP/SCS community
workshops,
community meetings
and technical working
groups

Additional strategies
as identified during
the process

Virtual Outreach Strategies
PlanFresno.com –
Fresno COG’s RTP
Update website

PublicInput.com
community
engagement software

Videos - used to explain
staff’s progress and
introduce new phases
of RTP development

RTP e-newsletters to a
dedicated list

online town halls

virtual workshops

text alerts and mini
surveys

interactive surveys

2020 RTP Outreach Timeline
RTP Survey Initiated
RTP mini grantees selected
Participation Plans adopted

September outreach plans
publicized through all means

RTP Roundtable kick-off

July
June

Community Needs
forwarded to local agencies
and reported to TTC, PAC,
Roundtable and Board
Responded to questions and
comments from September

September
August

RTP outreach coordination
with partners-July 7th
Public Input software staff
trainings

Continued outreach through
videos and social
media/email
Begin SCS scenario outreach
discussions

November
October

Community transportation
needs outreach all month

December

Continued outreach through
videos and social
media/email
Evaluate September
outreach and report results
to committees and boards
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Get connected with Fresno COG

RTP Update
website:
PlanFresno.com

Facebook:

LinkedIn:

Twitter:

@FresnoCouncilOfGovernments

https://www.linkedin.com/company
/fresno-council-ofgovernments/?viewAsMember=tru
e

@FresnoCOG

Email us at:
Comment@fresnocog.org with
any questions or comments
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Fresno Council of Governments
Regional Transportation Plan
Public Opinion Survey
Key Findings

Methodology



Early in 2020, the Fresno Council of Governments sought to contract with a research consultant
to conduct an opinion survey for which participants were to be reflective of Fresno County’s
demographics, including the Spanish speaking population and adequate rural representation.



Rea & Parker Research was selected to be the survey consultant and would be responsible for
securing the population’s ranking of defined community values and transportation funding
priorities. Along with these value and funding priority questions, the survey was planned to
include population demographics and trip/travel characteristics.



Ten “community values” and nine “transportation funding priorities” were agreed upon by Rea &
Parker Research and by Fresno COG.



A telephone survey was comprised of 650 completed surveys. The telephone sample was
supplemented by 300 respondents to an online survey such that, when added to the telephone
sample, the overall survey margin of error would be +/- 3.2 percent at the 95 percent confidence
level.

Weighting Demographic Data


As is typical in survey research, the demographic composition of the ultimate sample does not
necessarily match the demographics of the general population for a number of reasons including
the tendency for certain groups to be less responsive.



Weights were therefore applied to Ethnicity, City of Residence, and Age in order to reflect the
actual demographics of Fresno County. The Income variable, which was representative prior to
weighting these other variables, skewed a bit negatively upon weighting, so Income was added
into the weighting process.



It is noteworthy that the findings for such variables as travel mode/time and community
value/transportation priority preferences changed very little before and after weighting.
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The unweighted and weighted demographic statistics are supplied below; however, inasmuch as
no noteworthy differences existed for travel mode/time and community value/transportation
priority preferences, only the demographically weighted results are presented.

Demographic Statistics/Respondent Characteristics (unweighted and weighted)


Unweighted survey respondents were 43 percent White and 42 percent Hispanic/Latino but are
51 percent Hispanic/Latino and 31 percent White when weighted.



The median age of the sample is 57.2 years of age unweighted but 43.3 years of age weighted.



Unweighted, the median household income of the sample was $43,000 per year. The median
household income is $45,000 weighted. Over three-fifths (61 percent) of the sample respondents
show an annual household income under $60,000 when weighted versus 63 percent unweighted.



Unweighted, 69 percent of the sample has some college or community college and 36 percent
have a Bachelor’s Degree of higher. Almost two-thirds (65 percent) of the weighted sample have
at least some college or community college education. Notably, more than one-third (37 percent)
of the sample have a Bachelor’s degree or higher.



The sample respondents dominantly reside in the City of Fresno (61 percent unweighted and 53
percent weighted). The remainder of the sample respondents reside in the City of Clovis (15
percent unweighted and 12 percent weighted) and non-urban areas of Fresno County (24 percent
unweighted and 35 percent weighted).



In the unweighted sample, approximately one-fourth (24 percent) of the respondents are
employed full time by someone else (30 percent weighted). Another 11 percent unweighted
were employed prior to the pandemic but now are unemployed (13 percent weighted). The total
of retired, disabled/unable to work respondents and unemployed workers before and following
the advent of the pandemic was 41 percent unweighted (25 percent weighted).

Mode of Travel and Travel Time (weighted)



Approximately three fourths (77 percent) of the sample respondents drive alone in their car.



The second most used mode of commuting is carpooling (8 percent).



Over four fifths (81 percent) of sample respondents travel 30 minutes or less to work or school.
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Community Values (weighted)





It is important to note that all community values are rated highly—all above a mean rating in
excess of 7 out of 10. From highest to lowest, respondents rated community values as follows
(scale: 1—not at all important--to-10 very important)
•

safeguarding clean air (mean of 8.55)

•

preserving farmland and agriculture (mean of 8.50)

•

designing neighborhoods for walking/biking (mean of 8.20)

•

support robust economy (mean 8.15)

•

preserving open space and the environment (mean of 8.11)

•

investing in existing neighborhoods (mean of 8.04)

•

reducing effects of climate change (mean of 7.89)

•

developing single family homes (mean of 7.29)

•

mixed residential/business – close to transit (mean of 7.28)

•

more multi-family housing (mean of 7.15).

The following subgroups place a high level of importance on the Community Values in this study:
Spanish language is language of survey preference, 8th grade education or less, longer travel time,
and commute by public bus.

Transportation Funding Priorities (weighted)



It is important to note that all transportation funding priorities are rated highly—all but one above
a mean rating in excess of 7 out of 10. From highest to lowest, respondents rated transportation
priorities as follows (scale: 1—not at all important--to-10 very important)
•

repairing potholes/maintain streets (mean of 9.11)

•

safer roads and intersections (mean of 8.80)

•

maintaining sidewalks and walkways (mean of 8.61)

•

reducing traffic congestion/delays (mean of 8.16).

•

more walking biking trails (mean of 7.89)

•

improve local bus service (7.85)

•

increase number of bike lanes/paths (mean of 7.39)
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•

support shared mode transportation (mean of 7.21)

•

technologically innovative driving options (mean of 6.71).



What is particularly apparent in these rankings is the traditional, “bread and butter” priorities of
maintaining basic infrastructure and facilitating traffic flow. It is noteworthy that the priority
associated with technologically innovative driving options has a notably low rating.



The following subgroups place a high level of importance on the various Transportation Funding
Priorities: Spanish language survey preference, commute by carpool, Homemakers, nonwork/school travel time more than one hour, and 8th grade education or less.

Introduction and Methodology

The Fresno Council of Governments (COG) is a voluntary association of local governments, one of
California’s 38 regional planning agencies, and one of more than 500 nationwide. In 1967 elected officials
of Fresno County and its incorporated cities created the agency, formalizing Fresno COG in 1969 through
a Joint Powers Agreement. Fresno COG undertakes comprehensive regional planning with an emphasis
on transportation. It further provides citizens with an opportunity to be involved in the planning process,
and Fresno COG also supplies technical services to its members.
Fresno COG’s Member Agencies are as follows:
City of Clovis
City of Coalinga
City of Firebaugh
City of Fowler
City of Fresno
City of Huron
City of Kerman
City of Kingsburg

City of Mendota
City of Orange Cove
City of Parlier
City of Reedley
City of San Joaquin
City of Sanger
City of Selma
County of Fresno

Members are represented on the Policy Board by the Mayors of each incorporated city, and the Chairman
of the County Board of Supervisors, or their designated elected officials. The Policy Board governs the
agency, setting policy and guiding work activities. The Board is assisted in its decision-making process by
the Policy Advisory Committee (PAC), comprised of the Chief Administrative Officer of each member
agency. The decision process is also assisted by staff from member agencies, citizen and interest groups
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and other stakeholders. Fresno COG is partially supported by contributed dues from its 16 members;
however, the major revenue sources include federal and state grants. The agency has no taxing or
legislative authority.
Early in 2020, the Fresno Council of Governments sought to contract with a research consultant that
possessed substantial experience in designing and conducting opinion surveys for which participants are
reflective of the County’s demographics, including the non-English speaking populations, from urban and
rural areas of the region. The consultant would be responsible for securing the population’s ranking of
defined community values and transportation funding priorities of the Fresno County community. Along
with these value and spending priority questions, the survey was planned to include population
demographics and trip/travel characteristics.

To meet the objectives of this project, Rea & Parker Research was selected to:
▪

Work closely with the Fresno COG Project Team to design survey instruments for telephone
and online implementation that would meet the needs and objectives of Fresno COG.

▪

Closely supervise the entire data collection and data entry process.

▪

Produce a final report of findings and present these findings to Fresno COG members

The data collected from the survey would inform the Fresno Council of Governments Regional
Transportation Plan that looks 25 years into the future, setting policies for a wide variety of transportation
options and projects. The Plan will guide how and where people and goods will travel by identifying both
existing and needed transportation facilities, while taking into consideration that the Fresno region is
continually evolving to accommodate more people, more vehicles, and more need for public
transportation options.

The original Request for Proposals indicated that the survey would be conducted online. Rea & Parker
Research, however, proposed that the majority of the respondents be obtained by a random digit dialing
telephone survey. The telephone survey was to be comprised of 650 completed surveys (approximately
500 landline and 150 cell phones, in English (n = 500) and Spanish (n = 150). The margin of error for the
telephone portion of the survey of 650 respondents is +/- 3.8 percent at 95 percent confidence.
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Telephone surveys facilitate randomization and control of the survey’s representativeness regarding
rural/urban residence, ethnicity, and primary language in the home, among other characteristics that
were incorporated with the input of the Fresno COG Project Manager. Because of a telephone survey’s
advantage over online regarding assuring representativeness, Rea & Parker Research recommended this
approach.

Rea & Parker Research also proposed to supplement the telephone sample with 300 respondents to an
online survey that would aid in obtaining responses from respondents who have proven to be less inclined
to respond by telephone such that, when added to the telephone sample, the overall survey margin of
error would be +/- 3.2 percent at the 95 percent confidence level. The telephone survey is included in the
Appendix to this report. The online survey included the very same questions as did the telephone survey.

Ten “community values” and nine “transportation funding priorities” were agreed upon by Rea & Parker
Research and by Fresno COG. These values and priorities are as follows:

Community Values
a. Neighborhoods should be designed for walking and
bicycling
b. There should be more multi-family housing made
available
c. Continue developing communities that are
predominantly single-family homes
d. Provide more mixed residential and business-related
projects that are within walking distance of transit
stops
e. Preserve farmland and agricultural activities
f. Preserve open space and environmentally sensitive
areas
g. Support a robust economy
h. Safeguard clean air
i. Reduce the effects of climate change
j. Invest in existing neighborhoods

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

g.
h.
i.

Funding Priorities
Repair potholes and maintain streets and roads
Reduce traffic congestion and traffic delays
Make roads and intersections safer
Support more technologically innovative driving options
(for example, more electric charging stations or selfdriving vehicles)
Improve local bus service (FAX, Fresno County Rural,
and Clovis Transit)
Support more shared mode transportation options (for
example, carpools, vanpools, or on demand services like
Uber)
Maintain pedestrian sidewalks and walkways
Provide more walking and biking trails
Increase the number of bike lanes and bike paths

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Respondents were asked to rate each item on a scale of “very important” (10) to “not at all important”
(1). Then, the ratings for each item were aggregated. These aggregate ratings formed the basis for ranking
the value and priority items from most important to least important as enumerated in this report. In
order to avoid any possibility of bias due to the ordering of values and priorities in the questionnaires,
these items were rotated online and by telephone to provide an equal ordering distribution among these
items.

Through the use of the Computer Aided Telephone Interviewing (CATI) system, telephone responses were
entered into a computer data base as they were provided. Interviewers were selected from a pool of
approximately 50 experienced interviewers. Each interviewer is trained in proper techniques, obtaining
respondent participation, accurately recording responses, and is further trained in the importance of
confidentiality. A minimum of four callback attempts is made in the case of a busy signal, an unanswered
phone, or an answering machine. These callbacks are made on different days and at different times to
maximize the chance of reaching an eligible respondent. All telephone interviews are conducted with a
supervisor present at all times. Interviews are normally conducted from 4:00 to 9:00 p.m. on weekdays,
and from 12:00 to 5:00 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays. Bilingual interviewers (Spanish/English) were
available as necessary to conduct interviews.
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Quality control procedures were employed throughout the interviewing and data reduction phases.
Custom data entry screens were created that filtered valid code ranges and accommodated automatic
skip and fill patterns. Interviews in progress were selectively and unobtrusively monitored by supervisors
using a special digital telephone system. Ten percent of completed interviews that were not directly
monitored were selected for verification by re-contacting the respondents.

As promised, the analysis that follows includes 500 telephone surveys in English and 150 in Spanish. There
are 494 landline and 156 cell phone responses. The online survey generated an additional 300 completed
responses. Inasmuch as online surveys are not controllable, within reason, for representativeness, almost
all respondents (n= 297) elected to complete the online survey in English. The sampling plan for the online
survey was as follows:

•

Rea & Parker Research works with Dynata, LLC, which invited all members of their standing panel
of Fresno County residents to participate in the survey. The exact number in this panel is
proprietary to Dynata. Dynata is the world’s largest “first-party data and insight platform,”
maintaining survey panels throughout the world.

•

The invitation briefly explained the purpose of the survey – largely seeking resident input to
better plan transportation services for the Fresno Region.

•

Residents were invited to complete the survey by clicking on a link provided in the invitation and
there was a deadline for their completion of the survey.

•

The residents then completed the rankings for both the community values and spending
priorities. They also answered the same demographic and other questions as in the telephone
survey component. A total of 503 Fresno County residents began the survey; 300 completed it.

When the respondent clicked “submit” or completed the telephone survey, the completed survey was
transmitted to Rea & Parker’s secure and confidential server maintained by Dynata. The online survey
was completed during the period from June 11, 2020-to-June 21, 2020. The telephone survey was
completed between June 12, 2020 and June 29, 2020. Open-ended responses were post-coded into
existing survey categories or other numerically defined categories when responses required such
additional consideration. Survey data were statistically compiled for analysis by the Statistical Package
for the Social Sciences (SPSS).
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Ultimately, the online survey required an average of 9.26 minutes to complete and the telephone survey
required 14.17 minutes.

Weighting Demographic Data

As is typical in survey research, the demographic composition of the ultimate sample does not necessarily
match the demographics of the general population for a number of reasons including the tendency for
certain groups to be less responsive. Weights were therefore applied to Ethnicity, City of Residence, and
Age in order to reflect the actual demographics of Fresno County. The Income variable, which was
representative prior to weighting these other variables, skewed a bit negatively upon weighting, so
Income was added into the weighting process. The impact of this weighting procedure includes the
following:



Unweighted survey respondents were 43 percent White and 42 percent Hispanic/Latino but are
51 percent Hispanic/Latino and 31 percent White when weighted.



The median age of the sample is 57.2 years of age unweighted but 43.3 years of age weighted.



Unweighted, the median household income of the sample was $43,000 per year. The median
household income is $45,000 weighted. Over three-fifths (61 percent) of the sample respondents
show an annual household income under $60,000 when weighted versus 63 percent unweighted.



Unweighted, 69 percent of the sample has some college or community college and 36 percent
have a Bachelor’s Degree of higher. Almost two-thirds (65 percent) of the weighted sample have
at least some college or community college education. Notably, more than one-third (37 percent)
of the sample have a Bachelor’s degree or higher.



The sample respondents dominantly reside in the City of Fresno (61 percent unweighted and 53
percent weighted). The remainder of the sample respondents reside in the City of Clovis (15
percent unweighted and 12 percent weighted) and non-urban areas of Fresno County (24 percent
unweighted and 35 percent weighted).



In the unweighted sample, approximately one-fourth (24 percent) of the respondents are
employed full time by someone else (30 percent weighted). Another 11 percent unweighted
were employed prior to the pandemic but now are unemployed (13 percent weighted). The total
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of retired, disabled/unable to work respondents and unemployed workers before and following
the advent of the pandemic was 41 percent unweighted (25 percent weighted).

It is noteworthy that the findings for such variables as travel mode/time and community
value/transportation priority preferences changed very little before and after weighting. The balance of
this report will present and discuss the weighted findings for demographics, travel characteristics,
community values and transportation funding priorities. The Appendix to this report contains the full
weighted frequency distributions and analyses of mean differences/crosstabulation for the data that are
summarized in the balance of this report.

Weighted Demographic Statistics/Respondent Characteristics

Charts 1 to 7 present the weighted demographic characteristics of the survey respondents. These
characteristics are shown for the combined telephone and online samples. Chart 1 shows that just over
three-fifths (62 percent) of the respondents are female.

Chart 1
Respondent Gender
(weighted)
70%

62%

60%
50%

38%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

MALE

FEMALE
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Chart 2
Ethnicity
(weighted)
60%

51%
50%
40%

31%

30%
20%

Asian/Pacific Islanders include:
Chinese (2%), Hmong (1%), Indo-Chinese(1%) = 4%
Indians/Sikh = 2%

10%

5%

3%

10%
0%

The weighted survey respondents are dominantly Hispanic/Latino and White (Chart 2). The sample
indicates that Hispanic/Latino respondents represent just over one half (51 percent) of the sample
population followed by Whites who comprise 31 percent of the sample. The remaining sample population
is represented by Asian/Pacific Islanders (10 percent), African-Americans (5 percent), and people of mixed
and other ethnicities (3 percent).

Chart 3 presents the weighted age distribution of the sample respondents. The median age of the
combined sample is 43.3. Just over 7 in 10 respondents (71 percent) are between the ages of 18 and 54
while 29 percent are over the age of 55.
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Chart 3
Respondent Age
Median Age = 43.3
(weighted)

40%

35%

35%

36%

30%
25%

23%

20%
15%

6%

10%
5%
0%

18 TO 34 YEARS OLD

35 TO 54 YEARS OLD

55 TO 74 YEARS OLD

75 YEARS OLD OR
MORE

Chart 4 depicts the weighted annual household income distribution of the sample respondents. The
median income for the combined sample is $45,000. Over three-fifths (61 percent) of the sample
population show an annual median household income of under $60,000. Median income levels in Fresno
County ($52,600) and in California ($71,800) are higher than those of the sample population.

Chart 5 shows the educational attainment of the weighted sample population. Almost two-thirds (65
percent) of the sample have at least some college or community college education. Notably, nearly one
fourth (24 percent) of the sample have a bachelor’s degree and 13 percent have attained a graduate
school degree.

A relatively small percentage of respondents demonstrated only some high school or

less education as their highest level of education (11 percent).
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Chart 4
Annual Household Income
Median Income = $45,000
(weighted)
0%

2%

4%

6%

LESS THAN $10,000 PER YEAR

8%

10%

12%

14%

16%

18%

8%

$10,000 TO $19,999 PER YEAR

11%

$20,000 TO $29,999 PER YEAR

16%

$30,000 TO $44,999 PER YEAR

15%

$45,000 TO $59,999 PER YEAR

11%

$60,000 TO $74,999 PER YEAR

10%

$75,000 TO $99,999 PER YEAR

9%

$100,000 TO $149,999 PER YEAR

12%

$150,000 OR MORE PER YEAR

8%
Fresno County median income = $52,600.
Low income (80%) = $42,100.
Very Low income (50%) = $26,300
California median income = $71,800.
Low income (80%) = $57,400.
Very Low income (50%) = $35,900
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Chart 5
Highest Level of Education
(weighted)
30%

28%
24%

25%

19%

20%

13%
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Chart 6 shows how the weighted sample population is distributed by location within Fresno County. The
sample respondents dominantly reside in the City of Fresno. That is, over one half (53 percent) of the
sample reside in the City of Fresno. The remainder of the sample respondents is comprised of 12 percent
from the City of Clovis and 35 percent from the non-urban areas of Fresno County.
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Chart 6
Residential Location
(weighted)
60%

53%
50%

35%

40%

30%
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20%
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CITY OF FRESNO

CITY OF CLOVIS

NON-URBAN FRESNO
COUNTY

Chart 7 indicates the work status of the weighted sample respondents. Nearly one third (30 percent) of
the respondents are employed full time by someone else and 15 percent are retired. Another 13 percent
were employed prior to the pandemic but now are unemployed. Following these subgroups are those
who are employed part time by someone else and homemakers (8 percent each). The total of retired,
disabled and unemployed workers before and following the advent of the pandemic is 25 percent.
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Chart 7
Work Status
(weighted)
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Mode of Travel and Travel Time
Chart 8 shows the modes of travel utilized by sample respondents for commuting to and from work or
school. Approximately three fourths (77 percent) of the combined sample drive alone in their car. After
driving alone, the respondents use carpooling (8 percent) followed by public bus (4 percent). Teleworkers
represent 3 percent of the sample workforce.
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Chart 8
Transportation to Work or School
(includes 65% of survey respondents)
(weighted)
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30%
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Chart 9 depicts the travel time to work or school among the survey respondents. Over four fifths (81
percent) of the sample respondents travel 30 minutes or less to work or school. Only 5 percent travel
more than one hour to work or school.

The median travel time for commuting to school or work is 20

minutes.
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90%

Chart 9
Travel Time to Work or School
35%

mean = 26.8 minutes, median = 20 minutes
(among those who telework, commute or commuted prior to covid-19
pandemic) (weighted)
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MORE THAN 10
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MORE THAN 30
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Chart 10 indicates the modes of travel utilized by sample respondents who are not working or attending
school but rather they are traveling to frequent destinations that do not include work or school. Nearly
seven in ten respondents (69 percent) drive alone in their car to visit their frequent destinations. Similar
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to the pattern established in Chart 8, the second most prevalent mode of travel utilized by sample
respondents to visit frequent destinations is carpooling (14 percent of respondents).

Chart 10
Transportation to Frequent Destination (not Work or
School)
(includes 34% of survey respondents) (weighted)
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80%

Chart 11 shows the travel time to frequent destinations (again for those not working or attending school).
Approximately three-fifths (62 percent) travel 20 minutes or less to their frequent destinations (median
travel time is 20 minutes, as it was for commuters). Nearly one fourth of respondents (23 percent) travel
more than 30 minutes to their most frequently visited destinations.

Chart 11
Travel Time to Frequent Destination (Not Work
or School)
(among respondents who neither work nor attend school)
mean = 28.1 minutes, median = 20 minutes
(weighted)
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Community Values
The core interest of this study has been to determine the most important community values and
transportation funding priorities for Fresno County residents. Ten community values and nine
transportation funding priorities were offered to respondents who were asked to rate the importance of
each on a scale of 1-to-10, with 10 being very important and 1 being not at all important. It is noteworthy
that all community values and transportation funding priorities are rated highly—all community values
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above a mean rating in excess of 7 out of 10 and all but one transportation funding priorities in excess of
7 out of 10..

Chart 12 depicts the ratings of community values according to how respondents rated their relative
importance. Mean ratings are presented in descending order from the highest mean rating to the lowest.
Also, for each community value, the percentage of respondents rating each community value as 8, 9, or
10 is provided in the text box. Full frequency distributions and ratings from 1-to-10 are included in the
Appendix.

Two values stand out as very highly rated: 1) safeguarding clean air (mean of 8.55) and 2) preserving
farmland and agriculture (mean of 8.50)—79 percent and 77 percent ratings 8 or above, respectively.

A group of 5 values are grouped relatively close together: 3) designing neighborhoods for walking/biking
(mean of 8.20), 4) support robust economy (mean 8.15), 5) preserving open space and the environment
(mean of 8.11), 6) investing in existing neighborhoods (mean of 8.04), and 7) reducing effects of climate
change (mean of 7.89). These values range between 68 and 70 percent rating 8 or above.

Lower rated, but still above average, are 8) developing single family homes (mean of 7.29), 9) mixed
residential/business – close to transit (mean of 7.28), and 10) more multi-family housing (mean of 7.15),
with 53-to-54 percent having ratings of 8 or above. It is noteworthy that these ratings are still above
neutral and are, therefore, indicative of importance—albeit relatively lower than the first seven values.
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Chart 12
Highly Rated Community Values
scale: 1-to-10 ; 10 = very important...1 = not at all important
(weighted)
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Safeguard Clean Air = 79%
Support Robust Economy = 70%
Reduce Effects of Climate Change = 68%

Percentage of Values Rated 8 or Higher
Preserve Farmland and Agriculture = 77%
Neighborhoods Designed for Walking/Biking = 70%
Preserve Open Space/Environment = 70%
Invest in Existing Neighborhoods = 70%
Develop Single Family Homes = 53%
Mixed Residential/Business = 53%
Multi-Family Housing = 54%
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Table 1 portrays various subgroups within the sample population that are found to rate specific
community values as being more important or less important than most other subgroups. For example,
the African – American subgroup may associate Community Value X with a high level of importance (mean
closer to 10) while the Hispanic subgroup may associate Community Value X with lesser importance
(perhaps a mean of 6 or 7). A Supplemental Appendix contains the mean ratings for every subgroup in
the study.

In this section, subgroups that are associated with higher or lower levels of importance for each
community value are identified. In general terms, the following subgroups place a high level of
importance on many of the Community Values in this study:
▪

Spanish language is language of survey preference

▪

8th grade education or less

▪

Longer travel times

▪

Commute by public bus

More specifically,
Safeguard Clean Air: most important for those whose language survey preference is Spanish (9.7), and
for those with an 8th grade education or less (9.5).
Preserve Farmland and Agriculture: most important for those whose language survey preference is
Spanish (9.6) and for those with an 8th grade education or less (9.4).

Neighborhoods Designed for Walking/Biking:

most important for those whose language survey

preference is Spanish (9.2), who have an 8th grade education or less and who commute by public bus (9.1
each).

Support Robust Economy: most important for those whose dominant language in the home is Spanish.
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Preserve Open Space/Environment: most important for those whose work/school travel time is more
than 1 hour (9.1) and for students who are also employed (9.0) and for those whose language survey
preference is Spanish (9.0).

Invest in Existing Neighborhoods: most important for those with an 8th grade education or less (8.9) and
for those whose language survey preference is Spanish (8.7).

Reduce Effects of Climate Change: most important for those whose language survey preference is
Spanish (9.3) and for those who commute by public bus (8.9).

Develop Single Family Homes: most important for those whose language survey preference is Spanish
(8.8) and for those with an 8th grade education or less (8.8).

Mixed Residential/Business- Close to Transit: most important for those who commute by public bus (8.8)
and for those whose dominant language of survey preference is Spanish (8.6).

More Multi-Family Housing: more important for those whose non-work/school travel time – more than
1 hour (9.1), Spanish language survey preference (9.1), and for those whose non-work/school travel is by
public bus (8.9).

These community values are least important to the following subgroups:

Safeguard Clean Air: Bachelor’s Degree (8.2)
Preserve Farmland and Agriculture: Students who are not employed (7.7)

Neighborhoods Designed for Walking/Biking: Motorcycle commuters (6.7)

Support Robust Economy: Motorcycle commuters (6.1)
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Preserve Open Space/Environment: Some High School and Motorcycle commuters (7.3 each)

Invest in Existing Neighborhoods: Some High School (7.0)

Reduce Effects of Climate Change: 75 years of age and older (6.8)

Develop Single Family Homes: Work/School commute 10 minutes or less (6.3)

Mixed Residential/Business- Close to Transit: Whites and those earning $75,000 or more annually (6.5
each)

More Multi-Family Housing: Earn $150,000 annually (5.5)
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Table 1
Community Values—Combined Telephone and Online Surveys
Community Values

More Important

Less Important

8th grade or less (9.5)
Safeguard Clean Air

Bachelor’s Degree (8.2)
Spanish language survey preference (9.7)

8th grade or less (9.4)
Spanish language survey preference (9.6)

Student not employed (7.7)

Spanish language dominant in home (9.3)

Non-work/school travel time – more than 1 hour
(8.0)

Preserve Farmland and Agriculture
Student employed (9.3)
Non-work/school commute by carpool (9.1)

Commute by Uber/Lyft (8.0) and by motorcycle
(8.1)

Non-work/school travel time – 30 min to 1
hour (9.1)

Vocational School (7.9)
Less than
Neighborhoods Designed for
Walking/Biking

8th

grade (9.1)

White (7.8)

Spanish language survey preference (9.2)

Retired (7.8)

Non-work/school travel by public bus (9.1)

Commute by motorcycle (6.7)
Commute time work/school – 10 min or less (7.7)

18-34 (7.6)
Some high school (6.9)
Support Robust Economy

Spanish language dominant in home (9.3)

Commute by motorcycle (6.1)
Under $10,000 (7.1)
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Table 1 (continued)
Community Values
Spanish language survey preference (9.0)
Preserve Open Space/Environment

Student employed (9.0)
Commute time work/school – more than 1
hour (9.1)

Some high school (7.3)
Self-employed (7.6)
Commute by motorcycle (7.3)

Spanish language survey preference (8.7)
Male (7.7)
8th grade or less (8.9)
Some high school (7.0)
Invest in Existing Neighborhoods

Commute by Public Bus (8.5)
Non-work/school travel by carpool (8.6)
Commute time work/school – more than 1
hour (8.6)

Commute by Uber/Lyft and by motorcycle (7.5
each)
Commute time work/school – 10 min or less (7.6)

Hispanic and African-American (8.5 each)

Reduce Effects of Climate Change

Spanish language survey preference (9.3)

75 and above (6.8)

Employed student (8.6)

$100,000 and above (7.2)

Commute by public bus (8.9)

White (7.0)

Non work/school travel time – more than 30
min (8.6)

Self-employed and retired (7.1 each)

Bachelor’s or more (6.9)
8th grade or less (8.8)

White (6.7)

Spanish language survey preference (8.8)

Commute by motorcycle (6.7)

Homemaker (8.6)

Commute time work/school – 10 min or less (6.3)

Commute by carpool (8.6)

Student not employed (6.6)

Develop Single-Family Homes

$75,000 and above (6.5)

Mixed Residential/Business--Close to
Transit

$10,000 and under $20,000 (8.3)

75 and older (6.8)

8th grade or less (8.4)

Bachelors (6.8)

Spanish language survey preference (8.6)

White (6.5)

Spanish language dominant in home (8.3)

Self-employed (6.6)

Student employed (8.3)

Retired (6.7)

Commute by public bus (8.8)

Non work/school travel time – 10 minutes or less
(6.9)
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Table 1 (continued)
Community Values
Some High School or less (8.8)
Spanish language survey preference (9.1)
More Multi-Family Housing

Spanish language dominant in home (8.8)
Non-work/school travel by public bus (8.9)
Non work/school travel time – more than 1
hour (9.1)

$150,000 or more (5.5)
White (6.0)
Self-employed (6.3)
Retired (6.5)

Transportation Funding Priorities

Chart 13 presents the ratings of transportation priorities according to their relative importance as rated
by the sample respondents. As with community values, mean ratings are presented in descending order
from the highest mean rating to the lowest. Also, for each transportation priority, the percentage of
respondents rating each transportation priority as 8, 9, or 10 are provided in the text box. Full frequency
distributions with ratings from 1-to-10 are included in the Appendix.

The three highest rated transportation priorities are as follows: 1) repairing potholes/maintain streets
(mean of 9.11), 2) safer roads and intersections (mean of 8.80), and 3) maintaining sidewalks and
walkways (mean of 8.61). These high ratings are supported by the high percentage of respondents that
rated each transportation priority as 8, 9, or 10 (79-to-86 percent).

Another three priorities rate in the middle: 4) reducing traffic congestion/delays (mean of 8.16), 5) more
walking biking trails (mean of 7.89), and improve local bus service (7.85) with ratings of 8 or better by 66to72 percent.

Lower ratings are found for 7) increase number of bike lanes/paths (mean of 7.39), 8) support shared
mode transportation (mean of 7.21), and 9) technologically innovative driving options (mean of 6.71),
with percentages of 8 or better ratings by 49-to-56 percent.
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Chart 13
Highly Rated Transportation Funding Priorities: Mean Importance
scale: 1-to-10 ; 10 = very important...1 = not at all important
(weighted)
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Repair Potholes/Maintain Streets = 86%
Reduce Traffic Congestion/Delays = 72%
Increase Number of Bile Lanes/Paths = 56%

Percentage of Priorities Rated 8 or Higher
Safer Roads and Intersections = 83%
More Walking and Biking Trails = 65%
More Shared Transportation Options = 52%

Maintain Sidewalks and Walkways = 79%
Improve Local Bus Service = 66%
More Tech. Innovative Driving Options = 49%
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As is the case with community values, all priorities are rated above neutral, thus demonstrating that all
are favored to some extent. What is particularly apparent in these rankings is the traditional, “bread and
butter” priorities of maintaining basic infrastructure and facilitating traffic flow. It is noteworthy that the
priority associated with technologically innovative driving options has a notably low rating (49 percent of
respondents providing a rating of 8, 9, or 10).

Table 2 portrays the various subgroups within the sample population that are found to rate specific
transportation funding priorities as being more important or less important than most other subgroups.
In this section, selected subgroups associated with higher or lower levels of importance for each
transportation priority are identified. Once again, the full distribution of subgroup means is found in the
Supplemental Appendix.

In general terms, the following subgroups place a high level of importance on the various Transportation
Priorities:
▪

Spanish language survey preference

▪

commute by carpool

▪

Homemakers

▪

non-work/school travel time more than one hour

▪

8th grade education or less

Specifically,
Repair Potholes/Repair Streets: most important for those with an 8th grade education or less (9.8) and
for those whose non-work/school travel time is 30 minutes-to-1 hour (9.7).

Safer Roads and Intersections: most important for those with an 8th grade education or less (9.6), for
those whose non-work/school travel is by motorcycle (9.6), and for carpool commuters (9.5).

Maintain Sidewalks and Walkways: most important for those whose dominant language in the home is
Spanish (9.5) and for homemakers (9.5).
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Reduce Traffic Congestion/Delays: most important for those with an 8th grade education or less (8.9), for
those who commute by carpool (8.8), and for African-Americans (8.7).

More Walking/Biking Trails: most important for those with an 8th grade education or less (9.3) and for
those whose language of survey preference is Spanish (9.2).

Improve Local Bus Service: most important for those whose non-work/school travel time is more than 1
hour (9.5) and for Spanish preference and 8th grade or less education (9.3 each).

Increase Number of Bike Lanes/Paths: most important for those with an 8th grade education or less (8.9)
and for those whose language survey preference is Spanish (8.9).

Support Shared Mode Transportation: most important for those who were employed but not now due
to the coronavirus (9.3) and also for carpool commuters (9.0).

Technologically Innovative Driving Options: most important for those whose language survey preference
is Spanish (8.6) and for those with an 8th grade education or less (8.5).

These transportation priorities are least important to the following subgroups:

Repair Potholes/Repair Streets: non-work/school travel time greater than 1 hour (8.3)

Safer Roads and Intersections: African Americans (8.0)

Maintain Sidewalks and Walkways: students who are also employed and motorcycle commuters (8.2
each)

Reduce Traffic Congestion/Delays: Asians (7.8)

More Walking/Biking Trails: motorcycle commuters (7.0)
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Improve Local Bus Service: earn $150,000 or more annually (6.2)

Increase Number of Bike Lanes/Paths: commute by Uber or Lyft (5.7)

Support Shared Mode Transportation: disabled and unable to work (6.4)

Technologically Innovative Driving Options: vocational school and those earning $100,000 or more (5.7)
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Table 2
Transportation Funding Priorities—Combined Telephone and Online surveys
Priorities

More Important
8th grade or less (9.8)

Repair Potholes/Maintain Streets

African-American (9.3)
Non-work/school travel time – more than
30 min but less than 1 hour (9.7)

Less Important
Unemployed before and since start of
virus (8.3)
Non-work/school travel time – more
than 1 hour (8.2)

8th grade or less (9.6)

Safer Roads and Intersections

Commute by carpool (9.5)

Vocational School (7.8)

Non work/school travel by motorcycle (9.6)

Commute by Uber/Lyft (7.9)

Non work/school travel time – more than
30 min up to 1 hour (9.4)

African-American (8.0)

Spanish language dominant in home (9.5)
Maintain Sidewalks and Walkways

Homemaker (9.5)

Student employed (8.2)

Commute by carpool (9.0)

Commute by motorcycle (8.2)

8th grade or less (8.9)
Vocational school (7.9)
Reduce Traffic Congestion/Delays

African-American (8.7)
Asian (7.8)
Commute by carpool (8.8)

8th grade or less (9.3)
Spanish language survey preference (9.2)
Spanish language dominant in home (8.8)
More Walking/Biking Trails

Homemaker (8.9)
Employed part time by someone else (8.8)
Non-work/school travel time -- more than
1 hour (8.8)

Bachelor’s Degree and Vocational
School (7.5 each)
White (7.3)
Retired (7.1)
Commute by motorcycle (7.0)
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Table 2 (continued) Transportation Funding Priorities

Under $20,000 (9.0)
8th grade or less (9.3)
Improve Local Bus Service

Spanish language survey preference (9.3)
Commute by public bus (9.0)
Non-work/school travel time – more than 1
hour (9.5)

Vocational school (7.2)
$150,000 or more (6.2)
White (7.0)
Self-employed (7.1)

8th grade or less (8.9)

Vocational school (7.0)

Spanish language survey preference (8.9)

White (6.9)

Spanish dominant language in home (8.5)

Retired (6.7)

Homemaker (8.5)

Commute by Uber/Lyft (5.7)

Increase Number of Bike Lanes/Paths

8th grade or less (8.7)
Spanish language survey preference (8.6)
Support Shared Mode Transportation

Individuals who were employed but not
now due to virus (9.3)
Commute by carpool (9.0)

75 and above (6.8)
$100,000 and under $150,000 (6.5)
Vocational school (6.8)
Disabled and unable to work (6.4)

75 and above (6.2)
Some high school (6.0)
8th grade or less (8.5)
Spanish language survey preference (8.6)
Technologically Innovative Driving Options
Spanish language dominant in home (8.2)

Vocational School (5.7)
White (5.9)
$100,000 to under $150,000 (5.7)
Non work/school travel time – 10 and
under 20 min (6.1)
Commute by Uber/Lyft (5.9)
Homemaker (5.9)
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APPENDIX
1. Questionnaire
2. Weighted Frequencies and Overall Means
3. Subgroup Means and Crosstabulations (separate document)
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FRESNO COG SURVEY
Hello, my name is ___________. I'm calling from Rea & Parker Research. We’re conducting a
survey on behalf of the Fresno Council of Governments. The data collected from the survey will
inform the Regional Transportation Plan that looks 25 years into the future. The Plan will guide
how and where people will locate and travel by identifying County residents’ present and future
transportation and land use preferences and needs.
This interview will take approximately 10 minutes. Your responses are completely confidential, and
all results will be compiled in summarized form only.
Could you take a few minutes right now to help us out with your opinions?
IF TOLD "NO TIME":
Could I schedule a more convenient time?
"Leave Message Early Calls":
This is... calling from_______________. It's..(DATE and TIME). We’re
conducting a survey on behalf of the Fresno Council of Governments.
We’ll try again another time. Thank you.
"Leave Message Later Calls":
This is...calling from____________________. We’ve been trying to reach you
for a few days regarding a survey on behalf of the Fresno Council of
Governments. Could you please call us at ___________ and leave a
message with the best times to reach you? Thank you
IF ASKED FOR A CONTACT NAME:
Please call Richard Parker, Rea & Parker Research 858-279-5070.

GENDER: BY OBSERVATION OR NAME OF CUSTOMER
1. _____ MALE
2. _____ FEMALE
3.______ CANNOT DETERMINE

COUNTY:
Could you please tell me if you are a resident of any city or other location in Fresno County?
1. _______YES (GO TO CITY)
2. _______ NO, (THANK AND TERMINATE)
CITY:
Are you a resident of the City of Fresno or the City of Clovis?
1. ______YES, I live in Fresno
2. ______ YES, I live in Clovis, or
3. ______ NO. I do not live in the City of Fresno or in the City of Clovis
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Q1a-j. We would like to ask you to tell us how important certain community values are to you. Please rate the
following on a scale of 1-to-10, where 10 is for a community value that is very important to you and 1 is an issue
that is not at all important to you.
Values
(TELEPHONE: SWITCH THE FIRST FIVE with THE SECOND FIVE—
Also rotate within each group of 5—RETAIN LETTERING AS
INDICATED)
k. Neighborhoods should be designed for walking and
bicycling
l. There should be more multi-family housing made
available
m. Continue developing communities that are
predominantly single-family homes
n. Provide more mixed residential and business-related
projects that are within walking distance of transit stops
o. Preserve farmland and agricultural activities
p. Preserve open space and environmentally sensitive areas
q. Support a robust economy
r. Safeguard clean air
s. Reduce the effects of climate change
t. Invest in existing neighborhoods

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

2

1

Q2a-i. We would now like to ask you to tell us how important is to provide public funding for the following
transportation issues. Please rate the following funding priorities on a scale of 1-to-10, where 10 is for a
transportation issue that is very important to fund and 1 is an issue that is not at all important to fund.
Funding Priorities
(TELEPHONE: SWITCH AROUND THREE GROUPS OF QUESTIONS
(a-d, e-f, and g-i)
ROTATE a through d, e and f, and g through i—
RETAIN LETTERING AS INDICATED)
j. Repair potholes and maintain streets and roads
k. Reduce traffic congestion and traffic delays
l. Make roads and intersections safer
m. Support more technologically innovative driving options
(for example, more electric charging stations or selfdriving vehicles)
n. Improve local bus service (FAX, Fresno County Rural,
and Clovis Transit)
o. Support more shared mode transportation options (for
example, carpools, vanpools, or on demand services like
Uber)
p. Maintain pedestrian sidewalks and walkways
q. Provide more walking and biking trails
r. Increase the number of bike lanes and bike paths

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3
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Q3a-b. What is your present work status? Please stop me when I mention your work status.

1. ____ I was employed full-time or part-time but am now not working because of the
Coronavirus/Covid-19 ---GO TO Q4
I am ….
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

____ employed full-time by someone else—not self-employed ---GO TO Q4

____ employed part-time by someone else---GO TO Q4
____ self-employed---GO TO Q4
____ a student and am employed---GO TO Q4
____ a student and not employed---GO TO Q4
____ a homemaker—GO TO Q6
____ retired—GO TO Q6
____ disabled and unable to work—GO TO Q6
____ unemployed before and since the start of Coronavirus/Covid-19—GO TO Q6
____ other_____________
Q3b. please specify_____________________GO TO Q6

12. ____DK/REFUSED—DO NOT READ—GO TO Q6
Q4a-b. What is or was your primary method of commuting to work or school? Again, stop me when I mention your
commute method.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

____Drive alone in my car
____Motorcycle
____Uber or Lyft
____Carpool (2-4 others in car)
____Vanpool (5 or more people in a van)
____Public bus
____Bicycle
____Telework now and before Coronavirus/Covid-19--GO TO ETHNICITY
____Telework since Coronavirus only/Covid-19
____Walk or Jog
____Other
Q4b.____other please specify________________________

12. ____DK/REFUSED—DO NOT READ
Q5a-b. How long in hours and minutes does it or did it usually take you to get to work or school?
5a.________hours
5b. _______ minutes
0._________ I TELEWORK (Enter in 5a and 5b)
999. _______DK/REFUSE--DO NOT READ (Enter in 5a and 5b)
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GO TO ETHNICITY

Q6a-b. What is your primary method of traveling to the places you go to most often? Again, stop me when I mention
your commute method.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

____Drive alone in my car
____Motorcycle
____Uber or Lyft
____Carpool (2-4 others in car)
____Vanpool (5 or more people in a van)
____Public bus
____Bicycle
____Walk or Jog
____Other

Q6b.other please specify________________________

10. ____DK/REFUSED—DO NOT READ

Q7a-b. How long does it usually take you to get to your most frequent destination?
7a. ________hours
7b. _______ minutes
999 ____ DK/REFUSED—DO NOT READ—Enter for both 7a and 7b
DEMOGRAPHICS
To ensure that we are talking to a wide variety of Fresno County residents, we would like to ask you a few more
questions. Again, your responses are completely confidential and will be compiled in summary form only. First, …
ETHNICITY a-b. Which of the following most closely describes your ethnic background?
1.
2.
3.
4.

____Hispanic
____White/Caucasian
____African American/Black
____Asian/Southeast Asian
ETHNICITY b. please specify national origin or Asian ethnic group__________________

5.
6.
7.
8.

____American Indian
____Pacific Islander
____Middle Easterner
____Mixed Ethnicities
ETHNICITY b. mixed please specify________________________
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9. ____Other

ETHNICITY b. other please specify________________________

10. ____DK/REFUSED—DO NOT READ
LANGUAGE a-b. What is the primary language spoken in your home?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

____English
____Spanish or Spanish Creole
____Hmong
____Laotian
____Other Indic (Indo-Aryan) languages (for example, Hindi, Bengali or Punjabi)
____Mon-Khmer, Cambodian
____Chinese
____Arabic
____Vietnamese

10. ____Armenian
11. ____Tagalog
12. _____Other,

LANGUAGE b. other please specify ________________________

13. ____DK/REFUSED—DO NOT READ

EDUC. What is the last grade in school you have completed?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

____Less than 8th Grade Education
____Some High School
____High School Graduate
____Vocational/Technical School
____College Graduate
____Graduate School Degree

7. ____DK/REFUSED—DO NOT READ
AGE.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Which of the following age categories best describes your current age?
____Under 18 years old
____18 to 34 years old
____35 to 54 years old
____55 to 74 years old
____75 years old or more

6. ____DK/REFUSED—DO NOT READ
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INCOME. Which of the following categories best describes your total household income in 2019, before taxes?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

____ Less than $10,000 per year
____ $10,000 to $19,999 per year
____ $20,000 to $29,999 per year
____ $30,000 to $44,999 per year
____ $45,000 to $59,999 per year
____ $60,000 to $74,999 per year
____ $75,000 to $99,999 per year

8. ____ $100,000 to $149,999 per year
9. ____ $150,000 or more
10. ____ DK/REFUSED—DO NOT READ

The Fresno Council of Governments thanks you for your help in providing this very important and much
appreciated information.
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Weighted Frequencies
Which of the following age categories best describes your current age?
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

18 to 34 years old

330

34.8

35.1

35.1

35 to 54 years old

335

35.3

35.7

70.8

55 to 74 years old

217

22.8

23.1

93.9

58

6.1

6.1

100.0

940

98.9

100.0

10

1.1

950

100.0

75 years old or more
Total
Missing

Percent

DK/REFUSED

Total

Are you a resident of the City of Fresno or the City of Clovis?
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

YES, I live in Fresno

501

52.8

52.8

52.8

YES, I live in Clovis, or

115

12.1

12.1

64.9

NO. I do not live in the City of

334

35.1

35.1

100.0

950

100.0

100.0

Fresno nor in the City of Clovis
Total

Which of the following most closely describes your ethnic background?
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Hispanic

470

49.5

50.7

50.7

White/Caucasian

286

30.2

30.9

81.6

African American/Black

45

4.7

4.8

86.4

Asian/Southeast Asian

99

10.5

10.7

97.2

American Indian

7

.7

.7

97.9

Pacific Islander

1

.1

.1

98.0

Middle Easterner

1

.1

.1

98.2

Mixed Ethnicities

15

1.5

1.6

99.7

Other

3

.3

.3

100.0

Total

928

97.7

100.0

22

2.3

950

100.0

DK/REFUSED

Total
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Which of the following most closely describes your ethnic background? - please specify
national origin or Asian ethnic group
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

861

90.7

90.7

90.7

2

.2

.2

90.9

Chinese

20

2.1

2.1

93.0

Filipino

11

1.1

1.1

94.2

Hmong

7

.8

.8

95.0

Indian

15

1.6

1.6

96.6

Japanese

17

1.8

1.8

98.4

Laotian

4

.4

.4

98.8

Mix

1

.1

.1

98.9

Pakistani and Cambodian mix

3

.3

.3

99.2

Sikh

8

.8

.8

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Cambodian

Which of the following most closely describes your ethnic background? - mixed please
specify
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

937

98.7

98.7

98.7

African American and Indian

0

.0

.0

98.7

African-American, Caucasian

0

.1

.1

98.8

African, Middle Eastern,

0

.0

.0

98.8

American Indian and Polish

0

.0

.0

98.8

American, Middle Eastern, Israel

0

.1

.1

98.9

Black and Indian

0

.0

.0

98.9

Black white

0

.0

.0

98.9

Black/Native American

0

.0

.0

99.0

Chinese and White

0

.0

.0

99.0

English, French, African,

0

.0

.0

99.0

Ethiopian and Creole

0

.0

.0

99.1

Hawaiian and Caucasian

1

.1

.1

99.1

Caucasian

American Indian, Swedish,
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Hispanic and Caucasian

1

.1

.1

99.2

Hispanic/White

0

.0

.0

99.2

Indian, Mexican, German,

0

.0

.0

99.3

0

.0

.0

99.3

Mexican and Caucasian

1

.1

.1

99.3

Mexican and White

0

.0

.0

99.4

Mexican,Caucasian,Asian

0

.0

.0

99.4

Mexicano, Japones, Nativo

0

.1

.1

99.5

multiracial

0

.0

.0

99.5

Native American/Caucasian

1

.1

.1

99.6

Non-white European

0

.0

.0

99.6

Norwegian, Welsh, Irish,

0

.0

.0

99.7

1

.1

.1

99.7

spanish mexican german

0

.0

.0

99.8

Spanish, English, Scottish,

0

.0

.0

99.8

Spanish/Lebanese/Irish

0

.0

.0

99.8

White and Korean

0

.0

.0

99.9

White and Mexican

1

.1

.1

99.9

White with Other

1

.1

.1

100.0

White/Asian

0

.0

.0

100.0

950

100.0

100.0

Japanese
Indian/German/Scottish/Irish/Blac
k Dutch/American

Americano,

Cherokee, Spanish, Greek, and
German
Portuguese/white/African
American

English, Norwegian, Canadian,
Welsh

Total
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Which of the following most closely describes your ethnic background? other please specify
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

948

99.9

99.9

99.9

American

1

.1

.1

99.9

Armenian

0

.0

.0

99.9

Croatian

0

.0

.0

99.9

Other

0

.1

.1

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Which of the following categories best describes your total household income in 2019,
before taxes?
Frequency
Valid

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

Less than $10,000 per year

71

7.5

8.2

8.2

$10,000 to $19,999 per year

99

10.4

11.4

19.6

$20,000 to $29,999 per year

140

14.7

16.1

35.7

$30,000 to $44,999 per year

129

13.6

14.9

50.6

$45,000 to $59,999 per year

96

10.1

11.1

61.7

$60,000 to $74,999 per year

83

8.7

9.6

71.3

$75,000 to $99,999 per year

82

8.6

9.4

80.7

102

10.7

11.8

92.4

66

6.9

7.6

100.0

867

91.3

100.0

83

8.7

950

100.0

$100,000 to $149,999 per year
$150,000 or more
Total
Missing

Percent

DK/REFUSED

Total
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What is the highest level of education that you have completed?
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

8th grade or less

62

6.5

6.6

6.6

Some High School

35

3.7

3.8

10.4

174

18.3

18.6

29.0

Vocational/Technical School

50

5.3

5.4

34.4

Some College or Community

262

27.6

28.1

62.5

Bachelor’s Degree

228

24.0

24.4

86.9

Graduate School Degree

122

12.8

13.1

100.0

Total

933

98.3

100.0

16

1.7

950

100.0

High School Graduate

College

Missing

DK/REFUSED

Total

GENDER
Frequency
Valid

Missing

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

MALE

361

38.0

38.4

38.4

FEMALE

579

61.0

61.6

100.0

Total

940

99.0

100.0

CANNOT DETERMINE

6

.7

DECLINES TO STATE

3

.3

Total

9

1.0

950

100.0

Total
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What is the primary language spoken in your home?
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

English

704

74.2

74.8

74.8

Spanish or Spanish Creole

200

21.1

21.3

96.1

5

.5

.5

96.6

16

1.7

1.7

98.3

Mon-Khmer, Cambodian

0

.0

.0

98.4

Chinese

2

.3

.3

98.6

Vietnamese

1

.1

.1

98.7

Armenian

3

.3

.3

99.0

Tagalog

4

.4

.4

99.4

Other

5

.6

.6

100.0

Total

941

99.1

100.0

9

.9

950

100.0

Hmong
Other Indic (Indo-Aryan)
languages (for example, Hindi,
Bengali or Punjabi)

Missing

DK/REFUSED

Total

What is the primary language spoken in your home? - other please specify
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

944

99.4

99.4

99.4

Japanese

2

.2

.2

99.6

Lithuanian

1

.1

.1

99.7

Russian

3

.3

.3

100.0

950

100.0

100.0

Total
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What is your present work status?
Frequency
Valid

I was employed full-time or part-

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

120

12.7

12.8

12.8

284

29.9

30.2

43.0

75

7.8

7.9

50.9

I am self-employed

68

7.2

7.2

58.1

I am a student and am employed

33

3.5

3.5

61.7

I am a student and not employed

49

5.1

5.2

66.8

I am a homemaker

73

7.7

7.7

74.6

143

15.0

15.2

89.8

I am disabled and unable to work

47

5.0

5.0

94.8

I am unemployed before and

48

5.1

5.2

99.9

Other

0

.1

.1

100.0

Total

941

99.1

100.0

9

.9

950

100.0

time but am now not working
because of the
Coronavirus/Covid-19
I am employed full-time by
someone else—not self-employed
I am employed part-time by
someone else

I am retired

since the start of
Coronavirus/Covid-19

Missing

DK/REFUSED

Total
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Mean Ratings
N

Mean

Value: Safeguard clean air

950

8.55

Value: Reduce the effects of

950

7.89

Value: Support a robust economy

950

8.15

Value: Invest in existing

950

8.04

950

8.50

950

7.28

950

7.15

950

8.11

950

7.29

950

8.20

950

7.39

950

7.85

950

9.11

950

8.80

climate change

neighborhoods
Value: Preserve farmland and
agricultural activities
Value: Provide more mixed
residential and business-related
projects that are within walking
distance of transit stops
Value: There should be more
multi-family housing made
available
Value: Preserve open space and
environmentally sensitive areas
Value: Continue developing
communities that are
predominantly single-family
homes
Value: Neighborhoods should be
designed for walking and bicycling
Priority: Increase the number of
bike lanes and bike paths
Priority: Improve local bus service
(FAX, Fresno County Rural, and
Clovis Transit)
Priority: Repair potholes and
maintain streets and roads
Priority: Make roads and
intersections safer
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Priority: Support more shared

950

7.21

950

8.61

950

6.71

950

8.16

950

7.89

mode transportation options (for
example, carpools, vanpools, or
on demand services like Uber)
Priority: Maintain pedestrian
sidewalks and walkways
Priority: Support more
technologically innovative driving
options (for example, more
electric charging stations or selfdriving vehicles)
Priority: Reduce traffic congestion
and traffic delays
Priority: Provide more walking and
biking trails
Valid N (listwise)

950

Value: Safeguard clean air
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

11

1.2

1.2

1.2

2

12

1.2

1.2

2.4

3

15

1.6

1.6

4.0

4

24

2.5

2.5

6.5

5

59

6.2

6.2

12.7

6

30

3.2

3.2

15.8

7

51

5.4

5.4

21.2

8

125

13.2

13.2

34.4

9

118

12.4

12.4

46.9

10 = Very Important

505

53.1

53.1

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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Value: Reduce the effects of climate change
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

53

5.6

5.6

5.6

2

23

2.4

2.4

8.0

3

25

2.6

2.6

10.5

4

25

2.7

2.7

13.2

5

63

6.7

6.7

19.9

6

41

4.3

4.3

24.2

7

75

7.9

7.9

32.1

8

111

11.7

11.7

43.8

9

95

10.0

10.0

53.7

10 = Very Important

439

46.3

46.3

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Value: Support a robust economy
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

14

1.4

1.4

1.4

2

13

1.3

1.3

2.8

3

13

1.4

1.4

4.2

4

20

2.1

2.1

6.3

5

80

8.4

8.4

14.7

6

57

6.0

6.0

20.7

7

89

9.3

9.3

30.0

8

152

16.0

16.0

46.0

9

125

13.2

13.2

59.2

10 = Very Important

388

40.8

40.8

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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Value: Invest in existing neighborhoods
Frequency
Valid

1= Not at all important

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

24

2.5

2.5

2.5

2

6

.6

.6

3.1

3

22

2.3

2.3

5.5

4

17

1.8

1.8

7.3

5

81

8.6

8.6

15.8

6

44

4.6

4.6

20.5

7

90

9.5

9.5

30.0

8

180

18.9

18.9

48.9

9

127

13.3

13.3

62.2

10 = Very Important

359

37.8

37.8

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Value: Preserve farmland and agricultural activities
Frequency
Valid

1= Not at all important

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

16

1.7

1.7

1.7

2

4

.4

.4

2.1

3

12

1.3

1.3

3.4

4

12

1.3

1.3

4.7

5

37

3.9

3.9

8.6

6

56

5.9

5.9

14.4

7

82

8.6

8.6

23.1

8

161

17.0

17.0

40.0

9

117

12.4

12.4

52.4

10 = Very Important

452

47.6

47.6

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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Value: Provide more mixed residential and business-related projects that are within
walking distance of transit stops
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

41

4.4

4.4

4.4

2

26

2.7

2.7

7.1

3

26

2.7

2.7

9.8

4

27

2.9

2.9

12.7

5

105

11.0

11.0

23.7

6

68

7.1

7.1

30.8

7

154

16.2

16.2

47.0

8

146

15.3

15.3

62.4

9

108

11.4

11.4

73.7

10 = Very Important

250

26.3

26.3

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Value: There should be more multi-family housing made available
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

52

5.4

5.4

5.4

2

36

3.7

3.7

9.2

3

33

3.5

3.5

12.7

4

31

3.3

3.3

15.9

5

126

13.2

13.2

29.2

6

56

5.9

5.9

35.0

7

107

11.3

11.3

46.3

8

146

15.4

15.4

61.7

9

79

8.3

8.3

70.0

10 = Very Important

285

30.0

30.0

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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Value: Preserve open space and environmentally sensitive areas
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

18

1.9

1.9

1.9

2

14

1.5

1.5

3.4

3

14

1.5

1.5

4.9

4

22

2.4

2.4

7.3

5

74

7.8

7.8

15.0

6

51

5.4

5.4

20.4

7

88

9.2

9.2

29.7

8

164

17.3

17.3

47.0

9

115

12.1

12.1

59.1

10 = Very Important

388

40.9

40.9

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Value: Continue developing communities that are predominantly single-family homes
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

35

3.7

3.7

3.7

2

15

1.6

1.6

5.2

3

25

2.7

2.7

7.9

4

26

2.7

2.7

10.7

5

132

13.9

13.9

24.6

6

79

8.4

8.4

32.9

7

133

14.0

14.0

46.9

8

163

17.2

17.2

64.1

9

103

10.9

10.9

75.0

10 = Very Important

238

25.0

25.0

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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Value: Neighborhoods should be designed for walking and bicycling
Frequency
Valid

1= Not at all important

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

20

2.1

2.1

2.1

2

4

.4

.4

2.6

3

26

2.8

2.8

5.3

4

19

2.0

2.0

7.4

5

43

4.6

4.6

11.9

6

49

5.2

5.2

17.1

7

115

12.1

12.1

29.3

8

170

17.9

17.9

47.1

9

95

10.0

10.0

57.1

10 = Very Important

408

42.9

42.9

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Priority: Increase the number of bike lanes and bike paths
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

41

4.3

4.3

4.3

2

19

2.0

2.0

6.3

3

31

3.3

3.3

9.6

4

27

2.8

2.8

12.4

5

71

7.5

7.5

19.9

6

91

9.6

9.6

29.5

7

140

14.8

14.8

44.2

8

166

17.5

17.5

61.7

9

106

11.1

11.1

72.9

10 = Very Important

258

27.1

27.1

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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Priority: Improve local bus service (FAX, Fresno County Rural, and Clovis Transit)
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

26

2.8

2.8

2.8

2

16

1.7

1.7

4.5

3

15

1.6

1.6

6.1

4

22

2.3

2.3

8.4

5

84

8.9

8.9

17.3

6

68

7.1

7.1

24.4

7

93

9.8

9.8

34.2

8

181

19.0

19.0

53.2

9

107

11.3

11.3

64.5

10 = Very Important

337

35.5

35.5

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Priority: Repair potholes and maintain streets and roads
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

6

.6

.6

.6

2

2

.2

.2

.8

3

2

.2

.2

1.0

4

7

.8

.8

1.8

5

15

1.6

1.6

3.4

6

21

2.2

2.2

5.6

7

78

8.3

8.3

13.8

8

111

11.7

11.7

25.5

9

102

10.8

10.8

36.3

10 = Very Important

605

63.7

63.7

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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Priority: Make roads and intersections safer
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

5

.5

.5

.5

2

3

.3

.3

.9

3

6

.7

.7

1.6

4

17

1.8

1.8

3.4

5

41

4.3

4.3

7.7

6

31

3.3

3.3

10.9

7

57

6.0

6.0

16.9

8

147

15.5

15.5

32.4

9

124

13.0

13.0

45.4

10 = Very Important

518

54.6

54.6

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Priority: Support more shared mode transportation options (for example, carpools,
vanpools, or on demand services like Uber)
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

27

2.8

2.8

2.8

2

23

2.5

2.5

5.3

3

21

2.2

2.2

7.5

4

36

3.7

3.7

11.2

5

128

13.5

13.5

24.7

6

88

9.3

9.3

34.0

7

129

13.6

13.6

47.6

8

190

20.0

20.0

67.6

9

103

10.8

10.8

78.4

10 = Very Important

205

21.6

21.6

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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Priority: Maintain pedestrian sidewalks and walkways
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

11

1.2

1.2

1.2

2

10

1.1

1.1

2.3

3

6

.6

.6

2.9

4

16

1.7

1.7

4.6

5

33

3.5

3.5

8.1

6

43

4.5

4.5

12.6

7

76

8.0

8.0

20.6

8

154

16.3

16.3

36.8

9

123

13.0

13.0

49.8

10 = Very Important

477

50.2

50.2

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Priority: Support more technologically innovative driving options (for example, more
electric charging stations or self-driving vehicles)
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

81

8.5

8.5

8.5

2

28

3.0

3.0

11.5

3

35

3.6

3.6

15.1

4

40

4.2

4.2

19.4

5

117

12.3

12.3

31.7

6

87

9.2

9.2

40.8

7

99

10.4

10.4

51.2

8

193

20.4

20.4

71.6

9

73

7.6

7.6

79.2

10 = Very Important

197

20.8

20.8

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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Priority: Reduce traffic congestion and traffic delays
Frequency
Valid

1= Not at all important

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

15

1.6

1.6

1.6

2

9

1.0

1.0

2.5

3

12

1.2

1.2

3.7

4

19

2.1

2.1

5.8

5

73

7.7

7.7

13.5

6

55

5.8

5.8

19.3

7

83

8.8

8.8

28.1

8

193

20.3

20.3

48.4

9

119

12.6

12.6

61.0

10 = Very Important

371

39.0

39.0

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0

Priority: Provide more walking and biking trails
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

1= Not at all important

19

2.0

2.0

2.0

2

17

1.8

1.8

3.8

3

16

1.7

1.7

5.5

4

25

2.6

2.6

8.1

5

69

7.2

7.2

15.3

6

75

7.9

7.9

23.2

7

110

11.6

11.6

34.8

8

188

19.8

19.8

54.5

9

89

9.4

9.4

63.9

10 = Very Important

343

36.1

36.1

100.0

Total

950

100.0

100.0
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What is or was your primary method of commuting to work or school?
Frequency
Valid

Drive alone in my car

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

479

50.4

77.2

77.2

Motorcycle

13

1.4

2.1

79.3

Uber or Lyft

14

1.4

2.2

81.5

Carpool (2-4 others in car)

48

5.0

7.7

89.2

4

.4

.6

89.8

Public bus

25

2.6

4.0

93.8

Bicycle

12

1.3

2.0

95.8

Telework now and before

10

1.0

1.5

97.3

3

.4

.5

97.9

10

1.0

1.6

99.5

Other

3

.3

.5

100.0

Total

620

65.3

100.0

System

329

34.7

950

100.0

Vanpool (5 or more people in a
van)

Coronavirus/Covid-19
Telework only since
Coronavirus/Covid-19
Walk or Jog

Missing
Total

What is or was your primary method of commuting to work or school? - other
please specify
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

947

99.7

99.7

99.7

Customer Service

0

.0

.0

99.7

Dope man

2

.2

.2

99.9

Got a lot

1

.1

.1

100.0

950

100.0

100.0

Total
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Travel time to work or school in hours
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

.03

4

.5

.7

.7

.05

19

2.0

3.2

3.9

.07

3

.3

.6

4.5

.08

18

1.9

3.1

7.5

.10

10

1.1

1.8

9.3

.12

4

.4

.7

10.0

.13

2

.2

.3

10.3

.13

7

.7

1.1

11.5

.15

1

.1

.2

11.7

.17

53

5.5

8.9

20.6

.20

11

1.1

1.8

22.4

.22

3

.3

.4

22.8

.23

3

.3

.5

23.3

.25

81

8.6

13.8

37.1

.28

1

.1

.2

37.3

.30

3

.3

.5

37.7

.32

2

.2

.4

38.1

.33

98

10.3

16.6

54.7

.37

4

.4

.6

55.3

.38

3

.3

.6

55.9

.40

3

.3

.5

56.4

.42

35

3.7

5.9

62.3

.42

2

.2

.3

62.6

.45

1

.1

.2

62.8

.47

1

.1

.2

63.0

.48

3

.3

.4

63.4

.50

99

10.4

16.8

80.2

.53

1

.1

.2

80.4

.53

1

.1

.1

80.5

.58

10

1.0

1.6

82.2

.67

17

1.8

3.0

85.1

.67

2

.2

.3

85.4

.75

21

2.2

3.6

89.0
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Missing

.78

1

.1

.2

89.2

1.00

30

3.2

5.1

94.3

1.02

3

.3

.6

94.8

1.03

1

.1

.2

95.1

1.08

2

.2

.3

95.4

1.17

4

.4

.6

96.0

1.18

1

.1

.2

96.2

1.20

1

.1

.1

96.3

1.25

3

.3

.5

96.8

1.33

1

.1

.2

97.0

1.50

7

.8

1.2

98.3

1.75

1

.1

.2

98.5

2.00

4

.4

.7

99.1

2.17

1

.1

.1

99.3

2.50

1

.1

.1

99.4

3.00

3

.4

.6

99.9

3.08

0

.0

.1

100.0

Total

591

62.2

100.0

System

359

37.8

950

100.0

Total

Travel time--Telework
Frequency
Valid

Not selected

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

590

62.1

96.6

96.6

21

2.2

3.4

100.0

Total

610

64.3

100.0

System

339

35.7

950

100.0

Selected

Missing

Percent

Total
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Travel time to work or school--categorized
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

10 minutes or less

141

14.9

23.2

23.2

more than 10 minutes--up to 20

202

21.3

33.1

56.3

151

15.9

24.7

81.0

82

8.6

13.5

94.5

34

3.6

5.5

100.0

Total

609

64.2

100.0

System

340

35.8

950

100.0

minutes
more than 20 minutes--up to 30
minutes
more than 30 minutes--up to one
hour
more than one hour

Missing
Total

What is your primary method of traveling to the places you go to most often (not work or
school)?
Frequency
Valid

Drive alone in my car

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

221

23.3

68.7

68.7

Motorcycle

11

1.2

3.5

72.2

Uber or Lyft

7

.7

2.2

74.3

44

4.7

13.8

88.1

4

.5

1.4

89.5

15

1.6

4.6

94.1

5

.6

1.7

95.8

13

1.4

4.1

99.8

Other

0

.1

.2

100.0

Total

322

33.9

100.0

7

.8

System

620

65.3

Total

628

66.1

950

100.0

Carpool (2-4 others in car)
Vanpool (5 or more people in a
van)
Public bus
Bicycle
Walk or Jog

Missing

DK/REFUSED

Total
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Travel time to frequent destination in hours (not work or school)
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

.02

1

.1

.3

.3

.03

1

.1

.2

.5

.05

2

.2

.6

1.1

.07

1

.1

.3

1.5

.08

28

3.0

9.1

10.6

.10

6

.6

1.8

12.4

.12

1

.1

.2

12.7

.13

1

.1

.2

12.9

.15

2

.2

.6

13.4

.17

56

5.9

18.2

31.6

.18

0

.0

.1

31.7

.20

2

.2

.6

32.2

.25

41

4.3

13.2

45.5

.28

2

.2

.5

46.0

.30

0

.0

.2

46.2

.33

48

5.1

15.6

61.7

.37

1

.1

.3

62.0

.42

8

.8

2.6

64.6

.45

0

.0

.1

64.7

.50

38

4.0

12.4

77.1

.58

2

.2

.6

77.7

.62

1

.1

.3

78.0

.62

1

.1

.3

78.2

.67

8

.9

2.7

81.0

.70

0

.1

.2

81.1

.75

16

1.7

5.2

86.4

.83

1

.1

.2

86.6

.83

0

.0

.1

86.7

1.00

23

2.4

7.3

94.0

1.33

1

.1

.2

94.2

1.50

7

.7

2.2

96.5

1.83

1

.1

.3

96.7

1.83

2

.2

.5

97.3
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Missing

2.00

5

.5

1.5

98.7

2.67

1

.1

.3

99.0

3.00

0

.0

.1

99.1

3.50

3

.3

.9

100.0

Total

310

32.6

100.0

System

640

67.4

950

100.0

Total

Travel time to frequent destination (not work or school)-- categorized
Frequency
Valid

Percent

Valid Percent

Cumulative Percent

10 minutes or less

98

10.3

31.6

31.6

more than 10 minutes--up to 20

93

9.8

30.1

61.7

48

5.0

15.4

77.1

46

4.9

15.0

92.1

24

2.6

7.9

100.0

Total

310

32.6

100.0

System

640

67.4

950

100.0

minutes
more than 20 minutes--up to 30
minutes
more than 30 minutes--up to one
hour
more than one hour

Missing
Total

66
Fresno Council of Governments
Public Opinion Survey Report

Rea & Parker Research
July 2020

Fresno Council of Governments
2020 Regional Transportation Plan
Public Opinion Survey Report

Survey Objectives
Neighborhoods should be designed for walking and bicycling
There should be more multi-family housing made available
Continue developing communities that are predominantly singlefamily homes
Provide more mixed residential and business-related projects
that are within walking distance of transit stops
Preserve farmland and agricultural activities
Preserve open space and environmentally sensitive areas
Support a robust economy
Safeguard clean air
Reduce the effects of climate change
Invest in existing neighborhoods

Survey Objectives (continued)
Repair potholes and maintain streets and roads
Reduce traffic congestion and traffic delays
Make roads and intersections safer
Support more technologically innovative driving options
(for example, more electric charging stations
or self-driving vehicles)
Improve local bus service
(FAX, Fresno County Rural, and Clovis Transit)
Support more shared mode transportation options
(for example, carpools, vanpools, or on demand
services like Uber)
Maintain pedestrian sidewalks and walkways
Provide more walking and biking trails
Increase the number of bike lanes and bike paths

Sample—950 respondents

Sample Demographics
Category

Unweighted—Raw Data

Weighted for Residence, Age,
Ethnicity, and Income

62%
38%

62%
38%

36%
45%
5%
7%
57 years

51%
31%
10%
5%
43 years

$43,000

$45,000

36%
12%

37%
11%

61%
15%
24%

53%
12%
35%

34%
21%
31%
77%

46%
23%
15%
77%

14%

14%

18 minutes

20 minutes

Gender
Female
Male
Ethnicity
Hispanic/Latino
White
Asian
African-American
Median Age
Median Annual Household Income
Education
Bachelor’s Degree or Higher
Less than High School Graduate
Residence
City of Fresno
City of Clovis
Rural/Non-Urban
Work Status
Employed Full-Time/Student
Not Employed
Retired
Drive Alone to Work/School
Carpool, Bus, Uber/Lift to
Work/School
Median Travel Time to Work/School

Community Values: Mean Importance
scale: 1-to-10 ; 10 = very important...1 = not at all important
(weighted)

10.00

See Table 1—pages 28-29--for individual subgroup ratings for each community value

9.00
8.00

8.55

8.50

8.20

8.15

7.00

8.11

8.04

7.89
7.29

7.28

7.15

6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00

Safeguard Clean Air = 79%
Support Robust Economy = 70%
Reduce Effects of Climate Change = 68%

Develop Single Family Homes = 53%

Percentage of Values Rated 8 or Higher
Preserve Farmland and Agriculture = 77%
Preserve Open Space/Environment = 70%
Mixed Residential/Business = 53%

Neighborhoods Designed for Walking/Biking = 70%
Invest in Existing Neighborhoods = 70%
Multi-Family Housing = 54%

Table 1
Community Values—Combined Telephone and Online Surveys
Community Values
More Important
Less Important
8th grade or less (9.5)
Safeguard Clean Air

Spanish language survey
preference (9.7)

Bachelor’s Degree (8.2)

Spanish language survey preference (8.7)
8th grade or less (8.9)
Invest in Existing Neighborhoods

Non-work/school travel by carpool (8.6)

8th grade or less (9.4)
Spanish language survey
preference (9.6)

Preserve Farmland and
Agriculture

Spanish language dominant in
home (9.3)
Student employed (9.3)
Non-work/school commute by
carpool (9.1)

Commute time work/school – more than 1
hour (8.6)

Non-work/school travel time – more
than 1 hour (8.0)

Spanish language survey preference (9.3)
Reduce Effects of Climate Change

Neighborhoods Designed for
Walking/Biking

Spanish language survey
preference (9.2)
Non-work/school travel by public
bus (9.1)

Non work/school travel time – more than
30 min (8.6)
8th

White (7.8)

Spanish language dominant in
home (9.3)

Develop Single-Family Homes

Retired (7.8)

grade or less (8.8)

Commute time work/school – 10 min or less (7.6)

75 and above (6.8)
$100,000 and above (7.2)
White (7.0)
Self-employed and retired (7.1 each)
Bachelor’s or more (6.9)
White (6.7)
Commute by motorcycle (6.7)

Homemaker (8.6)

Commute time work/school – 10 min or less (6.3)

Commute by carpool (8.6)

Student not employed (6.6)
$75,000 and above (6.5)

Commute time work/school – 10 min or
less (7.7)

$10,000 and under $20,000 (8.3)
8th grade or less (8.4)
Mixed Residential/Business--Close to
Transit

Some high school (6.9)

Spanish language survey preference (8.6)
Spanish language dominant in home (8.3)
Student employed (8.3)

Commute by motorcycle (6.1)

Commute by public bus (8.8)

Under $10,000 (7.1)

Some High School or less (8.8)

Preserve Open
Space/Environment

Commute by Uber/Lyft and by motorcycle (7.5
each)

Spanish language survey preference (8.8)

Commute by motorcycle (6.7)

18-34 (7.6)
Support Robust Economy

Employed student (8.6)
Commute by public bus (8.9)

Commute by Uber/Lyft (8.0) and by
motorcycle (8.1)

Vocational School (7.9)

Some high school (7.0)

Hispanic and African-American (8.5 each)

Student not employed (7.7)

Non-work/school travel time – 30
min to 1 hour (9.1)
Less than 8th grade (9.1)

Commute by Public Bus (8.5)

Male (7.7)

Spanish language survey preference (9.1)

Spanish language survey
preference (9.0)

Some high school (7.3)

Student employed (9.0)

Self-employed (7.6)

Non-work/school travel by public bus (8.9)

Commute time work/school –
more than 1 hour (9.1)

Commute by motorcycle (7.3)

Non work/school travel time – more than
1 hour (9.1)

More Multi-Family Housing

Spanish language dominant in home (8.8)

75 and older (6.8)
Bachelors (6.8)
White (6.5)
Self-employed (6.6)
Retired (6.7)
Non work/school travel time – 10 minutes or less
(6.9)
$150,000 or more (5.5)
White (6.0)
Self-employed (6.3)
Retired (6.5)

Transportation Funding Priorities: Mean Importance
scale: 1-to-10 ; 10 = very important...1 = not at all important
(weighted)

10.00

See Table 2—pages 34-35--for individual subgroup ratings for each transportation funding priority
9.00

9.11
8.80

8.00

8.61

8.16

7.89

7.85
7.39

7.00

7.21
6.71

6.00

5.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

0.00

REPAIR
POTHOLES/MAINTAIN
STREETS

Repair Potholes/Maintain Streets = 86%
Reduce Traffic Congestion/Delays = 72%
Increase Number of Bile Lanes/Paths = 56%

SAFER ROADS AND
INTERSECTIONS

MAINTAIN SIDEWALKS
AND WALKWAYS

REDUCE TRAFFIC
CONGESTION/DELAYS

MORE WALKING/BIKING
TRAILS

IMPROVE LOCAL BUS
SERVICE

Percentage of Priorities Rated 8 or Higher
Safer Roads and Intersections = 83%
More Walking and Biking Trails = 65%
More Shared Transportation Options = 52%

INCREASE NUMBER OF
BIKE LANES/PATHS

SUPPORT SHARED
MODE
TRANSPORTATION

TECHNOLOGICALLY
INNOVATIVE DRIVING
OPTIONS

Maintain Sidewalks and Walkways = 79%
Improve Local Bus Service = 66%
More Tech. Innovative Driving Options = 49%

Table 2
Transportation Funding Priorities—Combined Telephone and Online surveys
Priorities
More Important
Less Important
8th
Repair Potholes/Maintain Streets

grade or less (9.8)

African-American (9.3)

Unemployed before and since start
of virus (8.3)

Non-work/school travel time – more
than 30 min but less than 1 hour (9.7)

Non-work/school travel time –
more than 1 hour (8.2)

Under $20,000 (9.0)

Improve Local Bus Service

Safer Roads and Intersections

Vocational School (7.8)

Non work/school travel by
motorcycle (9.6)

Commute by Uber/Lyft (7.9)

Non work/school travel time – more
than 30 min up to 1 hour (9.4)

Maintain Sidewalks and Walkways

African-American (8.0)

Student employed (8.2)

Homemaker (9.5)

Commute by motorcycle (8.2)

African-American (8.7)
Commute by carpool (8.8)

$150,000 or more (6.2)

Non-work/school travel time – more
than 1 hour (9.5)
8th grade or less (8.9)

Increase Number of Bike Lanes/Paths

Spanish language survey preference
(8.9)
Spanish dominant language in home
(8.5)

8th grade or less (8.7)

Commute by carpool (9.0)
Reduce Traffic Congestion/Delays

Spanish language survey preference
(9.3)

Homemaker (8.5)

Spanish language dominant in home
(9.5)

8th grade or less (8.9)

Vocational school (7.2)

Commute by public bus (9.0)

8th grade or less (9.6)
Commute by carpool (9.5)

8th grade or less (9.3)

Vocational school (7.9)

Support Shared Mode Transportation

Asian (7.8)

Spanish language survey preference
(8.6)
Individuals who were employed but
not now due to virus (9.3)
Commute by carpool (9.0)

More Walking/Biking Trails

Spanish language dominant in home
(8.8)
Homemaker (8.9)
Employed part time by someone else
(8.8)
Non-work/school travel time -- more
than 1 hour (8.8)

Self-employed (7.1)

Vocational school (7.0)
White (6.9)
Retired (6.7)
Commute by Uber/Lyft (5.7)

75 and above (6.8)
$100,000 and under $150,000 (6.5)
Vocational school (6.8)
Disabled and unable to work (6.4)
75 and above (6.2)

8th grade or less (9.3)
Spanish language survey preference
(9.2)

White (7.0)

Some high school (6.0)
8th grade or less (8.5)

Bachelor’s Degree and Vocational
School (7.5 each)
White (7.3)
Retired (7.1)
Commute by motorcycle (7.0)

Technologically Innovative Driving
Options

Spanish language survey preference
(8.6)
Spanish language dominant in home
(8.2)

Vocational School (5.7)
White (5.9)
$100,000 to under $150,000 (5.7)
Non work/school travel time – 10
and under 20 min (6.1)
Commute by Uber/Lyft (5.9)
Homemaker (5.9)

Fresno COG’s
2020 Transportation
Needs Survey Report
RTP Roundtable meeting October 28, 2020

Communication
Strategies

 Online community survey available in English, Spanish and Punjabi
 Six e-newsletters sent to 4,880 email addresses in English or
Spanish
 Seven social media posts in English and Spanish posted on Fresno
COG’s Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn
 Seven social media "boosts" or advertisements on Facebook and
LinkedIn which reached 37,871 people
 Flyers with QR codes to the surveys. Circulated through mini
grantees and member agencies in English and Spanish
 Requests sent to members agencies, transit agencies, other
government and community agencies to share survey invitations with
their contacts
 Facebook Live community presentation posted to Facebook after
event. Received 46 event responses and 25 comments.
 Three mini-grants supplied to community-based organizations to
engage hard-to-reach communities.
 Virtual meeting presentations and discussions to North Fresno
Rotary and Central Valley Partnership
 Article published in the Fresno Bee’s on October 17, 2020
 Follow-up emails sent to all 531 respondents who provided email
addresses. Asked them to share the survey link with friends and
family and invited them to submit additional projects

Survey Responses
 3,765 survey views
 1,673 participants
 1,176 project suggestions via the online portal
 111 social media
 Total of 1,226 project suggestions
 Additionally, 531 people signed up to receive Fresno
COG’s RTP progress reports

Age:
1,568
responses

Race/Ethnicity
1,507
Responses

Household
Size
1,481
Responses

Household
Income
1,401
Responses

Fresno Council of Governments
2020 Transportation
Needs Survey
Outreach Presentation

Who is Fresno COG?
Fresno Council of Governments
• Association of local governments - 15 cities and the
County of Fresno
• One of 38 in California and 500+ nationwide
• Formed in 1967
• Focus on regional transportation planning issues and
projects

2

What does Fresno COG do?
• Regional plans for transportation related activities, with
visions 5-25 years into the future
• Regional Transportation Studies that provide
recommendations and improvements for specific corridors or
project types.
• Regional Housing Allocation housing units allocated to local
jurisdictions through a regional approach
• Funding for transportation projects and programming from
over 40 funding sources including Measure C
• Programs for ridesharing, air quality, senior transportation and
more.
3

Regional Transportation Plans—
What are they?
• The 25-year regional transportation vision for our
community
• Updated every 4 years
• Required by State and Federal Law
• Contains goals, policies, actions, projects, greenhouse
gas reduction plan
• Required to meet air quality & GHG standards

4

Regional Transportation Plans—
How are they built?
• Fresno COG updates transportation funding estimates for
available projected funding
• The cities and county send projects to Fresno COG
• Fresno COG plans how and when to fund the projects with
available money
• Includes transit, bike, trail, sidewalk, ADA, streets and
roads, freeways, airports, electric vehicle, safety and rail
projects

5

What does it mean to me?
• Promotes and secures safe and reliable travel
• Creates a transportation system that can be funded and
maintained over time
• Improves air quality and addresses
environmental/climate change concerns
• Addresses other co-benefits such as public health,
environmental justice, farmland preservation, etc.

6

Fresno COG’s
2020 Transportation
Needs Online Survey
Opportunity to submit
transportation project need
suggestions through an online
portal in various languages:
• English
• Spanish
• Punjabi

7

8

How it works:
• Follow the survey prompts
• Answer relevant demographic
questions
• Participants drop a pin or draw a
line on a Fresno County map to
show where their suggested
project is or would be located
• Describe the transportation
need/suggestion
• Attach a photo of the area if
available
9

What happens
next?
• Fresno COG will gather and forward of the
suggestions to the local agencies responsible.
Be it city, county, transit agency.
• The local agencies (Cities & County) will
evaluate suggestions based on:
• The General Plan & Circulation Element
• Cost of project and available funding
• Farebox requirements (transit)
• Facility & safety requirements
• Other factors
• Submit eligible regional projects in response
to Fresno COG’s Call for Projects.

10

RTP Transportation
Projects Timeline
September 9 – October 15, 2020: Fresno COG’s 2020 Transportation
Needs Survey receives project suggestions from community members –
available in English, Spanish and Punjabi
October 1-16, 2020: Fresno COG staff translates and forwards all
submitted transportation project suggestions to our member agencies for
review and consideration
Projects lists posted to Fresno COG’s RTP website at
www.planfresno.com
November 1, 2020: Fresno COG releases a Call for Projects to their
member agencies.
11

2020 Transportation Needs Survey:

https://planfresno.com/start-here/
https://publicinput.com/2020TranportationNeeds
https://publicinput.com/2020TransportationNeedsSpanish

Fresno COG’s website: www.fresnocog.org
Staff Contact:

Brenda Veenendaal
(559) 233-4148 or
brendav@fresnocog.org

Have a say in how future transportation dollars are spent.
The Fresno Council of Governments (Fresno COG) is looking for transportation project suggestions that could
become part of its 20-year Regional Transportation Plan or RTP. The RTP is a long-term plan for the Fresno
County region’s transportation system that is updated every four years. Our last RTP included over 3,100 projects from around the region and we are in the process of updating that plan now.
Do you have suggestions for roadway, transit, bikeway, trail, or other types of improvements?
Do the streets near you need repair?
Are the roads you travel unsafe or congested?
Would you benefit from a change to current bus stops or schedules?
Does a new bikeway, trail, or sidewalk need to be added in your community?
We want to know! Please tell us by participating in a very brief, easy survey by October 22nd. Submit as many
project suggestions as you would like. Your project suggestions will be forwarded to the appropriate agency for
review, consideration and possible inclusion into the updated RTP or local plans.
Take The Survey by opening the stock Camera app on your cell phone and point it steadily for 2-3 seconds
towards the QR Code you want to scan. Whenever scanning is enabled, a notification will appear. Touch the
notification to open the survey. If nothing happens, you may have to go to your Settings app and enable QR
Code scanning.

English Survey				

Spanish Survey				

Punjabi Survey

Or log on to www.planfresno.com and click on RTP Survey.
If you are unable to complete an online survey visit the PlanFresno website and submit your project suggestion
via email. You may also call our office to share your project suggestions at (559) 233-4148.
The Fresno Council of Governments (Fresno COG) is a consensus builder, developing acceptable programs and
solutions to issues that do not respect political boundaries. Fresno COG undertakes comprehensive regional transportation
planning, provides citizens an opportunity to be involved in the planning process, and supplies technical services to its
member agencies--the 15 incorporated cities within Fresno County and the County of Fresno.

Fresno Council of Governments - www.fresnocog.org - 559.233.4148

Exprese su opinión sobre cómo se gastan los dólares futuros del transporte.
El Consejo de Gobiernos de Fresno (Fresno COG) está buscando sugerencias de proyectos de transporte que
podrían formar parte de su Plan de Transporte Regional de 20 años o RTP.
El RTP es un plan a largo plazo para el sistema de transporte de la región del condado de Fresno que se actualiza cada cuatro años. Nuestro último RTP incluyó más de 3,100 proyectos de toda la región y estamos en
proceso de actualizar ese plan ahora.
¿Tiene sugerencias para mejoras en carreteras, tránsito, ciclovías, senderos u otros tipos de mejoras?
¿Las calles cercanas a usted necesitan reparación?
¿Las carreteras por las que viaja son inseguras o están congestionadas?
¿Se beneficiaría de un cambio en las paradas u horarios de autobús actuales?
¿Es necesario agregar un nuevo carril para bicicletas, sendero o acera en su comunidad?
¡Queremos saber! Infórmenos participando en una encuesta muy breve y sencilla antes del 22 de octubre. Envíe
tantas sugerencias de proyectos como desee. Las sugerencias de su proyecto se enviarán a la agencia correspondiente para su revisión, consideración y posible inclusión en el RTP actualizado o en los planes locales.
Tome la encuesta Tome la encuesta abriendo la aplicación de cámara disponible en su teléfono celular y
apunte de forma constante durante 2-3 segundos hacia el Código QR que desea escanear. En cuanto se
habilite el escaneo, aparecerá una notificación. Toque la notificación para abrir la encuesta. Si no pasa nada,
es posible que tenga que ir a la aplicación “Settings” y habilitar el escaneo de Código QR.

en inglés				

en español				

en Punjabi

O inicie sesión en www.planfresno.com y haga clic en RTP Survey.
Si no puede completar una encuesta en línea, visite el sitio web de PlanFresno y envíe su sugerencia de proyecto por
correo electrónico. También puede llamar a nuestra oficina para compartir sus sugerencias de proyectos al (559) 233-4148.
El Consejo de Gobierno de Fresno (Fresno COG) es un constructor de consenso, desarrollando programas aceptables
y soluciones a cuestiones que no respetan los límites políticos. Fresno COG lleva a cabo una planificación integral del
transporte regional, proporciona a los ciudadanos la oportunidad de participar en el proceso de planificación y suministra
servicios técnicos a sus agencias miembros: las 15 ciudades incorporadas dentro del condado de Fresno y el Condado de
Fresno.

Fresno Council of Governments - www.fresnocog.org - 559.233.4148

2020 Transportation Needs Survey

Have a say in how future transportation dollars are spent. The Fresno Council of Governments (Fresno COG)
is looking for transportation project suggestions that could become part of its 20-year Regional Transportation
Plan or RTP. The RTP is a long-term plan for the Fresno County region's transportation system that is updated
every four years. Our last RTP included over 3,100 projects from around the region.

•
•
•
•
•

Do you have suggestions for roadway, transit, bikeway, trail, or other types of
transportation improvements?
Do the streets near you need repair?
Are the roads you travel unsafe or congested?
Would you benefit from a change to current bus stops or schedules?
Does a new bikeway, trail, or sidewalk needs to be added in your community?

We want to know! Please tell us by participating in this very brief, easy survey between
September 9th and October 15th. Submit as many project suggestions as you would like. Your
project suggestions will be forwarded to the appropriate agency for review, consideration and
possible inclusion into the updated RTP or local plans.
Let's get started!
Please tell us about yourself. We will not share any of your personal information.

What is your age?











Under 18
18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66-75
Over 75
Prefer not to answer

What is your race/ethnicity?










White
Black or African-American
Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish
Asian
American Indian or Alaska Native
Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
Other
I prefer not to answer

What is your gender?







Male
Female
Transgender
Do not identify as male, female, or transgender
Prefer not to answer

How many people live in your household?











1 person
2 people
3 people
4 people
5 people
6 people
7 people
8 people
9 people
10 or more people

What is your combined household income?










Less than $10,000 per year
$10,000 to $19,999 per year
$20,000 to $29,999 per year
$30,000 to $44,999 per year
$45,000 to $59,999 per year
$60,000 to $74,999 per year
$75,000 to $99,999 per year
$100,000 to $149,999 per year
$150,000 or more per year

* Please provide your zip code: ________________ (mandatory)

Sign up to receive updates on the RTP's update progress. (optional)
Name: ________________________________________________________
Email: _________________________________________________________

Survey continued next page.

Please tell us your transportation project suggestions below. Describe your
project location, the type of project (street repair, new project, transit, bikeway,
walkway, safety, ADA, etc.) and what you would like to see done:

Thank you for your suggestions!
Please share the survey with your friends, family, coworkers and neighbors! All suggestions
must be received by the Fresno Council of Governments by October 22, 2020. If you want to
know more about Fresno COG's RTP Update visit our website at www.PlanFresno.com

Fresno COG
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201, Fresno, CA 93722
559-233-4148
brendav@fresnocog.org
www.fresnocog.org
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SCS Survey
Indicators and Strategies
Participant Demographics

SCS Indicator and
Strategies Survey Results
• Survey open March 26 –
April 25, 2021
• 1,299 survey views
• 432 respondents
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Appendix D. Public Participation, Review,
and Adoption
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING ON THE
DRAFT 2023 FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM,
THE DRAFT 2022 REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN/SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITY STRATEGY, CORRESPONDING DRAFT CONFORMITY ANALYSIS,
AND NOTICE OF AVAILABILITY OF DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
REPORT (SCH # 2021040014)
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Fresno Council of Governments (Fresno COG) will hold
a public hearing on May 26, 2022 at 5:30 P.M. during the Fresno COG Policy Board Meeting at
the Fresno COG office building at 2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201, Fresno, CA 93721 regarding
the Draft 2023 Federal Transportation Improvement Program (2023 FTIP), the Draft 2022
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Community Strategy (2022 RTP/SCS), the
corresponding Draft Air Quality Conformity Analysis for the 2023 FTIP and 2022 RTP/SCS and
the Draft Environmental Impact Report (EIR). The purpose of the public hearing is to receive
public comments on these documents.
•
•
•
•

The 2023 FTIP is a near-term listing of capital improvement and operational expenditures
utilizing federal and state monies for transportation projects in Fresno County during the
next four years.
The 2022 RTP/SCS is a long-term coordinated transportation/land use strategy to meet
Fresno County transportation needs out to the year 2046.
The Draft EIR document provides an analysis of potential environmental impacts related
to the implementation of the RTP/SCS as required by the California Environmental
Quality Act.
The corresponding Conformity Analysis contains the documentation to support a finding
that the 2023 FTIP and 2022 RTP/SCS meet the air quality conformity requirements for
ozone and particulate matter.

The Zoom meeting link and phone number will be available in the Policy Board agenda at
https://agendas.fresnocog.org/. Individuals with disabilities may call Fresno COG (with 3working-day advance notice) to request auxiliary aids necessary to participate in the public
hearing. Translation services are also available (with 3-working-day advance notice) to
participants speaking any language, by available professional translation services.
Two additional in-person public hearings will be held to receive public comments on the Draft
2022 Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) on May 3, 2022, at 5:00 P.M. at Selma Senior
Community Center, 1710 Tucker St, Selma, CA 93662 and May 19, 2022, at 5:30 P.M. at the
Kerman Community Center, 15101 W Kearney Blvd, Kerman, CA 93630. Two virtual public
hearings will be held via Zoom on May 17, 2022, at 12:00 P.M. and May 24, 2022, at 6:00 P.M.
The agendas with Zoom meeting links will be available on the PlanFresno.com website.
A concurrent 55-day public review and comment period on the Draft EIR and related documents
will commence on April 15, 2022 and conclude on June 10, 2022. The draft documents are
available for review at the Fresno COG office, located at 2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201, Fresno,
CA 93721 and on Fresno COG website at agendas.fresnocog.org.

Based on the analysis presented in the Draft EIR, potentially significant and unavoidable direct
and cumulative environmental impacts may occur to the following resources areas:

Aesthetics, Agricultural and Forestry Resources, Air Quality, Biological Resources, Climate Change,
Cultural Resources & Tribal Cultural Resources, Energy and Energy Conservation,
Geology/Soils/Mineral Resources, Hazards and Hazardous Materials, Hydrology and Water Quality,
Land Use, Planning, and Recreation, Noise and Vibration, Population, Housing, and Employment, Public
Utilities, Other Utilities, and Services Systems, Social and Economic Effects, Transportation/Traffic, and
Wildfire. Although the 2023 FTIP and the 2022 RTP/SCS include areas containing sites that are

subject to Government Code 65962.5, neither the 2023 FTIP nor the 2022 RTP/SCS propose
site-specific development of any of those locations.

Public comments are welcomed at the hearing or may be submitted in writing by 5:00 P.M. on
June 10, 2022, to Kristine Cai at the address below.
After considering the comments, the documents will be considered for adoption, by resolution,
by Fresno COG at a regularly scheduled meeting to be held on July 28, 2022. The documents
will then be submitted to state and federal agencies for consideration and potential approval.
Contact Person:

Kristine Cai, Deputy Director
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201, Fresno, CA 93721
559-233-4148
kcai@fresnocog.org

AVISO DE AUDIENCIA PÚBLICA SOBRE EL PLAN PRELIMINAR 2023
DEL PROGRAMA FEDERAL DE MEJORAMIENTO DEL TRANSPORTE,
EL PLAN PRELIMINAR 2022 DEL PLAN DE TRANSPORTE REGIONAL/
ESTRATEGIA COMUNITARIA SOSTENIBLE, PLAN PRELIMINAR
CORRESPONDIENTE DEL ANÁLISIS DE CONFORMIDAD, Y
AVISO DE DISPONIBILIDAD DEL PLAN PRELIMINAR DEL INFORME DE
IMPACTO AMBIENTAL
(SCH # 2021040014)
POR LA PRESENTE SE NOTIFICA que el Consejo de Gobiernos de Fresno (Fresno COG)
llevará a cabo una audiencia pública el 26 de Mayo de 2022 a las 5:30 P.M. durante la reunión de
la Junta de Políticas de Fresno COG en el edificio de las oficinas de Fresno COG en 2035 Tulare
Street, Suite 201, Fresno, CA 93721 sobre el Plan Preliminar 2023 del Programa Federal de
Mejoramiento del Transporte (2023 FTIP), el Plan Preliminar 2018 del Plan de Transporte
Regional/Estrategia Comunitaria Sostenible (2022 RTP/SCS), el Plan Preliminar correspondiente
del Análisis de la Conformidad de la Calidad del Aire para el FTIP 2023 y el RTP/SCS 2022 y
el Informe Preliminar de Impacto Ambiental, (EIR). El objetivo de la audiencia pública es de
recibir comentarios públicos sobre estos documentos.
•
•

El FTIP 2023 es una lista a corto plazo de mejoras capitales y gastos operacionales
utilizando fondos federales y estatales para proyectos de transporte en el Condado de
Fresno durante los próximos cuatro años.
El 2022 RTP/SCS es una estrategia de transporte/uso de la tierra coordinada a largo plazo
para satisfacer las necesidades de transporte del Condado de Fresno hasta el año 2046.

•
•

El documento del Plan Preliminar EIR proporciona un análisis de los impactos
ambientales potenciales relacionados con la implementación del RTP/SCS según lo exige
la Ley de Calidad Ambiental de California.
El Análisis de Conformidad correspondiente contiene la documentación para respaldar un
fallo de que el FTIP 2023 y el RTP/SCS 2022 cumplen con los requisitos de conformidad
de la calidad del aire para el ozono y materia de partículas.

El enlace de la reunión a través de Zoom y el número de teléfono estarán disponibles en la
agenda de la Junta de Políticas en agendas.fresnocog.org. Las personas con discapacidades
pueden llamar a Fresno COG (con un preaviso de 3 días laborales) para solicitar las ayudas
auxiliares necesarias para participar en la audiencia pública. Los servicios de traducción también
están disponibles (con un preaviso de 3 días laborales) para los participantes que hablan
cualquier idioma, por medio de servicios disponibles de traducción profesional.
Se llevarán a cabo dos audiencias públicas adicionales en persona para recibir comentarios
públicos sobre el Plan Preliminar 2022 de la Estrategia de Comunidades Sostenibles (SCS) el 3
de Mayo de 2022, a las 5:00 P.M. en el Centro Comunitario de Ancianos de Selma, 1710 Tucker
St, Selma, CA 93662 y el 19 de Mayo de 2022, a las 5:30 P.M. en el Centro Comunitario de
Kerman, 15101 W Kearney Blvd, Kerman, CA 93630. Dos audiencias públicas virtuales se
llevarán a cabo a través de Zoom el 17 de Mayo de 2022, a las 12:00 P.M. y el 24 de Mayo de
2022, a las 6:00 P.M. Las agendas con enlaces a las reuniones de Zoom estarán disponibles en el
sitio web de PlanFresno.com.
Un período concurrente de revisión y comentarios públicos de 55 días sobre el Plan Preliminar
del EIR y los documentos relacionados comenzará el 5 de Abril, 2022 y concluirá el 10 de Junio,
2022. Los planes preliminares están disponibles para su revisión en la oficina de Fresno COG,
ubicada en 2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201, Fresno, CA 93721 y en el sitio de internet de Fresno
COG en agendas.fresnocog.org.
Con base en el análisis presentado en el Plan Preliminar del EIR, impactos ambientales directos y
acumulativos potencialmente significativos e inevitables pueden ocurrir en las siguientes áreas
de recursos: Estética, Recursos Agrícolas y Forestales, Calidad del Aire, Recursos Bióticos,
Cambio Climático, Recursos Culturales y Recursos Culturales Tribales, Energía y Conservación
de Energía, Geología/Suelos/Recursos Minerales, Peligros y Materiales Peligrosos, Hidrología y
Calidad del Agua, Uso de la Tierra y Planificación, y Recreación, Ruido y Vibración, Población,
Vivienda y Empleos, Servicios Públicos, Otros Servicios Públicos y Sistemas de Servicios,
Efectos Sociales Y Económicos, Transporte/Tráfico e Incendios Forestales. Aunque el FTIP de
2023 y el RTP/SCS de 2022 incluyen áreas que contienen sitios que están sujetos al Código de
Gobierno 65962.5, ni el FTIP de 2023 ni el RTP/SCS de 2022 proponen el desarrollo específico
del sitio de ninguna de esas ubicaciones.
Los comentarios públicos son bienvenidos en la audiencia o pueden enviarse por escrito antes de
las 5:00 P.M. el 10 de Junio, 2022 a Kristine Cai en la dirección que se encuentra abajo.
Después de considerar los comentarios, los documentos serán considerados para adopción, por
resolución, por Fresno COG en una junta programada regularmente que se celebrará el 26 de

Julio, 2022. Los documentos serán luego presentados a las agencias estatales y federales para su
consideración y potencial aprobación.
Persona de Contacto: Kristine Cai, Deputy Director
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201, Fresno, CA 93721
559-233-4148
kcai@fresnocog.org

Appendix D. Public Participation, Review,
and Adoption
Item 5. Consultation List

Agencies Fresno COG consulted during RTP development
Federal Agencies:

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
Federal Highway Administration

U.S. Department of Agriculture
U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of Environmental
Policy and Compliance

Federal Railroad Administration, Office of Policy and Plans U.S. Department of Transportation

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, and NaturalU.S. Environmental Protection Agency, REGION IX
Resources Conservation Service
U.S. Department of Energy
Federal Transit Administration
Naval Air Warfare Center Weapons Division
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Sacramento and San
Francisco Districts
State Agencies:

U.S. National Park Service, Pacific Great Basin System
Support and Pacific West Region
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

California Air Resources Board

California Public Utilities Commission

California Department of Health Services

Caltrans - Headquarters, Districts 6 & 10,
Division of Aeronautics Division of Rail

California Environmental Protection Agency, IAC

California Department of Housing and
Community Development

California Highway Patrol

California Department of Corrections
California Prison Industry Authority

California Transportation Commission

Governor's Office of Planning and Research
California Department of Fish and Wildlife Environmental
Services Division
California Department of State Hospitals
Employment Development Department

University of California Agriculture and Natural Resources
Tribal Governments - All were invited to fill a seat on the RTP Roundtable:
Cold Springs Rancheria of Mono Indians

Dunlap Band of Mono Historical Preservation Soc

Dunlap Band of Mono Indians

Kings River Choinumni Farm Tribe

Dumna Wo-Wah Tribal Government
Dumna Wo-Wah Tribal Government
California Choinumni Tribal Project
California Native American Indians

Haslett Basin Traditional Committee

Picayune Rancheria of Chukchansi Indians
Tule River Indian Reservation

Michahai Wuksachi Band of Eshom Valley
Regional Agencies:

Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments

Big Sandy Rancheria

North Fork Mono Tribe

Sierra Nevada Native American Coalition

Santa Rosa Indian Community of the Santa Rosa Rancheria
Mono Nation

Squaw Valley Tribe

Table Mountain Rancheria

Wuksachi Tribe - Sierra Foothills
Sacramento Area Council of Governments

CalStart

San Diego Association of Governments

Kern Council of Governments

San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District

Inyo County Planning Department and Public Works
Kings County Association of Governments
Local Agency Formation Commission

Madera County Transportation Commission

San Joaquin Council of Governments

San Luis Obispo Council of Governments

Southern California Association of Governments
Stanislaus Council of Governments

Rail:

Union Pacific
Railroad
Merced
Association
of Governments
High
Speed
Rail
Authority
Metropolitan Transportation

BNSF Corporation
Tulare
County Association of
San
Joaquin
Railroad
Kings CountyValley
Planning
Department and Public

CaltransCounty
- Division
of Aeronautics
Merced
Public
Firebaugh
San
Benito Airport
County Planning

Mono
Reedley
County
Municipal
Planning
Airport
Department and Public

Aviation:County Planning
Monterey
Airport Land
Use
Commission
Madera
County
Road
Department

Fresno Chandler Executive Airport
Tulare
RMA
FresnoCounty
Yosemite
International Airport
Harris
Ranch
Airport
Tuolumne

Local
Agency
Elected Officials, City Managers and
Coffman
Associates
RTP Roundtable, Transportation Technical
Schools and School Districts:
City of
Central Unified
City of Coalinga
Fowler Unified
City of
Kings Canyon Unified
City of
Selma Unified
City of
Coalinga-Huron Unified School District
City of
State Center Community College District
City of San
Clovis Community College
County of
Fresno State Transportation Institute

Office of Community & Economic Development, Fresno
State
Transportation Agencies:

Madera County Planning
New Coalinga
Airport and Public
Mariposa
CountyMunicipal
Planning Department

San
LuisAirport
Obispo County Planning Dept. and Public
Selma

Sierra Sky Park Airport

Tulare
County
RMA
William
R. Johnston
Municipal Airport

NAS Lemoore

Staff. Notified during each step of the the RTP
y Advisory Committee and Policy Board

City of
Mendota Unified
City of
Malaga Elementary
City of
California State University Fresno
City of
Kerman Unified
City of Orange
Firebaugh-Las Deltas Unified School District
City of
Center for Archaeological Research, CSU Bakersfield
City of
ITE Student Chapter, Fresno State
Clovis Unified

CalVans

Fresno Area Express

Fresno County Rural Transit Agency

Valleyrides

Fresno County Transportation Authority
Ace Rail
Other Agencies and Organizations:

YARTS - Yosemite Area Regional Transit
San Joaquin Joint Powers Authority

Pacific Gas and Electric

Economic Development Corporation

California Trucking Association

Fresno State Transportation Institute

California Native Plant Society
California Wildlife Federation

Sierra Club Mineral King Group

Center for Archeological Research CSU Bakersfield
Fresno Economic Opportunities Commission
Social Service Transit Advisory Council
Building Industry Association

Fresno Chamber of Commerce Government Affairs
Committee

Fresno Housing Authority
Jakara Movement

Westpark Community

Central Valley Partnership

Fresno Building Healthy Communities Hub Collaborative
Bitwise

Leadership Counsel for Justice and Accountability
Central California Asthma Collaborative

Central California Environmental Justice Network

Cultiva de Salud

Representatives of people with disabilities: SSTAC and
Clovis Senior Center

Representatives of users of pedestrian walkways and
bicycle transportation facilities: Fresno Cycling Club and
the Bicycle Advisory Committee

Measure C Citizen Oversight Committee

Fresno Building Healthy Communities

Developers and Building Industry Representatives

San Joaquin Valley Air Pollution Control District

Sanger Chamber of Commerce

Clovis Chamber of Commerce

We Serve Fresno

Fresno Irrigation District

Travel Professionals of Color

Fresno Madera Medical Society

The Fresno Center

Northern California Nevada Cycling Association

WestCare Foundation

First 5 Fresno County

Californians for Justice

Fresno Madera Agency on Aging

Resources for Independence Central Valley

Fresno Metro Ministries

Fresno Interdenominational Refugee Ministries

Workforce Connection

Youth Leadership Institute

Lowell Community Development Corporation

The Food Commons

California Education Fund

Big Brothers Big Sisters

Fresno Area Hispanic Foundation

Fresno Barrio Unidos

Reedley Chamber of Commerce

Centro La Familia

Workforce Connection

West Fresno Family Resource Center

Habitat Fresno

Centro Binacional Para El Desarrollo Indigena Oaxaqueno

United Way

Tree Fresno

Central Valley Air Quality Coalition

Every Neighborhood Partnership

Off The Front

American Lung Association

Sequoia Riverlands Trust

California Rural Legal Assistance

Community Food Bank

Poverello House

Downtown Fresno Partnership

Boys and Girls Club of Fresno County

San Joaquin River Conservancy – California

Clinica Sierra Vista

Valley Small Business Development Corporation

Ibikefresno

Southeast Fresno Community Economic Development
Association
Valley Health Team

The Council of Registered Engineers

Central Valley Community Foundation

Appendix D. Public Participation, Review,
and Adoption
Item 6. Draft Resolution of Adoption

BEFORE THE
FRESNO COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
RESOLUTION NO. 2022-29
IN THE MATTER OF:
2022 RTP/SCS, 2023 FTIP, and
Corresponding Transportation
Conformity Analysis

RESOLUTION ADOPTING
2022 RTP/SCS, 2023 FTIP,
and Corresponding Transportation
Conformity Analysis
RESOLUTION
Fresno Council of Governments
R-2022-29

RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE
FRESNO COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
2023 FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM, THE 2022 REGIONAL
TRANSPORTATION PLAN/SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY STRATEGY, AND THE CORRESPONDING
CONFORMITY ANALYSIS

WHEREAS, the Fresno Council of Governments is a Regional Transportation Planning Agency and a
Metropolitan Planning Organization, pursuant to State and Federal designation; and
WHEREAS, federal planning regulations require Metropolitan Planning Organizations to prepare and
adopt a long range Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) for their region; and
WHEREAS, Senate Bill (SB) 375 (Steinberg, 2008) requires that Metropolitan Planning Organizations
prepare a Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) as part of the 2022 RTP that demonstrates how the region
will reduce the greenhouse gas emissions (GHG) from automobiles and light trucks to achieve, if there is a
feasible way to do so, the applicable greenhouse gas emission reduction targets approved by the California Air
Resources Board (ARB), and
WHEREAS, pursuant to SB 375, the applicable ARB per capita GHG emission reduction targets for the
San Joaquin Valley region are 6% below 2005 per capita emissions levels by 2020 and 13% below 2005 per
capita emissions levels by 2035; and
WHEREAS, the state law requires that the RTP/SCS land-use development pattern is consistent with
the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA); and
WHEREAS, the RTP addresses the issues specified in the Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS)
component as identified in Government Code Sections 65080(b)(2)(B) and 65584.04(i)(1) in that it (1) Identifies
the general location of uses, residential densities, and building intensities within the region; (2) Identifies areas
within the region sufficient to house all the population of the region, including all economic segments of the
population over the course of the planning period of the regional transportation plan taking into account net
migration into the region, population growth, household formation and employment growth; (3) Identifies areas
within the region sufficient to house an eight-year projection of the regional housing need for the region pursuant
to Government Code Section 65584; (4) Identifies a transportation network to service the transportation needs
of the region; (5) Gathers and considers the best practically available scientific information regarding resource
areas and farmland in the region as defined in subdivisions (a) and (b) of Government Code Section 65080.01;
(6) Considers the state housing goals specified in Sections 65580 and 65581; (7) Sets forth a forecasted
development pattern for the region, which, when integrated with the transportation network, and other
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transportation measures and policies, will reduce the greenhouse gas emissions from automobiles and light
trucks to achieve, if there is a feasible way to do so, the greenhouse gas emission reduction targets approved
by the ARB; (8) Allows the regional transportation plan to comply with Section 176 of the federal Clean Air Act
(42 U.S.C. Section 7506); and (9) Provides consistency between the development pattern and allocation of
housing units within the region (Government Code 65584.04(i)(1); and
WHEREAS, the 2022 RTP/SCS addresses no less than a 20-year planning horizon and sets forth both
long-range and short-range policies, strategies and actions; and
WHEREAS, the 2022 RTP/SCS includes a regional growth forecast that was developed by working with
local jurisdictions using the most recent land use plans and policies and planning assumptions; and
WHEREAS, the 2022 RTP/SCS includes a financial element that summarizes the cost of plan
implementation constrained by a realistic projection of available revenues and contains recommendations for
allocation of funds; and
WHEREAS, Fresno Council of Governments prepared the RTP/SCS in consultation with the appropriate
State and local representatives including representatives from environmental and economic communities,
airport, transit, and freight; federal land management agencies; State and local agencies responsible for land
use, natural resources, environmental protection, conservation and historic preservation; and federally
recognized Native American Tribal Governments; and
WHEREAS, Fresno Council of Governments prepared an Environmental Justice Analysis for the 2022
RTP/SCS demonstrating Fresno COG’s compliance as a MPO with federal requirements related to Title VI and
Environmental Justice in the RTP development process; and
WHEREAS, the 2022 RTP/SCS has been prepared in accordance with state guidelines adopted by the
California Transportation Commission and;
WHEREAS, a 2022 RTP/SCS has been prepared in full compliance with federal guidance; and
WHEREAS, federal planning regulations require that Metropolitan Planning Organizations prepare and
adopt a short range Federal Transportation Improvement Program (FTIP) for their region; and
WHEREAS, projects submitted in the 2023 FTIP must be financially constrained and the financial plan
affirms that funding is available; and
WHEREAS, the 2023 FTIP has been prepared to comply with Federal and State requirements for local
projects and through a cooperative process between the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the Federal
Transit Administration (FTA), the State Department of Transportation (Caltrans), principal elected officials of
general purpose local governments and their staffs, and public owner operators of mass transportation services
acting through the Fresno Council of Governments forum and general public involvement; and
WHEREAS, the 2023 FTIP public involvement activities and the time established for public review and
comment for the FTIP satisfy the Program of Projects (POP) requirements for Federal Transit Administration
(FTA) projects; and
WHEREAS, the 2023 FTIP program listing is consistent with: 1) the 2022 RTP/SCS; 2) the 2022 State
Transportation Improvement Program; and 3) the Corresponding Conformity Analysis; and
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WHEREAS, the 2023 FTIP contains the MPO’s certification of the transportation planning process
assuring that all federal requirements have been fulfilled; and
WHEREAS, the 2023 FTIP meets all applicable transportation planning requirements per 23 Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 450; and
WHEREAS, Fresno Council of Governments has established performance targets that address the
performance standards per 23 CFR Part 490 , 49 United States Code (U.S.C.) 5326(c), and 49 U.S.C. 5329(d)
to use in tracking progress toward attainment of critical outcomes for the region of the MPO; and
WHEREAS, Fresno Council of Governments has integrated into its metropolitan transportation planning
process, directly or by reference, the goals, objectives, performance measures, and targets described in other
State transportation plans and transportation processes, as well as any plans developed under 49 U.S.C.
Chapter 53 by providers of public transportation, required as part of a performance-based program; and
WHEREAS, in non-attainment and maintenance areas for transportation-related criteria pollutants, the
MPO, as well as the Federal Highways Administration (FHWA) and Federal Transit Administration (FTA), must
make a conformity determination on any updated or amended RTP in accordance with the federal Clean Air Act
to ensure that federally supported highway and transit project activities conform to the purpose of the State
Implementation Plan (SIP); and
WHEREAS, the MPO must demonstrate conformity per 40 CFR Part 93 for the 2022 RTP/SCS and
2023 FTIP; and
WHEREAS, Fresno Council of Governments has conducted interagency consultation through the San
Joaquin Valley Interagency Consultation Group, which includes the 8 Valley MPOs, the Air District, the FHWA,
FTA, EPA, CARB and Caltrans representatives; and
WHEREAS, the 2022 RTP/SCS and 2023 FTIP includes a new Conformity Analysis, which makes a
positive transportation conformity determination; and
WHEREAS, the 2022 RTP/SCS and 2023 FTIP conforms to the applicable SIPs; and
WHEREAS, the 2022 RTP/SCS and 2023 FTIP do not interfere with the timely implementation of the
Transportation Control Measures; and
WHEREAS, pursuant to Government Code §65080(b)(2)(F) and federal public participation
requirements, including 23 C.F.R. §450.316(a)(1)(iv), Fresno Council of Governments must prepare the
RTP/SCS by providing adequate public notice of public involvement activities and time for public review. On
June 25, 2020, Fresno Council of Governments approved and adopted a Public Participation Plan, to serve as a
guide for Fresno Council of Government’s public involvement process, including the public involvement process
to be used for the 2022 RTP/SCS, and included an enhanced outreach program that incorporates the public
participation requirements of SB 375 and adds strategies to better serve the underrepresented segments of the
region; and
WHEREAS, Fresno COG conducted a proactive public involvement process, consistent with Title 23,
CFR §450.316(a) that provided complete information, timely public notice, full public access to key decisions
and early and continuing involvement of the public in developing the RTP and associated plans. In addition, a
dedicated website was developed in English and Spanish for access to RTP/SCS information at
www.PlanFresno.com; and
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WHEREAS, pursuant to Government Code §65080(b)(2)(F)(iii), Fresno Council of Governments held a
series of RTP/SCS public workshops throughout the region, including residents, elected officials,
representatives of public agencies, community organizations, and environmental, housing and business
stakeholders; and
WHEREAS, the FTIP was concurrently posted and released for public review and available for public
comment as part of the RTP/SCS outreach process; and
WHEREAS, the Fresno Council of Governments developed and evaluated several possible RTP/SCS
scenarios in response to community feedback, agency consultation, transportation and other needs, and other
information, and proposed to adopt Scenario “B” as the preferred scenario; and
WHEREAS, the documents have been widely circulated and reviewed by the Fresno Council of
Governments advisory committees representing the technical and management staffs of the member agencies;
representatives of other governmental agencies, including State and Federal; representatives of special interest
groups; representatives of the private business sector; and residents of Fresno County consistent with the public
participation process adopted by the Fresno Council of Governments; and
WHEREAS, public hearings were conducted on May xx, 2022 to hear and consider comments on the
2022 RTP/SCS and the 2023 FTIP, on May xx, 2022 to hear and consider comments on the 2022 RTP/SCS,
and on May xx, 2022 to hear and consider comments on the Corresponding Conformity Analysis for the 2022
RTP/SCS and the 2023 FTIP; and
WHEREAS, the Fresno Council of Governments also released the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report (PEIR) pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act concurrently with the
release of the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS, and issued a Notice of Availability for the same 55-day public review and
comment period of April 15, 2022 to June 10, 2022; and
WHEREAS, the Fresno Council of Governments’ PEIR fully evaluated the potential environmental
impacts of RTP/SCS Scenario “D” and also presented an evaluation of potentially feasible; and
WHEREAS, during the public review and comment period, Fresno Council of Governments received ##
verbal and ## written comment submissions on the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS and Draft 2022 RTP/SCS PEIR; and
WHEREAS, comment letters and Fresno Council of Governments staff responses on the Draft 2022
RTP/SCS and Draft 2022 RTP/SCS PEIR as well as the proposed Final 2022 RTP/SCS and proposed Final
2022 RTP/SCS PEIR were posted on the Fresno Council of Governments web page and circulated to
commenting public agencies at least ten (10) days prior to the certification of the PEIR; and
WHEREAS, on July 8, 2022, Fresno Council of Government’s Policy Advisory Committee and
Transportation Technical Committee held a public, joint meeting to consider a recommendation to the Policy
Board to approve and adopt the proposed Final 2022 RTP/SCS and certify the proposed Final 2022 RTP/SCS
PEIR at the July 28, 2022 Policy Board meeting; and
WHEREAS, prior to the adoption of this resolution, the Policy Board certified the Final 2022 RTP/SCS
PEIR prepared for the 2022 RTP/SCS to be in compliance with CEQA; and
WHEREAS, the Policy Board has had the opportunity to review the Final 2022 RTP/SCS and its related
appendices as well as the staff report related to the Final 2022 RTP/SCS, and consideration of the Final 2022
RTP/SCS was made by the Policy Board as part of a public meeting held on July 28, 2022.
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the foregoing recitals are true and correct and are
incorporated herein by reference as an operative portion of this Resolution.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Fresno Council of Governments finds that the 2022 RTP/SCS
and 2023 FTIP are in conformity with the requirements of the Federal Clean Air Act Amendments and applicable
State Implementation Plans for air quality.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Fresno Council of Governments also finds that the 2022
RTP/SCS meets the SB 375 GHG reduction targets of 6% below 2005 per capita emissions levels by 2020 and
13% below 2005 per capita emissions levels by 2035.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Fresno Council of Governments adopts the 2022 RTP/SCS
(specifically, Scenario B), the 2023 FTIP, and the corresponding Conformity Analysis.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the documents and materials that constitute the record of
proceedings on which this Resolution is based are based are located at Fresno COG, 2035 Tulare Street, Suite
201, Fresno, CA 93721. The Custodian of Record is Tony Boren, Executive Director.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that Fresno COG staff is directed to file a CEQA Notice of Determination
with the California State Clearinghouse and with the Fresno County Clerk within five (5) working days of the
adoption of this Resolution.

THE FOREGOING RESOLUTION was passed and adopted by the Fresno Council of Governments this
28th day of July 2022.

AYES:
NOES:
ABSENT:
____________________________________
Michelle Roman
Chair

I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of a resolution of the Fresno Council of Governments duly
adopted at a regular meeting thereof held on the 28th day of July, 2022.
Signed: ____________________________________________________
Tony Boren
Executive Director
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Appendix D. Public Participation, Review,
and Adoption
Item 7. Draft Public Review Comments and
Responses

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS
Commenter
Comment
May 3, 2022 – Selma Senior Center
1. Mayor Scott Robertson,
Asked questions relating to the TOD program and RTP
Selma
constrained and unconstrained lists. Are the Dinuba
flyover and Floral/SR 43/ SR-99 interchange and
Mountainview/SR 99 improvements included on the
Constrained project list?
May 17, 2022 – Virtual Public Hearing
2. Adam Livingston, Sequoia Commended Fresno COG for both the process and
Riverlands Trust
result. As a member of the RTP Roundtable, he was
pleased to see the most conservation and compact
land use growth scenario. Also commended Fresno
COG for continuing using natural resource layers as
constraints to development in the SCS land use
pattern.
3. Carolina Ilic, Fresno Area The process has been inclusive, and we (FAX) have
Express (FAX)
been pleased to participate in the process and also
pleased that preferred scenario is Scenario B. We’ll
continue to review the document as a whole and
possibly submit additional comments, but overall
want to commend Fresno COG on the process itself.
May 24, 2022 – Virtual Public Hearing
4. Sarah Harris, Measure C
Hadn’t had a chance to review the documents in
Technical Working Group detail, but overall interest in being engaged in the
Member
transportation planning process and may submit
more detailed comments later.
May 26, 2022 – Fresno COG Policy Board
5. Karla Martinez,
In many of these meetings when the process did start
Leadership Counsel for
to develop the 2022 RTP, residents shared their
Justice and Accountability priorities and concerns but there continue to be a lot
of unresolved issues, including the FCOG’s
responsibility to respond to community
transportation and land use related priorities within
its authority which includes discretionary funding and
grant funding to desired community needs,
prohibiting the use of public funds to subsidize
and/or support sprawl and frontloading and
prioritizing investments to support increased transit
services, bike, and pedestrian projects, interregional
transit connectivity, and supporting communities to
apply for implementation projects. Addressing these
issues would result in support and funding for
community priorities such as basic infrastructure to
support walking and biking, alternative transit
solutions, and other great things. While we
appreciate staff’s participation, we are concerned

Response
Those projects
are on the
unconstrained
project list.

6. Adam Livingston, Sequoia
Riverlands Trust

that community input and needs are not adequately
or meaningfully incorporated into the RTP/SCS. Given
responses provided to community residents during
each of these meetings coordinated where residents
were invited at the beginning of this process. They
were constantly met with responses such as speak
with your elected officials and not providing real
viable solutions to put into the RTP. Public
participation is critical to the development of an
equitable and just RTP/SCS plan. Community
priorities must be incorporated into the final plan.
We urge the Policy Board to direct staff to respond to
how community priorities raised in these meetings
will be incorporated in the final plan. We would also
like to hear how public input has led to changes or
modifications to any of the scenarios and to the final
plan being proposed and will be accepted today.
Otherwise, this process is simply performative if you
are not listening to community. Thank you.
While I do agree with some of the points made by the
previous commenter in terms of ways to improve the
plan, in particular front-loading transit and active
transportation projects and moving further in the
direction of focusing on infrastructure for infill as
opposed to greenfield development. I do want to
commend Fresno COG for adopting the most
conservation and compact growth-oriented scenario
of the three that were considered and using natural
resources layers as constraints to development in the
land use pattern. That’s a best practice that you used
in 2018 as well and we really appreciate seeing that
in the 2022 SCS. So just wanted to commend the
work that you’ve done and still as the previous
commenter indicated, certainly we think there is
further to go and we look forward to engaging with
you in future rounds. But we do think that this
RTP/SCS represents a step forward and appreciate
the chance to be part of the process.

DISTRICT 6 OFFICE
1352 WEST OLIVE AVENUE |P.O. BOX 12616 |FRESNO, CA 93778-2616
(559) 905-9371 | FAX (559) 488-4195 | TTY 711
www.dot.ca.gov

June 9, 2022

SENT VIA EMAIL

DRAFT 2022 RTP/SCS
DRAFT Program EIR
REVIEW LETTER

Mr. Tony Boren
Executive Director
Fresno Council of Governments
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201
Fresno, CA 93721
Dear Mr. Boren:
Thank you for the opportunity to review the Fresno Council of Governments (FCOG)
Draft 2022 – 2046 Regional Transportation Plan and Sustainable Communities Strategy
(RTP/SCS). Caltrans, at District 6 and various divisions within our Department have
reviewed the Draft RTP and collectively offer the following comments.
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING – DISTRICT 6
FCOG demonstrated a strong commitment to support their 20-year planning horizon
with focus on the region’s transportation options, sustainable growth, economy,
improving air quality and building healthier communities. FCOG utilized the adopted
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP) Public Outreach Strategy which provided a
detailed approach to obtain public participation during each step of the RTP process.
FCOG addressed the four main required elements: Policy Element, Sustainable
Communities Strategy (SCS), Action Element, and Financial Element which conforms to
the RTP Guidelines adopted by the California Transportation Commission (CTC)
pursuant to Government Code 65080(d). The plan assesses all forms of transportation
available in the County of Fresno including travel and goods movement needs
through 2046.
Three scenarios were proposed for FCOG’s 2022 RTP/SCS with varying degrees of
investments in strategies and anticipated outcomes. The FCOG Policy Board adopted
Scenario B in October 2021. Scenario B meets the 2035 greenhouse gas (GHG)
reduction targets for the region with priority given to maintaining the existing road
network, improving transit and ridesharing, improving access and connection
between cities/towns, promoting infill development, and encouraging shifts away from
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single-occupant vehicles. While the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS does incorporate climate
change analysis and note the challenges it brings to the region, Caltrans encourages
FCOG to continue to apply for funding resources to further study climate resilience
issues in the Fresno region.
In an effort to continue on-going partnerships with federal, state, local partners,
stakeholders and the general public, FCOG adopted the Public Participation Plan
(PPP) in June 2020. The PPP has provided direction, participation requirements,
strategies and techniques to improve public contribution in the RTP process. In
addition to the PPP, FCOG also developed the above-mentioned Regional
Transportation Plan Public Outreach Strategy and the Tribal Consultation Plan.
Environmental Justice Subcommittee consists of 13 members with a diverse and
equitable representation of the region’s population. The committee provided insight
and guided the process of defining Fresno County’s environmental justice
communities during the development of the RTP.
The RTP is consistent in demonstrating programming and operations, identifying
methods for measuring its transportation performance and listing constrained and unconstrained projects. Through the Financial Element, funding of revenue sources are
outlined for the region’s planned transportation investments. Ongoing operations and
maintenance through resources from FAST Act, Measure C, CMAQ, Senate Bill 1 (SB1)
(The Road and Repair and Accountability Act of 2017) have provided additional
funding for transportation projects.
FCOG and the Fresno County Rural Transit Agency (FCRTA) have historically and
continue to work closely in addressing transit in the County of Fresno. FCRTA
continues to be in the forefront of establishing public transit services to rural
communities in the region. FCRTA has enhanced mobility for vulnerable communities
that lack transportation and need access to jobs, education and medical services
outside their primary area of residence. FCOG and FCRTA have included the Fresno
County Regional Microtransit Feasibility Study within FCOG’s 22/23 Overall Work
Program (OWP) in an effort to explore options for providing transit services to meet
needs that are not currently being served with existing transit services. In support of
sustainable transportation, FCRTA finalized an Electrical Grid Analysis Study to prepare
and inform the agency as it continues to the electrification of its fleet. FCRTA is also
initiating a Distributed Energy Resource/Microgrid Feasibility Study which would
evaluate the feasibility of developing an affordable electric vehicle (EV) charging
model.
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General Comments:





Caltrans recommends priority be given to actions that reduce vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) to further reduce the region’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
productions.
Caltrans concurs with policies and strategies that help achieve environmental
goals to promote public health and quality of life for communities.
Caltrans recommends actions that would serve to protect the state’s most
vulnerable populations such as Disadvantaged Communities.
Caltrans concurs with health-promoting policies that encourage more transit,
bicycling and walking. Policies and programs of this nature can foster more
accessible, more livable, and healthier communities, especially vulnerable
communities.

Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 1, page 8:
The passage “…the Policy Board adopted on May28, 2020.”, there should be space
between “May 28”.
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 1, page 8:
The passage “…understand and provide meaningful in while the RTP…”, this sentence
seems to be missing a statement and is incomplete.
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 1, page 8:
The passage “…understand and provide meaningful in while the RTP…”, this sentence
seems to be missing a statement and is incomplete.
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 1, page 9:
The passage “They Subcommittee met five times…”, consider changing “They” to
“The”.
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 3, page 25:
The “AIRPORTS IN FRESNO COUNTY AND THEIR PURPOSE” table, on the second row it
notes “1 of the 9 airports are reliver airports…” probably meant “reliever airports”.
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 3, page 28:
On the “Bicycle and pedestrian transportation goals in Fresno County” figure, there
seems to be an issue with the graphic representing “SAFETY AND EDUCATION”.
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 4, page 10:
The passage “…carries forward performance- planning requirements…” may be
referring to “performance-based planning requirements”.
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Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 4, page 11:
The passage “It ensures that the and FTIP. Transportation performance…” includes an
incomplete sentence.
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 5, page 13, Figure 5-1:
The pie charts do not identify the scenario it is representing.
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 7, page 1:
The first section is titled “Active Transportation”, however the section body discusses
Environmental Justice and Equity Analysis
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 7, page 2:
The section title “Tile VI and Environmental Just Review” may be referring to “Title VI
and Environmental Justice Review”.
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 7, page 4:
The passage “…and Title IV Program Plan for Engaging Individuals…” is probably
referring to FCOG’s “Title VI Program Plan”
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report, Page 1-3:
The section notes “The SCS encourages changes to the urban form that improve
accessibility to transit, and create more compact development, thereby yielding a
number of transportation and air quality benefits to the region”. Caltrans concurs with
strategies that add first/last mile transit connectivity to the transit such as transit
oriented development (TOD) development.
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report, Page 3-502:
The section notes “Establish development exactions and impact fees to fund bicycle
and pedestrian facilities”. Caltrans recommends updating the traffic impact fee
program to include VMT or establish a new VMT mitigation fee program to help fund
future bicycle and pedestrian facilities and/or future transit infrastructure/routes.
SYSTEM PLANNING BRANCH – DISTRICT 6
Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 3, page 27:
The narrative is well written but is relatively short. It is recommended to add examples
of effective bicycle and pedestrian facilities into the Draft. The Towards an Active
California State Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan 2017 is not mentioned and is
recommended to be referenced in the 2022 RTP/SCS, provided is the link:
https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/transportationplanning/documents/f0020350-activeca-final-plan-2017-05-18-a11y.pdf
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Draft RTP/SCS, Chapter 5, page 16:
It is recommended to add “Complete Streets” as part of the Transportation Strategies
section as complete streets is an effective strategy for improving walking, biking and
transit use.
Draft RTP/SCS, Appendix B, Constrained Project List:
Please specify the State Route the project is located on for the following projects
(Project ID):
 FRE504011
 FRE504010
 FRE503964
 FRE504007
 FRE504012 – Also add anticipated work in the project description
 FRE504005 – Project Title and Description includes “Maybe”, please also clarify
the Title and Description columns.
Please remove the following projects (Project ID):
 FRE503975 – Project was completed in 2021.
 FRE503987 – Project has been deleted.
 FRE503971 – Project was completed in 2020.
 FRE503977 – Project was completed in 2022.
 FRE503966 – Project was completed in 2020.
 FRE503972 – Project was completed in 2019.
These projects are not in our records, please clarify the project source for the following
(Project ID):
 FRE504009
 FRE504124
 FRE504144
For projects “FRE504003” and “FRE503974”, both these projects seem to be duplicates
of each other. Please clarify if these are not duplicates or delete one.
For project “FRE504004”, our records show that the project’s anticipated completion
year is 2028, please correct the “Estimated Open to Traffic”.
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ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNNING – DISTRICT 6
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report, Page 2-39:
Include a footnote for the “California Dept. of Transportation” bullet stating that
“CEQA for Local Assistance projects, off the State Highway System, is the responsibility
of the implementing agency and Caltrans is not subject to the PEIR for federally
funded off-system Local Assistance projects. In addition, Caltrans, having discretionary
approval authority for projects or encroachments on the state highway system may
require project specific CEQA analysis in addition to the PEIR before authorizing any
work on the state highway system.”
TECHNICAL PLANNNING – DISTRICT 6
Draft RTP/SCS, Appendix B, Constrained Project List:
For project “FRE504142”, the Project Description should include “Modify Interchange”.
Draft RTP/SCS, Appendix B, Existing Major Revenue Sources:
Please include sections describing the Discretionary Federal Grants RAISE (Formerly
BUILD) and INFRA. Both these programs are included as future fund sources in the
Revenue Projections section of Appendix B.
Draft RTP/SCS, Appendix C, Valleywide Chapter, page 16:
The passage “For the San Joaquin Valley, each MPO is scheduled to approve their SCS
as an element of their Regional Transportation (RTP/SCS) in 2018.”, this sentence should
be referencing the 2022 RTP/SCS and not the 2018 RTP/SCS.
Draft RTP/SCS, Appendix C, Valleywide Chapter, page 28:
Please clarify if the projects listed for Fresno County are recommended for the RTP/SCS
or are these recommendations from the 2017 Goods Movement Corridor Study. Many
of these capacity increasing improvement projects are not programmed and seem
unlikely to be delivered within 5 years as noted in this section.
OFFICE OF TRAFFIC OPERATIONS – DISTRICT 6
Draft Program Environmental Impact Report
Roundabouts were largely omitted as a mitigation and energy conservation impact
strategy. Studies have shown, modern roundabouts can reduce emissions as much as
20-30% compared to a signalized intersection. Roundabouts notably have lower
maintenance and electricity costs in comparison to traffic signals and require drivers to
consume less fuel. Roundabouts are effective engineering countermeasures for
intersection safety and have a proven record of accident reduction. Caltrans
encourages their use and we continue to educate stakeholders and community
members regarding their benefits
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT – DISTRICT 6
Draft RTP/SCS, Appendix B, Constrained Project List:
Please remove the following projects (Project ID):
 FRE503989
 FRE503988
For project “FRE503995”, please change the ‘ESTIMATED OPEN TO TRAFFIC’ years to
“2027-2031” and ‘ESTIMATED TOTAL COST’ to “$400,000”
OFFICE OF REGIONAL PLANNING – HEADQUARTERS
General Comments:
FCOG is commended for properly laying out the policy, action, and financial
elements. This information gives readers a great idea of how the efforts outlined in this
plan will contribute to the plan’s overall goals. FCOG is also commended for
organization of the RTP/SCS document and how it eases the comprehension for public
consumption.
Draft RTP/SCS, Appendix C, RTP Checklist:
Consultation/Cooperation:
 #3. Item 6 of Appendix D is refenced in the checklist, but the information for this
question is actually found in Item #5 of Appendix D
 #5. Item 6 of Appendix D is refenced in the checklist, but the information for this
question is actually found in Item #5 of Appendix D
 #11. The Public-Transit-Human Services Transportation should be documented in
the RTP. Please reference coordination and consistency with the plan within the
RTP.
Modal Discussion:
 #2. The page # referenced should be 14 not 15
Programming/Operations:
 #1. Please document the consistency of the RTP with the development of the
regional ITS architecture within the RTP itself.
 #2. Please add Item #3 of Appendix B in the RTP Checklist for where the criteria for
measuring the performance of the transportation system is found.
 #3. Please add Item #2 of Appendix B in the RTP Checklist for where the
unconstrained project list is found.
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Financial:
 #4. Please make clear which projects are regionally significant within the project list.
 #9 The 2023 FTIP was not included in the Draft RTP submittals. Please include
information that answers this question within the RTP.
Environmental:
 #2 & #7. The Conformity Analysis for the 2023 FTIP was not included in the Draft RTP
submittals. Please include information that answers these questions within the RTP.
If you have any other questions, please call or email Christopher Xiong at (559) 9087064 or Christopher.Xiong@dot.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

DAVID PADILLA, Branch Chief
Transportation Planning – North
C:

Michael Navarro, Alec Kimmel, Albert Lee, Eric Olson, Shane Gunn, Caltrans-D6
Jennifer Duran, Kevin Mariant, Gilbert Valencia, Jelani Young, Caltrans-HQ
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Mr. Tony Boren
Executive Director
Fresno Council of Governments
2035 Tulare Street, Suite 201, Fresno, CA 93721
tboren@fresnocog.org
Dear Mr. Boren:
California Air Resources Board (CARB) staff appreciate the opportunity to review and engage
with the Fresno Council of Governments’ (FCOG) staff on the draft update to its 2022
Regional Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (Draft 2022 RTP/SCS).
This work is more important than ever. CARB's second SB 150 progress report 1 shows that
California as a whole, and the Fresno region, is not on track to meet the greenhouse gas
(GHG) emission reductions expected under Senate Bill (SB) 375 and that vehicle miles
traveled (VMT) is increasing. Governor Newsom signed Executive Order N-19-19 to redouble
the State’s efforts to reduce GHG emissions, explicitly focusing on lowering VMT. To achieve
the State's climate mandates, California needs significant and immediate changes to how we
plan, fund, and build our communities and transportation systems.
The SCS plays a critical role in supporting the State’s climate efforts, as well as local
objectives to create an economically vibrant region that responds to the needs of its diverse
communities and provides better access to jobs and clean air for its residents. We appreciate
FCOG’s work to incorporate new regional strategies for reducing VMT and associated GHG
emissions, as well as to connect those strategies to implementation efforts in the Draft 2022
RTP/SCS.
In reviewing the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS, CARB staff looked to identify whether additional
information would be needed to conduct its final SCS GHG evaluation under SB 375. CARB’s
final evaluation of the SCS will focus on assessing whether GHG emission reductions are
reasonably supported by the plan, as outlined in the Final Sustainable Communities Strategy
Program and Evaluation Guidelines (SCS Evaluation Guidelines). CARB staff requests that
FCOG make the following additional information available by the time it adopts its final 2022
RTP/SCS to support the final evaluation.

CARB’s Draft 2022 Progress Report: California’s Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act at:
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/tracking-progress

1

arb.ca.gov

1001 I Street • P.O. Box 2815 • Sacramento, California 95812
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Observed data and modeling results to substantiate achievement of the 2020 GHG
emission reduction target
Chapter 5, Table 5-1: Per Capita Greenhouse Gas Reduction Targets of the Draft 2022
RTP/SCS shows that preferred scenario, Scenario B, would meet the 2020 and 2035 GHG
emission reduction targets. The table and surrounding text show the FCOG region meeting
and performing well above its 2020 target, estimating an almost 28 percent reduction in
2020 compared to the region’s target of 6 percent in 2020. FCOG needs to provide CARB
with modeled results, off-model adjustments, and evidence based on observed data 2 to show
how the 2020 GHG target was achieved.
Documentation of calculations for SCS strategies quantified off-model
Appendix C of the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS includes high-level summaries of data sources,
assumptions, and quantification methods for the following off-model strategies: pedestrian
infrastructure improvement, transportation system management (TSM) / intelligent
transportation systems (ITS), telecommuting, carpool/vanpool, employer-based trip reduction
(Rule 9410), and electric vehicle (EV) infrastructure. For each of these strategies, FCOG needs
to further document its key strategy assumptions (e.g., scope of the strategy, existing and
projected participation rates) and cite the corresponding data sources and other supporting
information it will use as the basis of its assumptions per Appendix E of CARB’s SCS
Evaluation Guidelines.
In particular, while it is encouraging to see that the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS includes a new EV
public charging strategy, CARB staff needs further documentation of the step-by-step
analysis used to estimate the associated GHG reduction benefits, along with additional data
and literature that supports the method’s assumptions to support the final evaluation.
Additional information about SCS implementation and monitoring of strategy
implementation
CARB staff appreciates FCOG’s inclusion of polices, actions, implementing parties, and
timeframes in Chapter 4 of the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS, which provides helpful connections
between the plan’s strategies and implementation. CARB staff requests further clarification
on the following items.
•

In reviewing the actions in Chapter 4 alongside Chapter 5, Table 5-4, which shows the
integration between SCS and RTP/SCS policies and actions, CARB found instances
where further clarification of the actions would be helpful for assessing whether they
support SCS strategy implementation.
–

2

FCOG should include more detail on how the RTP/SCS telework strategy will be
achieved as part of its transportation demand management program funding.
What will FCOG do to encourage telework and the use of alternative modes?

This should include any data sources and methods used for post-processing observed data, as applicable.
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–

FCOG states it will incentivize and seek funding for projects that reduce VMT.
How will this be achieved and what funding will be pursued?

–

FCOG states it will work cooperatively with the private sector to ensure that the
region’s business community’s mobility needs are addressed. What does this
look like? Is this related to the carpooling/vanpooling and Rule 9410 strategies,
and if so, what will FCOG’s role be?

Furthermore, adding numbering to the actions in Chapter 4 to correspond with those
in Chapter 5, Table 5-4, would be helpful.
•

Is FCOG seeking SB 375 GHG emission reduction credit for increased climate
resiliency, and providing an efficient, reliable, and safe roadway system for movement
of goods strategies as listed in Chapter 5, Table 5-4, pages 28 and 30, with reference
to the Chapter 4 actions? If so, additional information on what these projects are and
the assumptions and calculations used to estimate the GHG emission reductions needs
to be provided to CARB.

•

What is the timeframe for short-term (e.g., 1-4 years, or before the next RTP/SCS) and
long-term actions (e.g., 5-8 years)?

•

What funding resources are currently committed to these actions, and how much is
anticipated to be available between now and 2035 for implementation, if any? FCOG
should add a column to the table of actions to identify known funding commitments.

•

How will implementation of SCS actions be monitored to support progress? For
example, in CARB staff’s evaluation of FCOG’s 2018 SCS, CARB recommended that
FCOG develop an interagency process with CalVans and regional employers with trip
reduction programs to further develop, validate, and monitor program projections in
Fresno. CARB recommends that FCOG commit to monitoring implementation of its
supporting actions in the 2022 RTP/SCS.

Clarification of RTP/SCS revenue sources
Chapter 6, pages 9-14 of the Draft 2022 RTP/SCS identifies a revenue shortfall and a variety
of actions that could fill anticipated revenue gaps, including congestion pricing, VMT and
GHG emissions fees, parking pricing, toll roads, etc. CARB staff requests that FCOG clarify
whether any of these actions are assumed to be implemented prior to 2035 for the purposes
of its quantified GHG emission reductions resulting from the 2022 RTP/SCS.
Additionally, Chapter 6, page 3, mentions revenue assumptions regarding Measure C, Fresno
County’s local ½-cent sales tax for transportation improvements, and assumes the measure
will be renewed and/or augmented before it expires in 2027. CARB encourages FCOG to
include discussion in the final 2022 RTP/SCS about how this future sales tax measure can
align with the RTP/SCS and position itself to deliver on the SCS targets. For example, the
discussion could identify priority GHG/VMT reducing projects in the RTP/SCS, including
transit, active transportation, transportation electrification, and/or opportunities to reimagine
or remove legacy projects in the RTP/SCS that induce VMT. The discussion could also help
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identify currently valuable support mechanisms such as Measure C’s transit-oriented
development program that is used to fund capital improvement projects that support transit
and encourage walking and biking, as well as infill housing incentives in the region.
Documentation of exogenous variables and assumptions for incremental progress
analysis
FCOG needs to provide CARB with a complete list of exogenous variables 3 for its 2018 and
2022 plans (e.g., total population, employment rate, household size, household income, etc.),
by the time it submits its final SCS for evaluation.
CARB staff look forward to continuing our collaboration with FCOG staff and are committed
to working together on potential approaches to address these requests. If you have any
questions, please contact me at Lezlie.Kimura@arb.ca.gov.
Sincerely,

Lezlie Kimura Szeto, Manager
Sustainable Communities Planning and Policy Section
cc:

Ms. Kristine Cai, Deputy Director, Fresno Council of Governments
kcai@fresnocog.org
Mr. Bill Higgins, Executive Director, California Association of Councils of Governments
bhiggins@calcog.org
Ms. Jennifer Tendick, Director of Planning Policy, California Association of Councils of
Governments
jennifer@calcog.org

Table 3 of Appendix A in CARB’s Final Sustainable Communities Strategy Program and Evaluation Guidelines:
https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/resources/documents/scs-evaluation-resources
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Appendix D. Public Participation, Review,
and Adoption
Item 8. RTP Change Log

RTP CHANGE LOG
Location
Cover
Cover
Table of Contents and
List of Figures
Chapter 1, p. 2
Chapter 3, p. 2
Chapter 3, p. 16
Chapter 3, p. 17
Chapter 3, p. 27
Chapter 4, p. 8
Chapter 4, p. 10
Chapter 4, p. 10
Chapter 4, p. 11
Chapter 5, p. 13
Chapter 5, p. 16
Chapter 5, p. 16
Chapter 5, p. 17
Chapter 5, p. 19
Chapter 5, p. 31
Chapter 6, p. 7
Chapter 6, pages 9-14
Chapter 6, Table 6-1
Chapter 6, p. 7

Change
Updated “Draft” to “Final” on cover page and removed draft review date.
Updated 2022-2046 to 2022 RTP/SCS.
Updated based on edits made below.
Added reference to transit agencies in the Transportation box as a
component of comprehensive planning.
Corrected Table 3-1 with updated data.
Added reference to the Innovative Clean Transit (ICT) regulation in the
Urban Mass Transportation section.
Added reference to the Fresno County Coordinated Public Transit-Human
Services Transportation Plan.
Updated language to reference Caltrans’ 2017 Active Transportation Plan.
Added reference to transit agencies in the third action supporting efforts to
implement high-speed rail.
Added reference to Zero Emission Buses (ZEB), in addition to electric
vehicles.
Updated sentence from “…carries forward performance- planning
requirements…” to “performance-based planning requirements”.
Corrected formatting issue. Removed the last paragraph of page 10 and the
first paragraph of page 11.
Updated the Figure 5-1. Funding amount summary changed according to
Caltrans’ comment.
Updated note at the bottom of Table 5-2 to “Streets/Roads –
Maintenance/Operations – 9.” The total was previously 4 .
Table 5-3, Cell column 1, row 3 changed to “Bicycle Pedestrian ($)”
Updated the ITS section to include reference to the 2015 Fresno County
Intelligent Transportation System Strategic Deployment Plan and Regional
Architecture.
Added reference to ZEVs in addition to EV technology and refined the text to
indicate that FAX is testing micro transit pilot studies, vs. FAX has conducted
micro transit studies.
Added a footnote to Table 5-4 “This table is not intended to show GHG
reduction strategies. For details on strategies specific to GHG emission
reduction, please refer to the Technical Methodology in Appendix C” .
Updated note at the bottom of Table 6-1 to “Streets/Roads –
Maintenance/Operations – 9.” The total was previously 4.
Updated the potential revenue section so that the funding sources
anticipated to be implemented prior to 2035 are listed first, and the
remaining conceptual funding sources are listed second.
Updated Table 6-1 with updated values based on comments received from
Caltrans during the public review period resulting in edits to the project list.
Updated the paragraph above Table 6-1 from “$6.044 billion” to “$6.024
billion”.
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Chapter 7, p. 1
Chapter 7, p. 1
Chapter 7, p. 2
Chapter 7, p. 4
Chapter 7, p. 16
Chapter 7, p. 17
Chapter 7, p. 18
Chapter 7, p. 19
Appendix A, Item 2
Appendix A, Item 3
Appendix B, Item 1
Appendix B, Item 5
Appendix B, Item 8
Appendix C, Item 1
Appendix C, Item 2
Appendix C, Item 10
Appendix D, Item 6
Appendix D, Item 7
Appendix D, Item 8

Changed chapter title to “CHAPTER 7”.
Changed first section title to “Introduction”.
Corrected section title “Tile VI …” to “Title VI …”
Corrected “Title IV” to “Title VI” in section “Plan Development Process”.
Updated reference from 2018 Survey to 2022 FAX Passenger Satisfaction
Survey.
Replaced “100% electric” with “zero emission.”
Updated table ‘Distribution of investments by mode’ and ‘Distribution of
Road Maintenance Projects’. And Discussion of ‘Distribution of Road
Maintenance Projects’.
Updated map ‘Figure 7-6’ .
Added link to the Final Program Environmental Impact Report.
Added link to the Air Quality Conformity document.
Various changes were made to the Constrained project listing per Caltrans
public comment request.
Revised Revenue Projection tables to account for the Caltrans project
deletions.
Added link to the FTIP document.
Updated page references in RTP Checklist.
Updated the list of recommended projects for Fresno County on page 28.
Replaced Item SCS Indicator Results with an updated version matching the
total project numbers shown in Table 5-2 and Table 6-1.
Added final Resolution for RTP-SCS-FTIP-Conformity adoption.
Added comments received during the draft public review period, both from
public hearings and written comments, as well as the responses to public
comments.
Added the RTP Change Log to document changes made to the Final RTP/SCS.
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